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Abstract

Epithelial cells do not develop in isolation but are mechanically-coupled to their

neighbours through theiradherens junctions. Consequently, themechanical forces

associated with cell morphogenesis are transmitted across the tissue. Many ep-

ithelial tissues can be considered as heterogeneous in that they contain multiple

cell types of distinct morphologies. In such tissues, the forces exerted on an in-

dividual cell by its neighbours might vary both spatially and temporally during

morphogenesis. How the mechanical forces produced during morphogenesis are

coordinated across a heterogeneous tissue is unknown. Furthermore,whether the

individual cells can sense and respond to mechanical force is unclear, as are the

mechanisms that might mediate this. During my PhD, I used the Drosophila retina

as amodel tissue to investigate the role ofmechanical forcesduringheterogeneous

tissue morphogenesis. My work revealed that the Notch signalling pathway and

differential adhesion through Nephrin-like adhesion molecules regulate a stereo-

typed step of cell intercalation between four glial cells that occurs during retinal

development. Although in this context cell intercalation is driven by an intrinsic

mechanism, it also requires insulation from the high extrinsic forces generated by

the neighbouring cells. My work indicates that the properties of a cell’s cytoso-

lic medial myosin meshwork vary dependent on cell fate or shape. Importantly,

my results highlight a function for the cytosolic actomyosin meshwork in deter-

mining heterogeneous cell shapes. Additionally, my work shows that the medial

meshwork is mechano-sensitive and that it can drive cell type-speciic responses

to mechanical force. Finally, my results show that the sensory photoreceptor neu-

rons require spatial coninement by the glial cone cells in order to undergo mor-

phogenesis. Altogether,myPhDworkprovidesnew insights intohowdifferent cell

types interact through and respond to mechanical forces to bring about coherent

tissue patterning.
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Impact statement

Epithelial tissues are fundamental to life. They form barriers against the outside

environment and linemany of our organs, such as the gut, airways and skin. Many

epithelial tissues are complex in that they contain a series of diverse cell types in

precise arrangements. An exacting coordination and organisation of the develop-

ment of these cells is vital for proper organ function. Epithelial tissues gradually

adopt their particular cellular arrangements as the organism develops. A funda-

mental understanding of how epithelial tissues develop is important to advance

methods to solve problems when things go wrong, such as in disease. Through

basic research we are starting to understand how cells use biochemical signals to

communicate andorganise into a structured tissue during development. However,

it is becoming clear that in addition to biochemical signals, cells also use physi-

cal, mechanical cues to inform their development. An integrated understanding

of how cells produce mechanical forces and how they respond to them is lacking.

During my PhD, I addressed these fundamental questions by investigating how

complex epithelial tissues use mechanical forces to generate their precise pattern

of cells. I make use of the Drosophila retina as a model system and use a variety of

approaches including confocal microscopy, laser ablation, genetic manipulations,

mathematic modelling and image analysis. Through this work, I demonstrate sev-

eral ways in which extrinsic mechanical forces, generated locally by neighbouring

cells within the tissue, can inluence morphogenesis. My work highlights the im-

portance of mechanical force as a means to coordinate morphogenesis to create

highly reproducible tissue forms.

The development of models to enable investigation into the processes that regu-

late the building of epithelial tissues is of vital importance. Here, I build on previ-

ous work that made use of the Drosophila retina as a model system to show how

it can additionally be used for studying the role of the medial meshwork of ac-
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tomyosin during heterogeneous tissue patterning. This model will be applicable

in future studies for further investigation into how mechanical forces inluence

tissue patterning. Additionally, I have established Drosophila lines, genetic con-

structs and imagingmethods that will be useful within theDrosophila community.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Epithelia

Epithelial tissues are layers of cells found lining organs and surfaces of the body.

They function as selective barriers, separating an organism’s interior from the ex-

ternal environment. The evolutionary development of epithelial tissues was vital

to support complexmetazoan life; multicellular animals have an essential require-

ment to separate distinct organ systems yet allow exchange of material between

them (Cereijido et al., 2004; Rodriguez-Boulan and Macara, 2014). Epithelial tis-

sues consist of tightly packed epithelial cells adhered to each other to form an un-

broken sheet. A fundamental characteristic of epithelial cells is their polarisation

into distinct compartments along the apical-basal axis. The membrane of epithe-

lial cells is partitioned into four discrete domains: apical, junctional, lateral and

basal (Figure1.1A). These domains can be deined by the proteins present, their

lipid content and theirmorphology (Tepass, 2012). Thepresenceof thesedomains

is conserved between species, however there are differences in their organisa-

tion betweenvertebrates and invertebrates (St Johnston andAhringer, 2010) (Fig-

ure1.1B). Vertebrate junctional domains contain the adherens junction (AJ), the

structure responsible for cell-cell adhesion, positioned below the tight junction,

which forms the paracellular barrier. In contrast, in invertebrates, the AJ is po-

sitioned above the septate junction (functional equivalent to the vertebrate tight

junction). The polarisation of membrane domains allows their specialisation to

carry out adhesive, absorptive and secretory functions. This is complemented by

a polarised traficking machinery (Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 2005).

Epithelial sheets can be classiied based on cell shape. For example, cells can be

squamous (thin and lat), cuboidal (equal height andwidth), or columnar (tall and

thin) (Figure1.1C-E). In addition, epithelial tissues can vary by the type of layer-
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ing. They can be organised into simple monolayers where every cell contacts the

basementmembrane, or be stratiied, where there aremultiple layers of cells (Fig-

ure1.1F). Epithelia can also be considered as pseudo-stratiied, where the nuclei

rest at different heights within the monolayer (Figure1.1G). Epithelia of different

architectures perform different functions.

Epithelial sheets undergo extensive remodelling during development to generate

the complex 3D structures found in adult organs, for example the folding of the

vertebrate neural tube or the tubular structure of the kidney (Nikolopoulou et al.,

2017; Varner and Nelson, 2014). In addition, many epithelial tissues exhibit com-

plex patterning in 2D within the plane of the epithelium. This can include het-

erogeneities in the differentiated cell fates or cell morphologies existing within

the same tissue. For example, the gut has many cell types to orchestrate the com-

plex function of nutrient absorption (Crosnier et al., 2006) which are of different

shapes to allow for their different functions. Heterogeneity is also a key feature

of sensory epithelia, which often contain neurons and glial cells as well as epithe-

lial cells (Togashi, 2016). I will refer to this category of tissues as ‘heterogeneous

epithelia’ going forward. In summary, a heterogeneous epithelium is one which

adopts patterned 2D architectures in addition to generating a 3D structure. A key

unanswered question is how heterogeneities in shape arise during morphogene-

sis and importantly, how they are maintained as the overall tissue adopts its inal

structure.

1.1.1. Structure of an epithelial cell

Polarisation of an epithelial cell is achieved through the action of a conserved set

of core polarity proteins (Rodriguez-Boulan and Macara, 2014; St Johnston and

Ahringer, 2010). These proteins are responsible for polarity establishment, re-

modelling and organisation of downstream processes. During polarity establish-

ment and remodelling, the core polarity proteins become speciically localised to
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Figure 1.1: Structure and form of epithelial tissues A)Organisation of apical-basal po-

laritydomains in epithelial cells. B)Difference indomainorganisationbetweenvertebrate

and invertebrate epithelial cells. C-G) Different types of epithelial tissue: C) squamous

epithelium, D) cuboidal epithelium, E) columnar epithelium, F) stratiied epithelium, G)

pseudo-stratiied epithelium. H)Diagram showing themajor polarity proteins involved in

setting up the apical-basal polarity domains in Drosophila. Interactions between proteins

as detailed in text are indicated by black lines.
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different membrane domains (Figure1.1H). Mutual inhibitory interactions com-

bined with positive feedback loops serve to maintain domain separation. Many of

the core polarity proteins have been discovered from studies in Drosophila and C.

elegans. Despite the differences in polarity domain organisation between inverte-

brates and vertebrates, the proteins involved in generating and regulating these

structures along the apical-basal axis are conserved (St Johnston and Ahringer,

2010).

In Drosophila, the epithelial apical membrane is characterised by the presence of

the Serine/Threonine kinase aPKC, the scaffolding proteins Par6, Stardust (Sdt,

PALS1/MPP5 in mammals) and PATJ (PATJ and MUPP1 in mammals), and the

transmembrane protein Crumbs (Crb) (St Johnston and Ahringer, 2010; Tepass,

2012). The epithelial lateral domain is home to Scribble (Scrib), Discs Large (Dlg),

Lethal Giant Larvae (Lgl) (Bilder et al., 2000) and the Serine/Threonine kinase,

Par1. These proteins are not only required to specify their various domains,

but to limit the range of proteins from adjacent domains by negative feedback

(St Johnston and Ahringer, 2010). This aspect is key for differentiating the plasma

membrane into precise and discrete domains.

Bazooka (Baz, Par3 in mammals) is an important member of the apical gene net-

work. This adapter protein contains three PDZ domains (Wodarz et al., 1999; Yu

et al., 2014), an N-terminal oligodimerisation domain (Benton and St Johnston,

2003a), an aPKC binding domain and a PIP binding domain (Izumi et al., 1998;Mc-

Caffrey andMacara, 2009). Inmany non-epithelial cells, Baz forms a complexwith

the aPKC/Par6 module, termed the Par complex (St Johnston and Ahringer, 2010;

Suzuki and Ohno, 2006; Goldstein and Macara, 2007). For example, this complex

is detected at the anterior side of the C. elegans zygote (Tabuse et al., 1998) and

the Drosophila oocyte (Doerlinger et al., 2010), and the apical pole of the divid-

ing neuroblast (Wodarz et al., 2000; Prehoda, 2009). However in epithelial cells,
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the initial association of Baz with aPKC/Par6 is transient and resolved by aPKC

phosphorylation of Baz at a conserved serine residue, which leads to its disso-

ciation from aPKC/Par6 (Morais-de Sá et al., 2010; Walther and Pichaud, 2010).

This phosphorylation also promotes the dissociation of Baz from Sdt (Krahn et al.,

2010b). Further interaction of Crb and Sdt with Par6 exclude Baz from the apical

pole of the cell and limit its localisation to the more basal AJ domain (Hurd et al.,

2003; Wang et al., 2004; Morais-de Sá et al., 2010). Baz then interacts with AJ

material such as Armadillo (Arm, β-cat in mammals) and the ly nectin, Echinoid

(Ed) (Wei et al., 2005) and contributes, alongwith other complementary pathways

involving the GTPase Rap1 and the Serine/Threonine p21-activated kinase Pak4

(Walther et al., 2016, 2018), to promote AJ assembly. I will describe the structure

of the AJ in more detail in section 1.3.2.

There are many known examples of negative feedback loops that exist between

the components of the different epithelial membrane domains. For example, aPKC

phosphorylates Par1 and Lgl to prevent them from associating with the apical

membrane (Hurov et al., 2004; Suzuki et al., 2004; Plant et al., 2003). Conversely,

Lgl binds to Par6 and thus prevents the association of Par6/aPKCwith other bind-

ing partners including Baz and perhaps Crb (Yamanaka et al., 2003). In addition,

Par1 phosphorylates Baz to prevent its oligomerization and association with the

lateral cortex (Benton and St Johnston, 2003b,a)

1.1.2. Epithelial tissue morphogenesis

Morphogenesis is the process by which a tissue adopts its shape and form dur-

ing development. Tissue morphogenesis can be thought of as the sum of changes

to each of the constituent individual cells. Cells can divide, undergo apoptosis,

change shape, grow and change position (Heisenberg and Bellaïche, 2013). For

these individual cell changes to shape tissues, the forces generatedmust be trans-

mitted across the tissue. For epithelial tissues, force transmission is mediated by
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cell adhesions. In order to understand tissue morphogenesis, one must therefore

understand what forces are generated by each individual constituent cell, how

and whether these forces are transmitted to neighbouring cells and how forces

from multiple cells are integrated across the tissue to bring about global change

(Heisenberg and Bellaïche, 2013).

We are starting to understand these steps in homogeneous tissues, in particular

simple ly epithelia. In a homogeneous context, the problem is simpliied as it can

be assumed that all cells are generating, transmitting and responding to forces

in the same way. This model makes the assumption that individual cell shape

changes need to be ‘averaged out’ through the process of morphogenesis to pro-

duce a homogeneous and well shaped overall tissue (Blanchard et al., 2010; Xie

andMartin, 2015). These principles have been applied to understanding themor-

phogenesis of such tissues as the Drosophila germ band during convergent exten-

sion (Irvine andWieschaus, 1994; Zallen andWieschaus, 2004; Bertet et al., 2004;

Blankenship et al., 2006; Butler et al., 2009; Rauzi et al., 2010; Levayer and Lecuit,

2013; Lye et al., 2015; Collinet et al., 2015), and the Drosophilamesoderm during

invagination (Leptin, 1991; Martin et al., 2009, 2010; Mason et al., 2013; Vasquez

et al., 2014; Coravos et al., 2017). Collectively, these studies have provided a good

understanding of the mechanisms underlying speciic examples of cellular mor-

phogenesis, such as cell intercalation and apical constriction. However, what is

lacking is a more integrated view of how these distinct morphogenetic processes

come together to build more complex patterned heterogeneous epithelial tissues.

Many tissues have in-build heterogeneities, such as different cell types, which can-

not be averaged out. For example, sensory epithelia contain cells of very different

types with very different shapes (Togashi, 2016). As a result, cell packing can be

far from the typical hexagonal arrays described in simpler, more homogeneous tis-

sues. It is unclear how the forces generated by distinct cell types during theirmor-
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phogenesis are integrated across the whole tissue to build a patterned organ. The

differences in size and shape between heterogeneous cells types must be gener-

ated during morphogenesis and remain present despite being subjected to forces

fromneighbouring cells. How these heterogeneities in cell shape and size are gen-

erated and what mechanisms mediate their persistence despite exposure to me-

chanical forces from distinct neighbours is unclear.

1.2. Mechanical forces

1.2.1. Mechanical forces act at all scales

The question of how cells are able to organise themselves during morphogenesis

has long intrigued scientists. In his seminal work, ‘On growth and form’ (Thomp-

son, 1917), D’Arcy Thompson formalised the idea of a role for physical mechanical

principles in biological development. Since then, a role for mechanical forces in

biological processes has been identiied across all biological scales.

On the protein level, there have been many examples found of mechanosensitive

proteins. One example is Talin, a focal adhesion protein (Critchley, 2009). Physical

forces generated by the actomyosin cytoskeleton pull on Talin, which is anchored

at focal adhesions, and cause an unfolding of three Talin rod domains (Lee et al.,

2007; del Rio et al., 2009). This conformational change reveals binding sites for

other F-actin regulators such as the scaffold proteinVinculin, and enablesmechan-

otransduction. This example illustrates how physical forces can act at the level of

proteins to inluence biochemical signalling.

On the scale of signalling pathways, experiments have revealed the exciting possi-

bility that physical forces can act as a secondarymessenger in signalling cascades.

During phototransduction in Drosophila photoreceptors, Phospholipase C (PLC)

hydrolyses PIP2 (Bloomquist et al., 1988; Hardie and Raghu, 2001), yet how the
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products of this reaction could activate the downstream light-sensitive transient

receptor channels (TRP) was unclear. Recent experiments suggest the possibil-

ity that hydrolysis of PIP2 causes physical changes in the lipid bilayer which drive

photoreceptor cell contraction and set up a stretch force (Hardie andFranze, 2012;

Randall et al., 2015). This stretch force then acts as a secondary messenger acti-

vating TRP.

Therefore, it is clear that mechanical forces play an integral part in biological pro-

cesses and for my thesis, I am interested in the role of mechanical forces in mor-

phogenesis of heterogeneous epithelial tissues.

1.2.2. Mechanical forces in morphogenesis

On a larger biological scale, mechanical forces have been shown to play an integral

part in cellular and tissue morphogenesis. Following on from Thompson’s theo-

retical framework, some of the irst experimental observations regarding forces

in morphogenesis were made byWilson, Holtfreter and others (Townes and Holt-

freter, 1955; Wilson, 1907). They found that amphibian embryos dissociated into

single cellswere able to reassemble into embryo-like structures (Townes andHolt-

freter, 1955). This provided the irst evidence that embryonic cells had some ca-

pacity for self-organisation to drive morphogenesis.

These early experiments were expanded on by Steinberg and others who pro-

posed the ‘Differential AdhesionHypothesis’ (DAH) (Steinberg, 1970). Thismodel

states that each tissue has a ‘tissue surface tension’ (TST) that drives segrega-

tion, analogous to immiscible luids. TST was hypothesised to arise from adhe-

sion forces between cells within each tissue and was proposed to drive cell con-

igurations towards a state that minimises the total free energy. After these ini-

tial experiments, the molecular basis of TST was unclear. Subsequent work by

Harris, Brodland and others proposed that adhesion between cells might not be
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the only factor inluencing TST. They proposed a role for contractility of the acto-

myosin cytoskeleton at the cell surface in inluencing TST (Harris, 1976; Brodland,

2002). Therefore the prevalentmodel became that a combination of adhesiveness

between cells and actomyosin-dependent cortical tension contribute to TST. Sub-

sequently, many studies have attempted to accurately measure adhesion strength

and/or contractility (for a recent review seeHeisenberg (2017)) however the sep-

arate contribution of each factor has been hard to identity as they are intricately

interlinked.

Figure 1.2: Mechanical forces in morphogenesis A) Adhesion at a cell contact acts to

expand the contact and therefore decrease interfacial tension. This is counteracted by

contractility of the actomyosin cortex at the contact which acts to decrease the contact

surface and increase interfacial tension. Adhesion molecules are represented in green,

actomyosin is in red. B) Diagram representing the different types of force that can act on

an epithelial cell.

Culminating from these studies based on cell sorting, a prevalent model for how

forces act at epithelial cell AJs can be summarised as follows: epithelial cell AJs

have an interfacial tension which is a balance between the contractility of the ac-

tomyosin cortex acting to shrink the AJ and the adhesion molecules acting to ex-
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pand the AJ (Figure1.2A). The current view is that actomyosin has a greater inlu-

ence than adhesion on interfacial tension (Maître et al., 2012; Chan et al., 2017).

The model is based on energy minimisation, the assumption that cells will min-

imise their total free energy so that inal cell and tissue shapes are of the lowest

energy. An expectation of this is that morphogenesis occurs through a series of

equilibrium states and at any one time point, mechanical forces are in balance.

Implementation of this hypothesis has been very successful in the development of

mathematicalmodels, such as the vertexmodel, that accurately describe and reca-

pitulatemorphogenesis of someepithelial tissues (Farhadifar et al., 2007; Fletcher

et al., 2014). The concept of TST is still very relevant for guidingourunderstanding

of cell and tissuemorphogenesis, particularly for epithelial tissueswheremorpho-

genesis is driven predominantly by AJ remodelling (Heisenberg, 2017). However

it is becoming apparent that energy minimisation may be an oversimpliication

in some systems. In some cases it should be considered that energy-consuming,

force-generating processesmaymore accurately describe themechanism govern-

ing cell morphogenesis (Heer and Martin, 2017; Heisenberg, 2017).

1.2.3. Methods to investigate mechanical forces

Although the idea that mechanical forces play an integral role in morphogenesis

has existed for over a century, it is only recently that we have developed the tools

necessary to probe and investigate mechanical forces in organisms.

One suchmethod is the use of physical tools to probe forces, for example the use of

laser ablation to estimate interfacial tension at an AJ (Kiehart et al., 2000; Farhadi-

far et al., 2007;Ma et al., 2009; Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2009;Munjal et al., 2015;

Lye et al., 2015; Liang et al., 2016). An AJ is ablated precisely with a laser and the

recoil of the neighbouring vertices is quantiied. Initial recoil velocity is an indica-

tion of howmuch tension the AJwas initially under. A caveat of this method is that

it cannot distinguishwhether the forcesmeasured are generated by theAJ itself or
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imposed on the AJ by the neighbouring cells. Another physical method is atomic

force microscopy (AFM) (Binnig et al., 1986; Franze, 2011). AFM is able to both

measure and exert forces down to the piconewton range through calculation of

sub-nanometer delections of a cantilever in contact with a sample. Other physi-

cal methods of interrogating forces include: optical tweezers (Neuman and Block,

2004; Bambardekar et al., 2015; Clément et al., 2017) andmicropipette aspiration

(Hochmuth, 2000; Lee and Liu, 2014; Maître et al., 2015).

Another way to estimate forces is to use inference methologies. These methods

involve inferring forces from the shape of AJs (Brodland et al., 2014) or the move-

ment of molecules (Tseng et al., 2012). One such method is Particle Image Ve-

locimetry (PIV) (Tseng et al., 2012). PIV quantiies the movement of pixels within

an image and from this produces a series of vectors that show the direction and ve-

locity ofmovement. Thismethod can, for example, be applied to timelapsemovies

of labelled AJs to estimate how forces are being applied during morphogenesis.

Another application is on movies of myosin speckles within epithelial cells to ex-

tract information about myosin low (Levayer and Lecuit, 2013; Lye et al., 2015;

Munjal et al., 2015).

As mentioned above, mathematical modelling, such as vertex modelling, has been

put to use to explore the role of forces in epithelial morphogenesis (Farhadifar

et al., 2007; Fletcher et al., 2014). Mathematical modelling is a powerful approach

that can havewide reaching applications in deciphering the role of forces. Another

moredirectmethod to visualise forces is the use of force-probes. An example is the

development of FRET sensors that unravel when exposed to forces and lower the

FRET eficiency (Gayrard and Borghi, 2016). These have been put to use to image

force application on AJ proteins such as Vinculin (Grashoff et al., 2010). Finally,

anothermethod of exploringmechanical forces is to experimentally impose forces

on cells or tissues and measure the response. Examples include tissue stretchers
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(Harris et al., 2012; Duda et al., 2017) and micropatterned devices (Théry, 2010).

Altogether, the study of mechanical forces requires an integrated approach.

1.2.4. Intrinsic versus extrinsic mechanical forces

Forces acting on a cell can either be intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic refers to forces

that are produced by the cell itself. Extrinsic means forces that are imposed on a

cell from external sources. These can include the activities of neighbouring cells

within the tissue (local extrinsic forces) or fromsources external to the tissue itself

(peripheral extrinsic forces) such as compression or gravity (Figure1.2B).

There are three potential ways in which local extrinsic mechanical forces could

possibly affect the morphogenesis of neighbouring cells. Firstly, locally produced

mechanical forces from one cell type within the epithelium could positively affect

neighbouring cells, directing their morphogenesis. Secondly, these locally pro-

ducedmechanical forcesmay inhibitmorphogenesis. Thiswouldmean that neigh-

bours must put into place mechanisms to block the effects of these forces. Finally,

extrinsic forces could be permissive or neutral and dissipated in other ways with-

out directly participating in morphogenesis. In Chapter4 and Chapter5, I use spe-

ciic examples of epithelial tissue morphogenesis from the developing Drosophila

retina to investigate which of these proposals operate in vivo during organogene-

sis.

1.3. Molecules involved in epithelial cell morpho-

genesis

1.3.1. Actin cytoskeleton and MyosinII

The actomyosin cytoskeleton is responsible for generating mechanical forces

within cells. It is composed primarily of two proteins, Actin and Myosins. Actin
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monomers (G-actin) assemble into ilaments (F-actin) with an inherent polarity;

a plus-end and a minus-end. G-actin monomers are added preferentially to the

fast-growing plus-end and removed from the minus-end, which drives the lux of

monomers through the ilament (Cleveland, 1982; Wegner and Isenberg, 1983).

F-actin ilaments can assemble into higher order structures through the action

of bundling, binding and polymerisation proteins (Winder and Ayscough, 2005).

Structures include parallel or anti-parallel bundles and branched networks

(Winder and Ayscough, 2005). The growth and architecture of F-actin structures

can be modulated by controlling the expression and activities of different kinds

of actin binding proteins. For example, capping proteins bind to the plus ends

of F-actin ilaments to inhibit addition of new monomers (Edwards et al., 2014).

Severing factors cut ilaments exposing new plus ends but also promoting ila-

ment disassembly (Ono, 2007). Nucleators are responsible for generating new

ilaments. For example, the Arp2/3 complex generates branched networks of

F-actin (Mullins et al., 1998), whereas Formins nucleate linear F-actin ilaments

(Pruyne et al., 2002). Altogether, actin can form diverse dynamic structures

within cells.

Myosins form a superfamily of motor proteins that hydrolyse ATP to provide the

energy to move along F-actin (Sellers, 2000; Vicente-Manzanares et al., 2009). A

key player in force generation is non-muscle MyosinII (MyoII). MyoII is a hexamer

consisting of two heavy chains (MHC), two essential light chains (ELC) and two

regulatory light chains (RLC) (Figure1.3A). Drosophila have one MHC gene, zip-

per (zip) (Mansield et al., 1996) and one RLC gene, spaghetti squash (sqh) (Karess

et al., 1991). MHC consists of a globular head domain, which contains the F-actin

binding interface and the nucleotide binding pocket, and a coiled-coil tail domain

which facilitates polymerisation (Maeda et al., 1991; Hodge et al., 1992; Sellers,

2000). Between the MHC head and tail regions is the neck domain, which is the

region that is thought to undergo a conformational change to generate mechan-
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ical movement (Huxley, 1969; Huxley and Simmons, 1971). Activation of MHCs

ATPase activity stimulates binding of theMHChead domain to F-actin and the con-

formational change in the neck region, known as the power stroke, which moves

MyoII relative to F-actin. The cycle of ATP hydrolysis is then repeated to drive

MyoII movement along F-actin towards to plus-end. MyoII has a small duty ratio,

which is the fraction of time spent bound to F-actin during the ATP hydrolysis cy-

cle (O’Connell et al., 2007). Therefore to processively move along F-actin, MyoII

complexes assemble into bipolar miniilaments through their coiled-coil tail do-

main (Verkhovsky andBorisy, 1993; Verkhovsky et al., 1995). In order to translate

MyoII movement into tension generation, miniilaments bind tomany F-actin ila-

ments simultaneously, allowing both F-actin cross-linking and ilament sliding. In

non-skeletal muscle cells, a combination of F-actin andMyoII miniilaments forms

a disordered meshwork which has the ability to generate contractile forces (Mur-

rell and Gardel, 2012).

Figure 1.3: Structure and function of actomyosin A) Diagram of MyoII. MHC in green,

F-actin binding domain marked in blue, RLC and ELC shown in red. B) Epithelial cells

contain two pools of actomyosin: an AJ pool and a medial meshwork.

Myosins can be regulated on three different levels: transcriptional regulation,

post-translational modiications and by substrate or effector binding (Heissler

and Sellers, 2016). Phosphorylation is the major post-translational regulator

of MyoII. As phosphorylation is reversible, MyoII activity can be controlled by

regulation of both kinases and phosphatases. The RLC of MyoII is phosphorylated

in two positions (ser19 and thr18 in vertebrates (Pearson et al., 1984; Ikebe
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et al., 1986) and ser21 and thr20 in Drosophila (Karess et al., 1991; Jordan

and Karess, 1997)). In vitro, this phosphorylation promotes unfolding of the

MyoII miniilament, relieving autoinhibition (Craig et al., 1983). However it

is not clear whether the folded, autoinhibited structure exists in vivo. A large

number of kinases have been identiied that regulate MyoII activity in different

contexts (Matsumura, 2005). An important regulatory kinase in morphogenesis

is Rho-associated kinase (ROCK or Rok in Drosophila (Mizuno et al., 1999; Winter

et al., 2001)). Rok is activated by the small GTPase Rho1, which in turn is

regulated by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase-activating

proteins (GAPs) including RhoGEF2 (Barrett et al., 1997; Nikolaidou and Barrett,

2004; Mulinari and Häcker, 2010). Rok activates MyoII by both phosphorylation

of the RLC and by phosphorylating and inactivating the phosphatase, Myosin

Phosphatase (Amano et al., 1996; Kimura et al., 1996; Winter et al., 2001). Spatial

and temporal regulation of the activity of Rok and other kinases can control the

diverse functions of MyoII.

However phosphorylation alone is not enough to explainMyoII regulatory dynam-

ics. Expression of phosphomimetic RLC, which is considered to activate MyoII,

in the Drosophila germ band inhibits germ band elongation (Kasza et al., 2014).

This suggests that dephosphorylation is also necessary (Munjal et al., 2015). Phos-

phatases contain a catalytic subunit, which is non-speciic, and then speciicity is

imparted by forming a complexwith a regulatory subunit that targets the catalytic

subunit to the proteins of interest. The catalytic subunit Protein Phosphatase

1 (PP1) is thought to be responsible for MyoII dephosphorylation in mammals

and in Drosophila, though there is some evidence that Protein Phosphatase 2A

(PP2A) plays an additional role in mammals (Holst et al., 2002). Drosophila ex-

press four isoforms of PP1 (Dombrádi et al., 1990, 1993). PP1β (also known as

Flapwing (Flw)) is thought to be the major catalytic subunit that targets MyoII

(Vereshchagina et al., 2004). Three regulatory subunits that confer speciicity of
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Flw for MyoII have been identiied so far: Myosin binding subunit (Mbs/MYPT)

(homolog of mammalian MYPT1/2) (Mizuno et al., 2002; Tan et al., 2003), MYPT-

75D (Vereshchagina et al., 2004) and Sds22 (Grusche et al., 2009). Sds22 binds

to all fourDrosophila PP1 isoforms (Grusche et al., 2009) whereasMbs andMYPT-

75Dareonly thought to interactwith Flw (Vereshchagina et al., 2004). Mammalian

MYPT1/2 and Drosophila Sds22 are thought to also target the actin binding pro-

tein Moesin for dephosphorylation, suggesting a mechanism by which both actin

and MyoII can be regulated simultaneously (Fukata et al., 1998; Grusche et al.,

2009). When Mbs is inhibited by RNAi during germ band extension, there is a re-

sulting inhibition of germ band elongation (Munjal et al., 2015). This experiment

demonstrates the requirement for phosphatases in addition to kinases for the reg-

ulation of MyoII.

Within Drosophila epithelial cells, actomyosin localises into distinct structures

within different regions of the cells (Lecuit and Lenne, 2007; Heisenberg and Bel-

laïche, 2013; Martin and Goldstein, 2014; Heer and Martin, 2017) (Figure1.3B).

There is a pool associated with the AJ where actomyosin assembles into a belt

around the circumference of the apical surface underlying the AJs (Michael and

Yap, 2013). Additionally, many epithelial cells in Drosophila exhibit a medial pool

of actomyosin, where actomyosin forms a meshwork across the apical cytoplasm

at the level of the AJs (Young et al., 1991; Dawes-Hoang et al., 2005; Martin et al.,

2009; Solon et al., 2009; Rauzi et al., 2010; Blanchard et al., 2010). These two

pools of actomyosin can be regulated in different ways to bring about different

types of morphogenesis. I describe examples in detail in section 1.4.

In many cases, the medial meshwork of actomyosin undergoes cycles of assembly

and disassembly known as pulses. Pulses of actomyosin contraction have been

observed in many contexts and are thought to be conserved across organisms

(Coravos et al., 2017). For example, pulses have been foundduring the compaction
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of the early mouse embryo (Maître et al., 2015). Pulses of contraction can drive

transient cell shape or AJ length changes, which are then stabilised to achieve per-

sistent deformation. Examples of the use of a pulsatile contractile meshwork in

morphogenesis are given in section 1.4 of this Introduction. The exact mechanism

that mediates pulsation is not known, however it is likely to involve regulation

of upstream regulators of MyoII. In the germ band, upstream regulators, includ-

ing Rho1, Rok and Myosin Phosphatase have also been shown to pulsate (Mun-

jal et al., 2015). The activating Rho1 and Rok pulse in time with MyoII, whereas

the deactivating Myosin Phosphatase cycles with a slight lag. Experiments have

shown that pulsations of Rho1 are lost in the absence of downstreamMyoII (Mun-

jal et al., 2015) suggesting that Rho1 is not an upstream pacemaker that entrains

the system. Instead pulsatility is potentially an emergent property of the system

involving feedback loops fromdownstream regulators (Munjal et al., 2015). There

is also evidence however that in the mesoderm, the upstream regulators of Rho1,

RhoGEF2 and C-Gap, contribute to pulse generation by cycling Rho1 activity (Ma-

son et al., 2016).

What is the biological function of pulsing in actomyosinmeshworks? There are ex-

amples of non-pulsatile actomyosin behaviours during morphogenesis, for exam-

ple, non-pulsatile lows of actomyosin contribute to spreading of the enveloping

cell layer during zebraish gastrulation (Behrndt et al., 2012). Therefore pulsatil-

ity is not a necessity for actomyosin contraction. Pulsatile contractility is often

observed in a tissue setting where there are assemblages of multiple cells. One

reason for having pulses as opposed to continuous, linear contraction is thought to

help maintain tissue integrity. Supporting this idea is the inding that expression

of phosphomimetic mutants of MyoII drives continuous apical constriction yet

causes tearing of the actomyosin meshwork (Vasquez et al., 2014). Pulsing could

also serve as a mechanism to reduce mechanical conlicts between neighbouring

cells, where two cells pull against each other at the same time (Xie and Martin,
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2015). In the Drosophila mesoderm, there is spatial coordination between cells

that are actively contractingduring apulse and cells that are stabilising changes af-

ter a pulse (Xie andMartin, 2015). This suggests that ratcheting of pulses prevents

competition between neighbouring cells to help coordinate collective behaviour.

It is currently unknown whether actomyosin exhibits pulses in a heterogeneous

epithelium which might include non-epithelial cell types.

In contrast to contractile forces that are thought to shrinkAJs, nucleation of F-actin

networks have been shown to promote AJ expansion (Del Signore et al., 2018). In

the Drosophila retina, lattice cells undergo thinning to reshape from an irregular

polygon to a rectangle. During this process, cells undergo cycles of AJ shrinkage

and elongation. The AJ elongation has been shown to be regulated by Arp2/3 and

therefore branched F-actin nucleation (Del Signore et al., 2018).

In order to be productive in generating cell shape change, contractile forces gen-

erated by the actomyosin cytoskeleton must be anchored to the cell cortex (Roh-

Johnson et al., 2012). Furthermore to transmit forces across the tissue to neigh-

bouring cells, cells must be adhered to one another. In Drosophila epithelial tis-

sues, cell-cell attachment and force transmission often occurs through AJs.

1.3.2. Cell adhesion and adherens junctions

Epithelial cell-cell adhesion ismediated byAJs. These aremulti-protein complexes

that bridge the gap between the membranes of two adjacent cells, adhering them

to one another. InDrosophila epithelial cells, AJs are restricted to a belt around the

cell under the apical domain and act to separate the apical domain from the lateral

domain. Core AJ components include: cadherins, whichmediate the adhesion; the

actomyosin cytoskeleton, which produces force; and catenins that link the two.
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1.3.2.1 Cadherins

Cadherins are a superfamily of calcium-dependent transmembrane glycoproteins

that facilitate adhesion (Yap et al., 1997). The major cadherin involved in mediat-

ing adhesion at AJs is E-cadherin (Ecad, Shotgun inDrosophila). Ecad is the found-

ing member of the cadherin superfamily and is an example of a type-I classical

cadherin. Ecad contains a single transmembrane domain, an extracellular domain

containing tandem cadherin repeats (EC domains) (ive in vertebrates and seven

inDrosophila (Oda et al., 1994)) and an intracellular domain which contains bind-

ing sites for catenins (Figure1.4A). The extracellular repeats form calcium bind-

ing pockets and calcium binding is necessary for cadherin function (Pokutta et al.,

1994). Ecad mediates adhesion through homophilic interactions of its extracellu-

lar domain with the extracellular domain of Ecad on adjacent cells. Ecad interacts

in trans in two distinct conformations: X-dimers and strand-swap dimers (Fig-

ure1.4B). X-dimers are formed by extensive surface interactions between the EC1

and EC2 domains of partner molecules (Harrison et al., 2010), whereas strand-

swap dimers involve insertion of the β-strand of the EC1 domain into a pocket on

the EC1 domain of the partner molecule (Häussinger et al., 2004). There is also

evidence for cis-interactions between Ecad molecules within the same cell, driv-

ing the formation of larger cadherin clusters (Strale et al., 2015) (Figure1.4C). Cis-

interaction is thought to be mediated by the interaction of the EC1 domain of one

cadherin molecule with the EC2 domain of a neighbouring cadherin in the same

cell (Harrison et al., 2011). Although cis interactions are not necessary for AJ for-

mation, they inluence the stability of contacts through regulating Ecad anchoring

to the cytoskeleton (Strale et al., 2015). Drosophila have three classical cadherins,

Ecad and two N-cadherins (Ncad), important for cell adhesion (Hill et al., 2001).

They exhibit complex expression patterns with some cells having only one and

others expressing a mixture.
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Figure 1.4: AJ structure and function A) Organisation of the domains of Ecad. PM =

plasma membrane, TMD = transmembrane domain and EC = cadherin repeat domain. B)

Coniguration of two Ecad molecules on opposing cells bound in trans showing the distal

EC domains. C) Coniguration of two Ecad molecules in the same cell interacting in cis

showing the distal EC domains. D) Organisation of proteins at the epithelial AJ.

1.3.2.2 Adherens junctions and mechanical force

AJs play the important role of mechanically coupling neighbouring epithelial cells

so that mechanical forces can be transmitted across the tissue (Maître et al., 2012;

Lecuit and Yap, 2015). In order to transmit force, AJ proteins must be coupled to

the actomyosin cortex (Roh-Johnson et al., 2012). As AJs form, F-actin assembles

into a circumferential belt that lies in close association with the AJ components

(Yonemura et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2005; Kovacs et al., 2011). The mechanism

of how Ecad interacts with the actomyosin belt was a long debated issue (Meng

and Takeichi, 2009). In vivo experiments led to the postulation that Ecad binds to

β-catenin (β-cat), which then binds to α-catenin (α-cat), which in turn binds to

F-actin (Rimm et al., 1995). However subsequent in vitro studies found that the

binding sites in α-cat for β-cat and for dimerisation of α-cat overlap (Drees et al.,
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2005). α-cat dimerisation is needed for F-actin binding suggesting that it can-

not bind to both molecules at the same time (Yamada et al., 2005). More recent

studies solved this paradox with the discovery that α-cat changes conformation

under tension to allow a tetracomplex with F-actin and Ecad-β-cat to form (Buck-

ley et al., 2014) (Figure1.4D). Onemodel for the organisation of the actomyosin in

the actomyosin belt suggests that there are two populations of F-actin at AJs: sta-

ble F-actin patches that concentrate Ecad complexes into clusters, and a dynamic,

contractile network which acts to constrain the lateral movement of Ecad clusters

(Cavey et al., 2008).

Although there aremodels for how AJ components interact with the AJ-associated

pool of actomyosin, the mechanism of linkage of AJs to the contractile medial

meshwork is less clear. The importance of an attachment between the medial

meshwork and the AJs is apparent as it allows forces generated by the pulsatile

contractions of the medial meshwork to drive cell morphology changes (Roh-

Johnson et al., 2012). Additionally, it has been demonstrated that loss of AJ

proteins such as β- or α-cat causes irreversible separations between the medial

meshwork and the AJs (Martin et al., 2010) showing attachment is necessary to

maintain a continuous medial meshwork across a tissue. Although the precise

nature of the attachment is unclear, stable attachment is thought to require

F-actin turnover as shown by the fact that perturbing turnover destabilises the

attachment of the actomyosin meshwork to the AJs in the Drosophila embryo

(Jodoin et al., 2015). It is likely that the attachmentmechanism is dynamic and can

be regulated to act as a molecular clutch. This would allow precise determination

of when and where medial meshwork contractility can be productive in changing

cell morphology.

Although it is widely accepted that Ecad acts to transmit forces to neighbouring

cells (Maître et al., 2012; Borghi et al., 2012; Lecuit andYap, 2015), the actual affect
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of tension on adhesion complexes is controversial. Some studies have suggested

the tension stabilises Ecad at the membrane (Engl et al., 2014), whilst other stud-

ies have shown that Ecad is destabilised by tension (Avizienyte et al., 2004). A

recent paper from the Lecuit lab has attempted to reconcile these differences by

examining the two different pools of actomyosin separately and analysing their

individual effects on Ecad at the AJ (Kale et al., 2018). They found that increas-

ing the level of the MyoII medial meshwork increased Ecad levels at the AJ, sug-

gesting that the MyoII medial meshwork stabilises Ecad complexes. Whereas the

AJ-associated MyoII pool appeared to regulate Ecad turnover. They proposed that

the difference in action between the two pools comes from the direction that the

pools exert forces on the AJs. Themedial meshwork exerts tensile forces along the

Ecad molecules perpendicular to the AJ, stimulating catch-strengthing, whereas

AJ-associatedMyoII exerts shear stresses onEcad, promotingdestabilisation (Kale

et al., 2018).

In addition to the role of Ecad in transmitting forces in a feedforward mechanism,

Ecad can alsomodulate forces in a feedback loop (Lecuit andYap, 2015). For exam-

ple, cadherin-catenin complexes are sites of Rho signalling which activates MyoII

(Ratheesh et al., 2012). Additionally, cadherin-catenin complexes can recruit actin

regulators such as Arp2/3 (Kovacs et al., 2002b) and Rac (Kovacs et al., 2002a) to

promote F-actin assembly and remodelling. Therefore cadherin adhesion must

not just be considered as contributing to interfacial tension by promoting adhe-

sion and downregulating tension, but also by regulating the activity of actomyosin

contractility.

Overall,AJs are anessential component of epithelial tissues that playmultiple roles

in their development and function. Firstly they facilitate the close adhesion of

neighbours necessary for tissue integrity. Secondly they are a site of force trans-

mission between neighbouring cells and can be considered as mechanically cou-
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pling epithelial cells.

1.3.2.3 Adherens junctions and morphogenesis

Epithelial morphogenesis requires cells to move relative to one another within

the epithelial sheet, yet the epithelial sheet must remain contiguous. Therefore

epithelial morphogenesis requires AJ remodelling (Takeichi, 2014). Live imaging

experiments have shown that instead of being static structures, AJs exhibit con-

stant cadherin turnover (Hong et al., 2010). This property lends them the high

plasticity necessary for remodelling during morphogenesis.

The ability to turnover and recycle AJ components allows AJs to be remodelled

much faster than the time it takes to build a de novo AJ. Turnover is achieved by en-

docytosis and recycling of AJ components, such as Ecad, to the plasma membrane

(Bryant and Stow, 2004). In epithelial cells, newly synthesised Ecad is exported

to the AJs via the exocyst (Grindstaff et al., 1998; Lipschutz et al., 2000; Yeaman

et al., 2004; Langevin et al., 2005; Xiong et al., 2012). During remodelling, unbound

Ecad can be recycled away from the AJs to recycling endosomes, then returned to

the plasma membrane via late endosomes (Langevin et al., 2005). p120-catenin

(p120-cat) is thought to regulate Ecad turnover by binding and occluding regions

on Ecad recognised for endocytosis (Davis et al., 2003). Regulation of these traf-

icking pathways can modulate AJ remodelling and therefore cell morphogenesis.

AJ remodelling can also be modulated by changing the type of Ecad binding. The

two conformations of Ecad trans binding (strand-swap and X-dimer, Figure1.4B)

have different dynamic properties, which have implications for AJ remodelling

(Vasquez and Martin, 2016): experimentally locking Ecad in the X-dimer state

(Figure1.4B) causes increasedmobility at AJs, whereas allowing only strand-swap

dimers (Figure1.4B) to form stabilises Ecad (Hong et al., 2011). This suggests that

regulation of the balance between the two forms can inluence AJ turnover and
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remodelling. In addition, the different conformations react differently to mechan-

ical force: X-dimers are more stable when mechanical tension is applied, whereas

strand-swap dimers become more short-lived (Rakshit et al., 2012). In this way,

the type of adhesion mediated by Ecad is sensitive to force. Therefore, a potential

mechanism by which mechanical forces can promote AJ remodelling is that me-

chanical forces applied to AJs could push the equilibrium towards more X-dimers

which are more mobile and can therefore allow for remodelling.

There are many examples showing that regulation of the traficking of AJ compo-

nents is necessary for epithelial morphogenesis. For example, blocking endocyto-

sis causes inhibition of AJ remodelling and morphogenesis in Xenopus animal cap

explants (Jarrett et al., 2002), in theDrosophilawing disc (Classen et al., 2005) and

the Drosophila trachae (Shaye et al., 2008). In addition, polarised endocytosis of

Ecad has been shown to contribute to regulation of convergence and extension of

the Drosophila germ band (Levayer and Lecuit, 2013).

1.3.2.4 Other types of adhesion

In addition to the cadherin family of adhesion molecules, there are other types of

adhesion molecules that have been shown to play a role in morphogenesis. One

such example are members of the immunoglobulin superfamily known as the irre

cell recognition module (IRM) proteins (also known as Nephrin-like) (Fischbach

et al., 2009). These proteins are conserved across species ranging from C. ele-

gans to humans (Fischbach et al., 2009). IRM proteins have been implicated in

multiple processes across species. For example in vertebrates, IRM proteins are

implicated in formation of the slit diaphragm during mammalian kidney develop-

ment (IRM proteins are homologous to Nephrin/Nephs in vertebrates) (Tryggva-

son et al., 2006). Whereas in C. elegans, they are essential for axon guidance (Shen

and Bargmann, 2003). InDrosophila there are four IRMmembers: Roughest (Rst)

(Ramos et al., 1993) and its paralogue Kin of irre (Kirre) (Strünkelnberg et al.,
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2001) and their heterophilic binding partners Hibris (Hbs) (Dworak et al., 2001)

and Sticks-and-stones (Sns) (Bour et al., 2000) respectively. These proteins are

typically localised at the AJ and often mediate cell adhesion and cell recognition

through heterophilic binding.

The interaction between the IRMproteins andother adhesionmolecules orAJ pro-

teins is unclear. Localisation of Rst to the membrane in Drosophila retinal cells re-

quires Ecad (Grzeschik and Knust, 2005). However, Rst does not populate all Ecad

positive AJs and Notch is required to regulate Rst polarised localisation (Gorski

et al., 2000; Grzeschik and Knust, 2005). Without Notch signalling, Rst colocalises

with all Ecad containingAJs (Gorski et al., 2000). However,more recent data shows

that, in the retina, Notch signalling is required to driveHbs expression (Bao, 2014)

and therefore, loss of Rst localisation could be indirect through loss of expression

of its binding partner Hbs in adjacent cells.

1.4. Examples of epithelial morphogenesis requir-

ing actomyosin contractility and AJ remodelling

On a cellular level, many types of morphogenesis have been shown to be driven

by the contractility of the actomyosin network. In this Introduction, I will focus on

two well studied examples: cell intercalation (germ band extension) and apical

constriction (mesoderm invagination, dorsal closure). Although the outcome in

terms of overall changes to tissue shape are very different, the underlying mecha-

nisms show several similarities.

1.4.1. Cell intercalation

Cell intercalation (also referred to as T1 transition or neighbour exchange) is

a controlled process by which cells exchange neighbours within a tissue (Fig-

ure1.5A). It was irst described in mesoderm cells during Xenopus gastrulation
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(Keller et al., 1989; Keller and Tibbetts, 1989), and has since been proposed to act

as a general mechanism for tissue rearrangement (Walck-Shannon and Hardin,

2014). Epithelial cells have a challenge to cell rearrangement in that they are

attached to their neighbours via AJs as described above. As the integrity of the

epithelium cannot be compromised, any cell movement within the tissue requires

these AJs to be remodelled without being broken (Takeichi, 2014). On its simplest

level, cell intercalation occurs between a group of four cells, two of which are

initially neighbours and share an AJ (Figure1.5A). In the AJ shrinkage stage, the

shared AJ speciically shrinks down to a vertex bringing all four cells into contact.

Then in the AJ elongation stage, a new AJ is built in an opposite orientation to

the irst, pushing the cells apart and bringing the other two cells into contact.

There are variations on this general process, for example, intercalation can occur

between a group of more than four cells known as a rosette (Blankenship et al.,

2006).

On an individual cell level, cell intercalation acts to change the relative position

of the cell, but on a tissue level, cell intercalation events can be coordinated to

generate distinct tissues shapes. For example, during Drosophila germ band ex-

tension, cell intercalation events are directional and polarised. There is planar

polarised shrinkage of AJs oriented along the dorsal-ventral (D/V) axis of the em-

bryo followed by elongation of new AJs along the anterior-posterior (A/P) axis

(Irvine andWieschaus, 1994; Bertet et al., 2004; Zallen andWieschaus, 2004). Al-

together, planar polarised cell intercalation acts to bring about an elongation and

thinning of the tissue to change its overall shape. In contrast, cell intercalation

in the Drosophila wing disc is unpolarised and acts to drive hexagonal packing to

maintain neighbour number at six (Classen et al., 2005). In the notum, cell inter-

calations occur as a result of stochastic changes in AJ length that increase tissue

packing order (Curran et al., 2017). Overall, cell intercalations are an important

unit of morphogenesis that are very lexible and used in a variety of contexts.
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Figure 1.5: Examples of epithelial morphogenesis A) Stages of a cell intercalation

event between four neighbours. B) Flows of the MyoII medial meshwork towards the

shrinking AJ facilitates shrinkage. C) Planar polarised distribution of proteins at the AJs

of intercalating cells in the germ band. D) Radially polarised pulses of the MyoII medial

meshwork towards the centre of the cell facilitates apical constriction.

1.4.2. Mechanisms that drive cell intercalation

The mechanism that drives cell intercalation has been well studied using

Drosophila germ band extension as a model system. The actomyosin cytoskeleton

is a major driving force for all stages of this process. The AJ shrinkage step

relies on lows of actomyosin being set up in the medial meshwork (Rauzi et al.,

2010). Flow towards the shrinking AJ triggers a transient shortening of AJ length

(Rauzi et al., 2010) (Figure1.5B). For this shortened length to persist, there needs

to be an enrichment of AJ-associated MyoII which acts to stabilise the length

change (Bertet et al., 2004; Zallen and Wieschaus, 2004). AJs are shortening in a

ratchet-like mechanism with periods of shrinkage followed by stabilisation. An

intriguing possibility for how actomyosin at the AJ stabilises the length change is

that turnover of actomyosin dissipates forces allowing persistent deformations

(Clément et al., 2017).

Onemodel for howpulsatile actomyosin lows are set up is by an incremental acti-

vation of Rok (Munjal et al., 2015). At low Rok activation, MyoII dissociation from
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F-actin is high so tension cannot build up in the network. At intermediate Rok

activation, the medial meshwork shows pulsatile activity through self-organising

cycles of MyoII phosphorylation and dephosphorylation. Then at high Rok ac-

tivation, MyoII binds stably to F-actin and tension is high (Munjal et al., 2015).

Onemodel is that these pulses of actomyosin become lows polarised towards the

shrinking AJs through luctuating levels of Ecad on D/V AJs (Levayer and Lecuit,

2013). Endocytosis of Ecad on the D/V AJs breaks the links between the medial

meshwork and the AJ, triggering lows of actomyosin towards the AJ which has

highest level Ecad (Levayer and Lecuit, 2013). The polarisation of Ecad endocyto-

sis is set up by the planar polarised distribution of endocytotic components such

as Clathrin (Bertet et al., 2004; Rauzi et al., 2010).

Within germ band cells, there is a planar polarisation of proteins necessary for

cell intercalation: MyoII (Bertet et al., 2004; Zallen andWieschaus, 2004), Rok and

Clathrin (Levayer et al., 2011) are enriched on shrinking AJswhereas Ecad (Rauzi

et al., 2010) and Baz (Zallen and Wieschaus, 2004) are reduced (Figure1.5C). In

the germ band, the polarised enrichment of MyoII is thought to be informed by

the pair-rule genes, such as Even-skipped and Runt (Zallen andWieschaus, 2004;

Bertet et al., 2004), which establish speciic identities for each column of cells

along the A/P axis (Dubuis et al., 2013). Interactions between neighbours that

have different identities lead to MyoII recruitment at these interfaces to drive in-

tercalation (Paré et al., 2014; Tetley et al., 2016). A striped pattern of Toll-like

receptor expression (Paré et al., 2014) partially contributes to generating differ-

ential cell identities but further studies have identiied the requirement for an ad-

ditional receptor to explain all of the observed patterns of MyoII enrichment (Tet-

ley et al., 2016). Interestingly, this mechanism has been shown to be quantitative

to deal with variability in cell numbers in each row: the more adjacent cell differ,

the stronger the MyoII enrichment at their boundaries (Tetley et al., 2016).
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After shrinkage of AJs along the D/V axis of the embryo, four-way vertices then re-

solve with the elongation of a new AJ along the A/P axis thus extending the germ

band. At irst, investigations into the mechanisms of cell intercalation focussed

mainly on the AJ shrinkage step, this being seen as the major driving event of cell

intercalation with the subsequent AJ elongation being assumed to be a passive re-

laxation step. However, more recently it was realised that vertex resolution by AJ

elongation is also an active process relying on the activity of the actomyosin cy-

toskeleton. Pulses of actomyosin contractility in the cells directly neighbouring

the new growing AJ provide the forces that pull and extend the new AJ (Yu and

Fernandez-Gonzalez, 2016; Collinet et al., 2015). However, the molecular mecha-

nism behind how the actomyosin force drives AJ extension is not fully known.

Cell intercalation has also been observed in tissues that are not undergoing tissue-

scale morphogenetic changes but that can be considered as under stasis, such as

the Drosophila notum (Curran et al., 2017). In this case, neighbour change is a re-

versible process where cells undergo multiple rounds of unpolarised neighbour

exchange. In this context, neighbour exchange still requires MyoII for AJ shrink-

age, but the decision of which AJ shrinks is stochastic. In contrast to the germband

where MyoII localisation is polarised to drive shrinkage of speciic AJs, in the no-

tum,MyoII levels are not speciically polarised but undergo stochastic luctuations

at each AJ. Therefore the AJswith higherMyoII compared to their local neighbour-

ing AJs will shrink. In this case, an increase in AJ actomyosin limits the number of

cell intercalations by reducing the variation inMyoII levels between neighbouring

AJs (Curran et al., 2017).

In addition to the polarised contractility of MyoII, another mechanism that has

been shown to contribute to cell intercalation is polarised traficking of AJ com-

ponents. In the Drosophila wing disc and trachea, the planar cell polarity (PCP)

pathway polarises the localisation of endocytotic components to aid AJ shrink-
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age by removal of Ecad (Classen et al., 2005; Warrington et al., 2013). PCP pro-

teins also show asymmetric localisation in the germ band, however in this system,

perturbing PCP does not seem to affect cell intercalation (Zallen and Wieschaus,

2004).

1.4.3. Apical constriction

Another well studied example of epithelial morphogenesis is apical constriction

(Martin and Goldstein, 2014). Apical constriction is the process by which the api-

cal surface of the cell shrinks, often causing a columnar cell to become bottle or

wedge shaped. Apical constriction can drive different tissue scale morphological

changes in different contexts. For example, apical constriction occurring within a

group of cells can drive tissue folding, bending or invagination (Hardin and Keller,

1988; Sweeton et al., 1991; Wallingford et al., 2013). Whereas apical constriction

of an individual cell can cause its ingression or extrusion from the tissue (Harrell

and Goldstein, 2011; Williams et al., 2012; Marinari et al., 2012).

A widely documented example of apical constriction is that of the Drosophila

mesoderm. Apical constriction of the presumptive mesoderm cells causes their

bending and subsequent invagination into the embryo (Leptin and Grunewald,

1990; Sweeton et al., 1991; Leptin et al., 1992). Apical constriction in the meso-

derm is thought to be driven by contractile pulses of the medial meshwork of

actomyosin (Martin et al., 2009) (Figure1.5D). These pulsatile lows exhibit radial

polarisation, lowing in toward the centre of the apical domain. The pulsatile

actomyosin medial meshwork is linked to the AJs and each pulse provides

transient force that draws the cell edges inwards. Due to the transient nature

of pulses, cell deformation is also transient and if not stabilised, cells expand

again (Martin et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2013). The current model for how cell

area is stabilised after each pulse is through an accumulation of a continuous

supracellular meshwork of actomyosin ibres across the apical domain (Martin
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et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2013). Downregulation of the transcription factor Twist

causes loss of the supracellular actomyosin ibres and also prevents stabilisation

of apical shrinkage (Martin et al., 2009). The actomyosin ibres appear to be

formed by remodelling and turnover of F-actin (Mason et al., 2013). In a similar

way to the mechanism described above for stabilisation of AJ shrinkage, these

actomyosin ibres could act to turnover and dissipate forces (Clément et al., 2017)

to promote net area shrinkage.

1.4.4. Similarities between cell intercalation and apical con-

striction

There are clear parallels between the processes of apical constriction and cell

intercalation. Both require pulsatile contraction of medial localised actomyosin

meshworks. During apical constriction, pulsatile lows show radial symmetry

leading to shrinkage of the apical circumference (Mason et al., 2013), whereas

during cell intercalation, pulsatile lows are polarised, leading to shrinkage of one

individual AJ (Rauzi et al., 2010). In both cases, pulses drive transient oscillations

in cell morphology which are then stabilised in a ratchet-like mechanism to

drive persistent deformations (Mason and Martin, 2011). Stabilisation requires

actomyosin cables, either in the form of ibres localised across the apical domain

in the case of apical constriction (Martin et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2013), or at the

AJs in the case of intercalation (Bertet et al., 2004; Zallen and Wieschaus, 2004;

Rauzi et al., 2008; Clément et al., 2017).

The pulsatile nature of themedialmeshwork appears to be a general phenomenon

during morphogenesis as non-constricting cells in the Drosophila germ band

also exhibit pulsatile area luctuations driven by a pulsatile medial meshwork

(Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2011; Sawyer et al., 2011). Given that this is a

common theme in developing epithelial tissues, in Chapter5 of my thesis I inves-
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tigate whether pulsatile luctuations exist in a model heterogeneous epithelium

and how they are regulated between neighbours of different types.

1.5. Other signalling pathways involved in epithelial

morphogenesis

1.5.1. The Notch signalling pathway

One pathway which has the potential to modulate epithelial morphogenesis

through regulation of adhesion or contractility is the Notch signalling pathway.

The Notch signalling pathway is widely and repeatedly used during development

in organisms ranging from Drosophila to humans (Kopan and Ilagan, 2009;

Guruharsha et al., 2012). It has been shown to participate in a wide range of

developmental processes including: cell fate decisions, apoptosis, proliferation

and differentiation. Notch is a single-pass transmembrane receptor that localises

to the plasma membrane (Wharton et al., 1985). Notch ligands, of which there

are two in Drosophila, Serrate (Ser) and Delta (Dl) (Fehon et al., 1990; Rebay

et al., 1991), are also transmembrane proteins localised to the plasmamembrane.

Notch ligands induce short range activation of Notch signalling by binding to the

Notch receptors on adjacent cells.

Notch receptor activation by ligand binding is thought to involve mechanical

forces generated by the endocytosis of its ligands (Gordon et al., 2015). Neu-

ralised (Neur) is an E3 ubiquitin ligase that targets Notch ligands, Dl and Ser, for

endocytosis (Lai et al., 2001). Endocytosis of Dl bound in trans to Notch, exerts

mechanical forces on Notch necessary for its activation (Musse et al., 2012).

Notch receptor activation then occurs by a series of proteolytic cleavage events at

the plasma membrane resulting in the release of the Notch intracellular domain

(NICD) into the cytosol (Schroeter et al., 1998; Brou et al., 2000; van Tetering
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et al., 2009). NICD is transported into the nucleus where it forms a complex

with the CSL family of DNA binding proteins (Suppressor of Hairless in lies)

(Fortini and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1994; Bray and Furriols, 2001), and a coacti-

vator, Mastermind (Mam) (Kitagawa, 2016), in order to activate transcription of

Notch responsive genes. Different to many major signalling pathways, there is no

enzymatic ampliication step between the receptor and gene activation (Kopan

and Ilagan, 2009; Guruharsha et al., 2012), which means that signalling can be

regulated by temporal and spatial variations in ligand and receptor availability.

Regulation of traficking of receptors and ligands to the cell surface and post-

translational modiications are also known signalling modulators of the Notch

pathway (Kopan and Ilagan, 2009). A major modulator is the Bearded (Brd)

family proteins (Bardin and Schweisguth, 2006). These small proteins bind to

Neur and compete with substrates for Neur interaction to inhibit Notch signalling

(Bardin and Schweisguth, 2006).

There is evidence of Notch interacting with several epithelial proteins. In epithe-

lial tissues, Notch and its ligands are mostly localised to a region overlapping the

apical portion of the AJs into the adjacent region of the apical domain (Sasaki et al.,

2007). This localisation is reined through traficking: Notch is initially delivered

to the apical domain but then relocated by transcytosis to the apical/AJ region

(Sasaki et al., 2007). There is biochemical evidence that Notch and Ecad form a

complex in Drosophila embryo extracts, however this has not been conirmed in

vivo (Sasaki et al., 2007). Additionally, there is the potential for coupling of epithe-

lial polarity with Notch signalling through Crb. Crb has been shown to limit Notch

activation bymodulating endocytosis of Dl and Notch in the Drosophila retina and

wing (Richardson and Pichaud, 2010; Nemetschke and Knust, 2016). Addition-

ally the Notch pathway regulator Neur is thought to regulate epithelial integrity

by promoting Crb endocytosis through a speciic Sdt isoform (Perez-Mockus et al.,

2017b). In this way, competition between Dl or Sdt for binding to Neur may reg-
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ulate cross-talk between Notch signalling and cell polarity, however there is no

direct evidence for this hypothesis (Perez-Mockus and Schweisguth, 2017). Alto-

gether, these links make Notch a good candidate for engaging in epithelial mor-

phogenesis.

Indeed, the Notch pathway has previously been shown to be involved in AJ remod-

elling in Drosophila follicle cells (Grammont, 2007). During stage 9-11 of eggmat-

uration, the originally cuboidal follicle cells undergo a period of morphogenesis

and speciication in a process requiring AJ remodelling. Downregulation of Notch

pathway activity in the follicle cells prevents Ecad loss andMyoII accumulation on

disassembling AJs and therefore delays AJ remodelling (Grammont, 2007). Addi-

tionally, proteins considered to traditionally be Notch pathway regulators, Neur

and Brd, have been shown to regulate MyoII accumulation during morphogene-

sis of the Drosophila ventral furrow (Perez-Mockus et al., 2017a). However this

does not seem to occur through activation of the Notch receptor and the mecha-

nism remains to be determined. In the case of collective cell migration, Notch sig-

nalling regulates expression of the ETS (E-26) transcription factor, Yan, which in

turn controls Ecad endocytosis to facilitate border cell migration (Schober et al.,

2005). Additionally, in mammalian cells, the Notch receptor functions through

a transcription-independent mechanism to drive AJ assembly (Polacheck et al.,

2017). The transmembrane domain of the Notch receptor, generated by ligand-

activated cleavage, interacts with Ecad and stabilises AJs by simulating Rac (Po-

lacheck et al., 2017). A transcription-independent role for Notch in upregulation

of F-actin has also been proposed for Drosophila at D/V boundaries in the wing,

although the exact mechanism is unknown (Major and Irvine, 2005). In the ly no-

tum, MyoII activity is thought to be required for long-range protrusive Notch sig-

nalling (Hunter et al., 2018). Patterning of the bristle cells in the notum relies on

Notch signalling localised to basal protrusions (Hunter et al., 2016; Hadjivasiliou

et al., 2016). MyoII within the protrusions is thought to supply tension to drive ro-
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bust Notch activation (Hunter et al., 2018). Therefore overall, the Notch signalling

pathway is a major regulator of epithelial morphogenesis throughmultiple mech-

anisms.

1.5.2. The PCP pathway

Another signalling pathway that has the potential to regulate epithelial cell mor-

phogenesis is the planar cell polarity (PCP) pathway. PCP describes the property

of cells to be polarised in the plane of the tissue (Devenport, 2014; Butler and

Wallingford, 2017; Aw and Devenport, 2017).

In Drosophila, the core PCP pathway is most notably required for the orientation

of external structures such as bristles on the wing (Wong and Adler, 1993; Eaton

et al., 1996; Strutt andWarrington, 2008; Adler, 2012; Sagner et al., 2012; Lu et al.,

2015). For this function, the core PCP proteins become asymmetrically localised

within each wing epithelial cell and act as a platform for downstream asymmetric

construction of wing bristles. In Drosophila, the core proteins comprise Flamingo

(Fmi) (Usui et al., 1999; Chae et al., 1999), Frizzled (Fz) (Vinson and Adler, 1987;

Park et al., 1994; Adler et al., 1997), Van Gogh (Vang) (Taylor et al., 1998;Wolff and

Rubin, 1998), Dishevelled (Dsh) (Klingensmith et al., 1994; Krasnow et al., 1995;

Axelrod, 2001), Prickle (Pk) (Gubb et al., 1999) and Diego (Dgo) (Feiguin et al.,

2001). These proteins arrange into two distinct complexes which cluster at op-

posing regions of the membrane: Fmi, Fz, Dsh and Dgo form one complex (Strutt,

2001; Das et al., 2004)whilst Fmi, Vang and Pk forma second (Bastock et al., 2003;

Tree et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2008; Strutt and Strutt, 2008) (Figure1.6A). Mutual

inhibitory interactions between proteins of the two complexes within the same

cell are thought to help polarise the cell (Das et al., 2004; Tree et al., 2002; Strutt

and Strutt, 2009). Additionally, the transmembrane proteins containedwithin the

complexes interact between adjacent cells in order to aid propagation of the orien-

tation of PCP across the tissue (Strutt and Strutt, 2009) (Figure1.6B). Speciically,
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Figure 1.6: Planar cell polarity A) Localisation of the core PCP protein complexes on

themembranes of two apposed cells. B) PCP propagates across the tissue. C)Asymmetric

localisation occurs when proteins localise to distinct regions of the cell as opposed to all

membranes, e.g. Fmi. Unipolar localisation occurs when proteins localise to one side of

the plasma membrane of two apposed cells, e.g. Fz.

Fmi engages in homophilic interactions (Usui et al., 1999; Strutt and Strutt, 2008)

whilst the extracellular domain of Fz binds the extracellular domain of Vang (Wu

and Mlodzik, 2008).

PCP proteins establish two classes of localisation within cells: asymmetric (also

known as axial (Aw and Devenport, 2017)) and unipolar (also known as vectorial

(AwandDevenport, 2017)) (Figure1.6C). PCPproteins are asymmetric in that they

only localise to speciic regions within the cell. PCP proteins are also unipolar in

that they localise speciically to one side of the plasmamembrane at a cell contact.

Establishment of PCP requires: sensing of the global polarity of the tissue, local-

isation of PCP proteins according to the polarity, reinement of the polarity be-

tween neighbouring cells and downstream polarised activity (Devenport, 2014;

Butler and Wallingford, 2017). The mechanism for global PCP orientation is not
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fully understood. One attractive model is tissue scale concentration gradients of

secreted ligands, however there is much debate about whether and how theymay

inluence PCP. In the Drosophila wing, PCP domains align with the source of Wnt

at the wing margin (Aigouy et al., 2010; Sagner et al., 2012). Additionally, gener-

ation of clones of Wnt expressing cells can reorient wing hairs (Wu et al., 2013).

Fz is a known receptor for Wnt suggesting Wnt could inluence PCP through in-

teractions with Fz. Genetic manipulations to generate a gradient in Fz expression

can reorient wing hairs (Adler et al., 1997). However, an expression gradient has

never been observed in the absence of manipulation suggesting that instead there

may be a gradient of Fz activity. One proposedmodel for generation of the activity

gradient is that Wnt could antagonise Fz-Vang extracellular binding in a graded

manner across the wing disc (Wu et al., 2013). Further work is required to dis-

cover whether a similar mechanism might act in other tissues. Another potential

mechanism of PCP orientation is mechanical forces. In the Drosophila wing, PCP

reorients during the transition from larval wing disc to pupal wing. Contraction of

the hinge region at one end of the wing generates local cellular rotation and shear

forces which are thought to reorient the PCP domains (Aigouy et al., 2010). Me-

chanical forces have also been shown to play a role in the mammalian skin. Cell

intercalations in the developing skin are thought to orient PCP signalling as inter-

faces that persist selectively retain PCP components, whereas new elongating AJs

are slow to accumulate PCP proteins (Aw et al., 2016).

1.6. The Drosophila retinal ommatidium

The Drosophila retina is a stratiied sensory epithelium that comprises four ma-

jor cell types arranged in a stereotypical crystal-like repeating hexagonal lattice

of approximately 750 multicellular units called ommatidia (Longley and Ready,

1995; Cagan and Ready, 1989a). At the centre of the ommatidium are the pho-

toreceptors (PRs)which are enclosed by four cone cells (CCs). On the distal retinal
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Figure 1.7: The Drosophila retinal ommatidium A) The arrangement of cells in the

ommatidium. A = anterior, P = posterior, Pl = polar, Eq = equatorial. B) Confocal projection

through the CCAJs at 40%after pupa formation (APF) showing arrangement of cells on the

surface of ommatidium. C) Confocal slice along the proximo-distal axis of an ommatidium.

D) Diagram showing the stages of morphogenesis of the CCs and PRs.

surface the CCs are surrounded by and share AJs with two primary pigment cells

(PPCs), themselves surrounded by a ring of interommatidial cells (IOCs) (Cagan

and Ready, 1989a; Ready et al., 1976) (Figure1.7A-C). All of these cells undergo a

stereotyped series of AJ remodelling events to promote the formation of crystal-

like arrays from an initially undifferentiated monolayer.

1.6.1. Cell speciication

The Drosophila retina initially develops from an undifferentiated ield of cells

known as the eye imaginal disc (Wolff and Ready, 1991a; Ready et al., 1976).

The PRs are the irst cell type to be speciied in a wave of morphogenesis, which

sweeps anteriorly across the tissue, known as the morphogenetic furrow (MF)

(Ready et al., 1976; Wolff and Ready, 1991a). PRs are recruited to the growing

ommatidial cluster in an ordered sequence through repeated rounds of EGF

signalling (Tomlinson and Ready, 1987; Freeman, 1997). There are eight types

of PRs named R1 through to R8. The speciication of each subsequent cell type
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occurs in a precise sequence which is determined by spatially and temporally

restricted signals arising from previously speciied cells of the cluster (Ready

et al., 1976; Lawrence and Green, 1979; Tomlinson and Ready, 1987; Cagan and

Ready, 1989a; Treisman, 2013).

The PRs recruit the four CCs to the growing ommatidial cluster in two pairs. The

anterior (A) and posterior (P) CCs are speciied irst and then the polar (Pl) and

equatorial (Eq) CCs (Figure1.7A). The four CCprecursors and theR7precursor cell

form an equivalence group where any of these cells have the potential to become

the R7 (Greenwald and Rubin, 1992; Shi and Noll, 2009). However, only the cell

in contact with the already speciied R8 cell becomes the R7 and the remaining

cells differentiate into CCs (Reinke and Zipursky, 1988; Yamamoto, 1994; Kramer

et al., 1995). CC speciication is thought to rely on a combination of Notch and

EGFR signalling along with the transcription factor, Lozenge (Flores et al., 2000;

Xu et al., 2000). Lozenge is expressed in all cells born during a secondmitoticwave

that follows the MF (Daga et al., 1996). The already speciied neuronal PR clus-

ter upregulates Dl in an EGFR dependent manner (Tsuda et al., 2002), which in-

duces Lozenge expressing neighbours to a CC fate. Subsequent CC differentiation

is thought to depend on two main transcription factors, Sparkling (Spa) (Fu and

Noll, 1997) (Pax2 in vertebrates) and Prospero (Pros) (Kauffmann et al., 1996; Xu

et al., 2000). These transcription factors drive expression of the CC marker gene,

Cut (Blochlinger et al., 1993; Fu and Noll, 1997).

After the CCs have been speciied, they extend on top of the PRs and form a new

AJ above them, creating a roof that occludes the PRs from the distal retinal surface

(Longley and Ready, 1995; Cagan and Ready, 1989a) (Figure1.7D). The CCs also

extend projections below the PRs in order to enclose them in a cage-like struc-

ture (Longley and Ready, 1995; Cagan and Ready, 1989a). It is not known how

the CCs form this cage-like structure, for example, whether it involves protrusion
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of extensions and formation of a leading edge, reminiscent of migrating ibrob-

lasts, or whether it involves transient downregulation of epithelial markers, as

in epithelial-to-mesenchymal transitions. Further PR development then occurs

whilst they are enclosed by the CC cage, as described in section 1.6.3 of this Intro-

duction.

TheAandPCCs then recruit twoundifferentiated cells tobecomePPCs. CCsupreg-

ulate the Notch ligand, Dl, in an EGFR dependent manner after their speciication

(Nagaraj and Banerjee, 2007). Dl then signals to the neighbouring cells to become

a PPC fate. During subsequent development, the remaining pool of undifferenti-

ated cells are organised and reined into a single layer of secondary and tertiary

IOCs and bristle cells surrounding the ommatidium (Cagan and Ready, 1989a).

This process requires cell death of excess progenitors (Wolff and Ready, 1991b;

Reiter et al., 1996; Rusconi et al., 2000). After all ommatidial cell types have been

speciied they undergo distinct morphogenetic programmes to generate the inal

structure of the ommatidium. In the Chapter3 of my thesis, I characterise in detail

the different morphogenetic processes that build the ommatidium.

Overall, the ommatidium is a heterogeneous epithelium as it contains a number

of distinctly fated cells with very different functions. For example, the PRs are

sensory neurons specialised for collecting light and the CCs are considered as glial

cells (Charlton-Perkins et al., 2017). Therefore the ommatidium is an excellent

model in which to study how neighbours of different types develop their distinct

morphologies concurrently.

1.6.2. Adhesion-based cell sorting in the retina

The Drosophila retina has previously been used as a model system for tissue mor-

phogenesis, particularly to investigate the role of adhesion in cell sorting and cell

shape determination (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Bao et al., 2010; Bao, 2014; Larson
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et al., 2010; Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Käfer et al., 2007; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008;

Chan et al., 2017). Cell adhesion is an essential component of the mechanisms

that govern epithelial morphogenesis. As explained in section 1.2.2 of this Intro-

duction, the model presented by the ‘DAH’ of cell sorting being based on differ-

ential adhesion has been extended to account for the vital role of cortex contrac-

tility (Harris, 1976; Brodland, 2002). Nonetheless, there are many examples that

demonstrate the key driving inluence of adhesion on morphogenesis. Here I de-

scribe two relatively well understood examples: the cell sorting of the Drosophila

retinal IOCs, and the cell shapes of the Drosophila retinal CCs.

After IOCs have been speciied from a pool of undifferentiated progenitors, they

must sort to form a single layer of cells surrounding each ommatidial ‘core’ com-

prising the PPCs, CCs and PRs (Cagan and Ready, 1989a). IOC cell sorting has been

proposed to occur through the so called ‘Preferential Adhesion Model’ based on

heterophilic interaction between PPCs and IOCs (Bao and Cagan, 2005). The ad-

hesion ismediated bymembers of the IRM family (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Bao et al.,

2010). Upon activation of Notch signalling, the PPCs transcribe hbs and sns and

repress transcription of rst and kirre (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Bao et al., 2010; Bao,

2014). In contrast, IOCs express rst and kirre (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Bao et al.,

2010). Preferential heterophilic adhesion drives IOCs to maximise their contact

with PPCs and minimise their contact with other IOCs (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Bao

et al., 2010). In this way, adhesion drives cell sorting to generate a precise repro-

ducible pattern of ommatidial cores surrounded by a single layer of IOCs. Addi-

tionally, sorting is aided by regulated apoptosis of excess IOCs (Wolff and Ready,

1991b; Reiter et al., 1996; Larson et al., 2010) and by expansion of the ommatidial

core (Larson et al., 2010). This mechanism contributes to the determination of

IOC cell shapes in combination with MyoII dependent AJ shrinkage balanced by

F-actin protrusive forces (Del Signore et al., 2018).
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Adhesion has also been shown to play key roles in determining the cell shapes of

the CCs in the Drosophila retina. The wild type (WT) arrangement of CCs resem-

bles the pattern of arrangement of the same number of soap bubbles (Hayashi and

Carthew, 2004). This resemblance lead to the initial suggestion that the CC pat-

tern is determined in the sameway as soap bubbles, by adhesion and surface area

minimisation (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004). However later models demonstrated

that the role of both adhesion and cortex contractilitymust be considered to accu-

rately predict CC shapes, as cellular interfaces are more complex than that of soap

bubbles (Käfer et al., 2007; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008). Nonetheless, adhesion is still

a key part of cell shape determination as demonstrated by the fact that changing

the expression of Ncad speciically is suficient to change cell arrangements and

shapes (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004). Ncad has been shown to act via MyoII in de-

termining cell shape (Chan et al., 2017). Ncad molecules engaged in homophilic

bonds cause downregulation ofMyoII levels at theAJ, whereas unboundNcad pro-

motes MyoII accumulation. In CCs, this means that CC-PPC bonds accumulate My-

oII and CC-CC bonds have lower levels of MyoII. The action of adhesion, mediated

by Ecad and Ncad, and the contractility of MyoII, in part regulated by Ncad, come

together to determine the shape of these cells. This work mainly focusses on the

shape of CCs at a later stage of morphogenesis when they have reached their inal

positions and less is known about the mechanisms driving earlier CC intercala-

tion. I describe the morphogenesis of the CCs in detail in Chapter3 and 4. These

examples demonstrate that although adhesion is a key component in determining

cell shapes during morphogenesis, its interplay with the actomyosin cytoskeleton

is of vital importance to this role.

1.6.3. Drosophila PR neuronal development and morphology

The eight PRs at the centre of the ommatidium contain a specialised apical light

gathering organelle called the rhabdomere (Cagan and Ready, 1989a; Longley and
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Ready, 1995) (Figure1.7C). The rhabdomere comprises a stack of tightly packed

microvilli (Arikawa et al., 1990) containing the signalling components that carry

out phototransduction. Eachmicrovillus is supportedby twoF-actin ilaments ori-

ented with their fast-growing ends towards the cytoplasm (Arikawa et al., 1990).

PRs also have a long axonwhich extends out of the tissue and synapses in the lam-

ina andmedulla regions of the optic lobe of the brain (Martin et al., 1995). Amajor

unanswered question is how sensory neurons adopt their complex 3D shapes dur-

ing development.

After speciication, PRs undergo a programme of differentiation, which includes

extensive changes to their morphology, to generate the mature adult structure

(Figure1.7D). Concurrent with CC closure, PRs ingress under the retinal surface

and rotate their apical domain so that they face eachother in an inter-rhadbomeric

space (Cagan and Ready, 1989a; Longley and Ready, 1995). The PRsmaintain this

position until about 37% after pupa formation (APF) when the PR apical mem-

brane undergoes a reorganisation of polarity (Walther and Pichaud, 2010) and be-

gins a massive expansion distally to reach the CC feet (Longley and Ready, 1995).

At 55%APF, the apical domain reorganises into two distinct regions: the site of the

future rhabdomere in the centre, surrounded by a supportive ‘stalk’ membrane

(Longley and Ready, 1995). This occurs as the apical domain continues to expand

during deepening of the whole retina. At between 67-78%APF the apical sur-

faces of adjacent PRs lose contactwith each other and a lumen forms (Longley and

Ready, 1995; Husain et al., 2006). From 78%APF, Rhodopsin1 (Rh1), a product of

the ninaE gene, is expressed (O’Tousa et al., 1985; Zuker et al., 1985). Rh1 pop-

ulates the developing rhabdomeric membranes where it plays a role as the pho-

tosensitive pigment in phototransduction in the adult eye. Rh1 also plays a struc-

tural role in supporting rhabdomere development by contributing to the organi-

sation of the rhabdomere terminal web (RTW) (Kumar and Ready, 1995; Kumar

et al., 1997; Chang and Ready, 2000). The RTW is an F-actin network present at
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the base of the rhabdomerewhich acts to partition the rhadbomere from the cyto-

plasm and as amechanical structural support formicrovillar development (Chang

andReady, 2000). Additionally, Rh1promotesproper rhabdomericmembrane en-

docytosis and turnover (Pinal and Pichaud, 2011). The rhabdomeres continue to

mature and develop until they reach their adult form (Longley and Ready, 1995).

PRs carry out their morphogenesis whilst surrounded by the PPCs, IOCs and

CCs (Cagan and Ready, 1989a; Ready et al., 1976; Longley and Ready, 1995)

(Figure1.7D). In direct contact with the PRs at their distal and proximal tips are

the glial CCs. Glial cells are a highly abundant cell type in neuronal tissues and

have been shown to play a number of roles in supporting neuronal development

and function. However, how glial cells interact with neurons during development

and morphogenesis is not fully understood.

1.6.4. Mechanical interactions between neurons and glia

After their initial discovery, glial cells were thought to provide passive support

for neuronal cell functions. However in recent years, it has become clear that

glial cells are essential active players in nervous system function (Villegas, 2003;

Allen and Barres, 2009; Losada-Perez, 2018). Numerous examples exist of how

glial cells support neurons through secretion of factors, uptake of waste products

and through biochemical signalling (Araque et al., 1999; Villegas, 2003; Perea and

Araque, 2005; Parker and Auld, 2006). The close physical contact between neu-

rons and glia hints that their supporting role may be more than just biochemical

but also mechanical (Franze and Guck, 2010; Franze et al., 2013).

Evidence of mechanical interplay between glia and neurons can be found in the

vertebrate retina for example. The vertebrate retina consists of ive major neu-

ronal types organised into layers, and one glial cell type, Müller glia (MG) which

span the width of the tissue. MGs have been shown to play a mechanical role in
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holding the neural retina together (MacDonald et al., 2015). Without MG cells,

retinae have lower resistance to tensile stress and rip apart. Therefore MGs are

required within this tissue to resist tensile forces.

It has also been suggested in C. elegans that glial cells are involved in shaping neu-

ronal receptive endings (NRE)by spatial delimitation. Amphid sheath (AMsh) glial

cells ensheath the receptive endings of AWC neurons. They are thought to provide

a physical barrier that deines a spatial compartment to delimit receptive-ending

shape remodelling during dauer formation (Procko et al., 2011). AMsh glial cells

also ensheath the NREs of AFD neurons and inluence their shape through an al-

ternativemechanism: regulationof the chemicalmicroenvironment (Singhvi et al.,

2016). Ion channels responsible for regulating the microenvironment speciically

localise aroundAFDneurons, showing that glial cells canusemultiplemechanisms

to regulate neuronal shape in different contexts: physical coninement for AWC

neurons during dauer stage and chemical regulations for AFD neurons. Whether

the glial CCsmight help shaping the PRs during ommatidiumdevelopment has not

been investigated so far.

1.6.5. The Drosophila retina as a model system

The genetically amenable multicellular ommatidium has long served as a model

system for studying complex multicellular patterning during organogenesis (Ca-

gan, 2009; Carthew, 2005; Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Larson et al., 2010). How-

ever most studies focus solely on one cell type of the retina at a time. The het-

erogenous nature of the ommatidium means it has the potential to be a model to

investigate how heterogeneous tissues are patterned during morphogenesis. Ad-

vantages of the retina as a model system to study cell and tissue morphogenesis

are:

• The stages of development of each cell type within the retina have been
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highly characterised.

• Each cell type can be geneticallymanipulated individually to assay the effect

on neighbouring cells.

• The position of cells is highly reproducible aiding discovery of where me-

chanical forces originate during development.

• The timings of development are highly invariant between animals and so

speciic developmental events can be precisely observed by recording the

time after a pupa is formed (reported as %APF).

The experimental tractability coupledwith the heterogeneous nature of the retina

makes it a uniquely placedmodel system inwhich to investigate the interactions of

neighbouring cells during the emergence of patterning in heterogeneous tissues.

1.7. Aims

The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to use the Drosophila retina as a

model to investigate the role of themechanical forces in heterogeneous tissue pat-

terning.

In Chapter3, I aim to characterise the types of morphogenesis occurring in the

Drosophila ommatidium in order to conirm that the different cell types undergo

distinct morphogenetic programmes. Furthermore, I will compare and contrast

their shape changes over time. Through this, I aim to deine the ommatidium as a

model heterogeneous epithelium. My quantiications of morphogenesis will form

the basis for the subsequent investigation into the role ofmechanical forces in this

process in the following Chapters.

In Chapter4, I focus on the mechanism driving cell intercalation of the CCs within

the ommatidium, investigating the intrinsic mechanisms involved and how this is
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inluenced by the forces from the neighbouring cells.

In Chapter5, I investigate the role of the medial actomyosin meshwork in hetero-

geneous tissue patterning. The medial meshwork has been shown to play a role

in homogeneous tissuemorphogenesis but I aim to investigate its role in a hetero-

geneous epithelium. Furthermore, I aim to investigate whether ommatidial cells

are sensitive to mechanical forces generated by their neighbouring cells, and how

and whether they respond to these forces.

The Drosophila retina represents an ideal model in which to investigate the inter-

action between neurons and glial cells throughmechanical forces duringmorpho-

genesis. In Chapter6, I investigate whether the glial CCs inluence sensory neuron

PR cell morphology, and what mechanisms are involved.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Flies

Flies were raised on standard food at 18°C. Crosses were performed at 25°C or

29°C as stated. Genotypes used are listed in Table2.1.

Table 2.1: Fly lines

Genotype Origin Description

;EcadGFP; Huang et al. (2009) GFP knocked into the endogenous gene

sqhAX3; sqh>sqhGFP; Bloomington Drosophila Stock

Centre (BL) 57144, Royou et al. (2002)

;Sp/CyO;prospero-Gal4/TM6 Gift from T. Cook See methods

;GMRgal4; Freeman (1996) See methods

;54-Gal4; Gift from L.Luo Lee and Luo (1999) See methods

spaGal4;; BL26656 See methods

Bl/CyO;elavGal4/TM6 See methods

;;UASCD8mCherry/TM3 Roy et al. (2011)

;UASzipRNAi; VDRC7819 Gift from Y. Mao

;UAS-YFP-myosinII-Dominan-Negative; Dawes-Hoang et al. (2005) Actin binding domain of

Zip replaced with YFP

;UAS-NSlmb-vhhGFP4; (deGradFP) Caussinus et al. (2011) See methods

;;UAS-sqhEE Winter et al. (2001)

Corrigall et al. (2007); Escudero et al. (2007)

;;UAS-sqhAA Jordan and Karess (1997)

Corrigall et al. (2007); Escudero et al. (2007)

y,w,rok2, FRT19A/FM7;; BL6666 Encodes 21 amino acids of rok

then a 35 amino acid random

peptide followed by a stop codon

ubiGFP,FRT19A;eyFlp;

;UAS-mbsRNAi; Gift from Y. Mao

;bazGFP; BL51572, Buszczak et al. (2007) GFP knocked into the endogenous gene

ubiGFP,FRT9.2;eyFlp;

y,w,bazxi, FRT9.2/FM7actGFP Wieschaus et al. (1984) Non-functinal trunction mutant

FRT19A, bazG0484/FM7;; Peter et al. (2002) Truncation caused by p-element insertion

bazEH747, FRT19A/FM7actGFP;Sp/CyO; Eberl and Hilliker (1988) Non-functional truncation mutant

;UASbazRNAi; BL39072

y,w;PTEN3,FRT40/CyOGFP; Goberdhan et al. (1999) Loss of function mutation

eyFlp;FRT40,GMRmyrRFP/CyO;

;UAS-EcadRNAi; VDRC103962

;UAS-NcadRNAi; BL41982
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Genotype Origin Description

;FRT40A ncadM19/CyO; Iwai et al. (1997) Amorphic allelle

;UAS-ncad;

rst-GFP;; BL59410 MiMIC GFP insertion

;hbs-GFP; BL65321 MiMIC GFP insertion

;UAS-hbsRNAi; VDRC105913, VDRC40896

;UAS-rstRNAi; VDRC951, VDRC27223

;act>fzGFP; Strutt (2001)

y,sc,v;UAS-fzRNAi; BL34321

y,w;;UAS-fmiAEY Matsubara et al. (2011), Full length AEY isoform of

gift from T. Uemura lamingo controlled by UAS

;UAS-clathrinGFP; BL7107

;rab5-YFP; BL62543 YFP knocked into the endogenous gene

;;rab11-YFP BL62549 YFP knocked into the endogenous gene

;;UAS-shibirets1 BL44222, Koenig et al. (1983) See methods

Kosaka and Ikeda (1983)

;UASrab5DN; BL9771, Zhang et al. (2007)

;UASrab11DN; BL9792, Zhang et al. (2007)

;;UASNotchRNAi BL31180

Notchfa-g;; Derived from BL3176

;;UASmamDN BL26672, Helms et al. (1999)

w;;UAS-brdKtoR Gift from F. Schweisguth,

Perez-Mockus et al. (2017a)

w;UAS-mamWT BL27743

;;UASdelta

HSFlp;;act>CD2>GAL4,UAS-RFP BL30558

CantonS

;UAS-rpr; BL5824

;UAS-p35; BL5072

,UAS-PTENRNAi; VDRC101475

;EcadTomato; BL58789, Huang et al. (2009), Tomato knocked into

gift from Y. Mao the endogenous gene

;sqh>sqhGFP,EcadTomato; Recombined for this study

sqhAX3/Y;sqhGFP/EcadTomato

;UAS-sds22RNAi; Gift from B. Baum

;UAS-α-catRNAi; BL38987

;;UAS-baz∆PDZ1-GFP McKinley et al. (2012)

;;prosGal4,UAS-baz∆PDZ1-GFP Recombined for this study

;EcadGFP;prosGal4,UAS-baz∆PDZ1-GFP This study
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2.2. Drosophila genetic tools

2.2.1. Gal4/UAS system

The Gal4/UAS system is a binary expression system that originated in yeast and

has been adapted for use in several organisms including Drosophila (Brand and

Perrimon, 1993). A promoter of interest drives the expression of the yeast protein

Gal4. Gal4 is a sequence-speciic transcription factor that binds to a promoter

sequence called the Upstream Activation Sequence (UAS) (Figure2.1). UAS can

be inserted upstream of the coding sequence of a transgene of interest. When

combined, this leads to expression of the transgene of interest from the promoter

of interest via Gal4. An advantage of this system is that the UAS promoter ex-

presses at high levels allowing for stronger gene induction than with endogenous

promoters. UAS lines and Gal4 lines have been made covering a vast portion of

the ly genome. Therefore, use of this system allows for high levels of control and

lexibility in transgene expression pattern.

Figure 2.1: The Gal4/UAS system Gal4 expression is driven under control of a promoter

of interest. Gal4 then binds to UAS and induces strong activation of the downstream gene

of interest (GOI).

I made use of different Gal4 lines that drive expression to speciic cell types of

the retina: GMRgal4 (Freeman, 1996) is a synthetic promoter element that drives

expression in all cells of the retina after the morphogenetic furrow (Figure2.2A).

prospero-Gal4 (prosGal4) (gift from T. Cook) drives expression in the CCs, R7 and

occasional PPCs (Figure2.2B-C). sparkling-Gal4 (spaGal4) (Fu and Noll, 1997)

expresses in CCs and PPCs (Figure2.2D-F). 54-Gal4 (Lee and Luo, 1999) expresses
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strongly in the IOCs, though I also see low levels of expression in the other retinal

cell types (Figure2.2G-I). elav-Gal4 expresses in the PRs (Figure2.2J).

Figure 2.2: Expression pattern of Gal4 drivers A-J) Comparison of UAS-GFP expression

under control of different Gal4 drivers in the eye disc and retina. A) GMRgal4 in larval eye

disc showing switch on of expression after the morphogenetic furrow. B-C) prosGal4 ex-

pression inB) eye disc, C)40%APF retina showing expression in CCs. Expression switches

on in the later rows of the eye disc after CC speciication but before CC closure. Asterisk

in C”) shows a PPC expressing GFP. D-F) spaGal4 expression in D) eye disc E) 20%APF

retina and F) 40%APF retina. Expression switches on in scattered CCs in the late eye disc.

Expression is on inmost CCs at 20%APF then expression switches on in PPCs by 40%APF.

G-I) 54-Gal4 expression in G) eye disc and H-I) 40%APF retina. H) Confocal projection

through depth of CCs and I) confocal projection through PRs. There is scattered expres-

sion in the oldest rows of the disc. At 40%APF, there is strong expression in IOCs but

some weaker expression in other retinal cells particularly PRs. J) elavGal4 expression at

40%APF showing expression restricted to PRs. Scale bars = 10µm
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2.2.2. Flp/FRT system

The Flp/FRT system originated in yeast as a site-speciic recombination mecha-

nism. It has been adapted for use in Drosophila for conditional gene expression

(Golic and Lindquist, 1989). It comprises Flipase (Flp) which is a site-speciic re-

combinase that bind to Flipase Recognition Target (FRT) sites. This system has

been developed for use in two major forms: FlpOUT clones and Flp/FRT mitotic

clones.

Flp/FRT mitotic clones are often used to generate clones of mutant tissue in a

conditional manner (Golic, 1991). Here, FRT sites are found on a chromosome

arm and Flp is used to stimulate crossing over between a heterozygous chromo-

some pair (Figure2.3). An FRT site is inserted upstream of a gene mutation and

these lies are crossed to lies containing a marker and an FRT site on the same

chromosome (Xu and Rubin, 1993). Within the heterozygous progeny, clones of

mutant tissue can be generated by conditional or tissue speciic expression of Flp

to stimulate mitotic recombination. This allows analysis of mutations that would

otherwise be lethal if expressed in the whole organism. I used this system with

Flp expressed under control the eyeless promoter (eyFlp) (Newsome et al., 2000)

and chromosomes containing ubiGFP or ubiRFP with the appropriate FRT sites to

generate negatively marked clones in the retina.

FlpOUT clones use two FRT sites in tandem on the same DNA strand that lank

a STOP codon placed in between the promoter and the gene of interest (Harri-

son and Perrimon, 1993; Struhl and Basler, 1993). Expression of Flp leads to re-

combination of the FRT sites excising the STOP codon and allowing expression of

the gene of interest (Figure2.4). When used with a heat shock (HS) promoter to

drive Flp expression (HSFlp) andwith Gal4 as the gene of interest, this system can

produce sporadic clones of Gal4 expression. Optimisation of the length of time

and the stage of heat shock can vary the clone size. I used this system in con-
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Figure 2.3: Flp/FRT mitotic recombination In heterozygous cells, Flp catalyses recom-

bination between FRT sites in trans across paired chromosome arms. Mitosis then pro-

duces two different daughter cells: one homozygous for themutation and oneWT cell ho-

mozygous for the GFP marker. This method produces negatively marked mutant clones.

FRT site is represented by the orange triangle.

junction with HSFlp to generate small clones in the retina. Flies used were HS-

lp;;actin>CD2>gal4,UASRFP and crossed to UAS transgenes of interest. Flies were

heat shocked at third instar larval stage at 37°C for 10-15mins and then dissected

∼3 days later at 40%APF to give small, single cell clones marked by the presence

of RFP.

Figure 2.4: Generation of FlpOUT clones A FlpOUT casette comprising a STOP codon

lanked by FRT sites is positioned between the gene of interest, in this case Gal4, and its

promoter. Expression of Flp leads to recombination between the FRT sites, excising the

STOP codon. Gal4 can now be expressed from the upstream promoter. FRT site is repre-

sented by the orange triangle.

2.2.3. CoinFlp system

A variation on the FlpOUTmethod is the CoinFlp system (Bosch et al., 2015). This

method is used to generate clones ofUAS controlled transgenes, such as RNAi lines
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or overexpression transgenes, without the use of heat shock. The original FRT site

has been modiied in order to generate a new site, known as FRT3, which can be

recognised by Flp and recombined with other FRT3 sites but not FRT sites. In the

CoinFlp system, FRT and FRT3 sites are arranged in between a constitutive actin

promoter and Gal4, such that recombination between the FRT sites will excise a

STOP codon and turn Gal4 expression on, whereas recombination between the

FRT3 sites will conserve the STOP codon and Gal4 remains off (Figure2.5). This

means expression under a promoter that is expressed in all cells of a tissue will

generate clones even though recombination occurs in every cell. I used this system

in conjunction with eyFlp to generate clones in the retina.

Figure 2.5: Use of the CoinFlp system to generate clones The CoinFlp casette contains

an actin promoter, followed by a STOP codon lanked by an arrangement of FRT and FRT3

sites, followed by the gal4 coding sequence. Flpmediated recombination can produce two

outcomes: recombination between the FRT sites excises the STOP codon and allows Gal4

expression. Recombination between the FRT3 sites leaves the STOP codon in place and

Gal4 remains switched off. As a recombination event removes one of the other sites, only

one recombination event can occur in each lineage. FRT site is represented by the orange

triangle and FRT3 site is represented by the yellow triangle.

2.2.4. deGradFP system

The deGradFP system is amethod to degrade GFP-tagged proteins in a conditional

manner in Drosophila (Caussinus et al., 2011; Caussinus and Affolter, 2016). The

system uses the highly conserved ubiquitin-proteasome pathway to drive direct

degradation of target proteins. Ubiquitin-dependent degradation is carried out

by a cascade of enzymes (Ciechanover, 1998): E1 activates ubiquitin and trans-
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fers it to E2. E2 then complexes with E3 to transfer the ubiquitin to the target

protein. The E3 ligases are responsible for substrate speciicity. A key example are

the SKP1-CUL1-F-Box (SCF) protein ligase complexes. The deGradFP system takes

advantage of this process by expression of a ‘synthetic’ SCF E3 ligase complex.

The deGradFP transgene contains a nanobody (a small domain antibody raised

in camelids (Muyldermans, 2013)) targeted to GFP, fused to the F-box domain of

Slmb (an F-box protein) (Figure2.6A). When expressed by a cell, the deGradFP fu-

sion protein assembles into an E3 enzyme complex which binds GFP-tagged pro-

teins and targets them for degradation (Figure2.6B). Expression of the deGradFP

transgene is controlled by UAS and therefore is made conditional and cell-speciic

through the use of Gal4. By acting at the protein level, this system works on pro-

teins which have a slow-turnover, a potential limitation of using RNAi. As there

are many Drosophila lines containing GFP-tagged proteins available, this system

is easy-to-use and can be implemented quickly. The extent of the knockdown can

be determined by assaying the level of remaining GFP by means of microscopy or

biochemical techniques. I used this system to degrade GFP-tagged Sqh speciically

in the CCs by expression under control of prosGal4.

2.2.5. Inhibition of endocytosis using UAS-shibirets1

Shibire is the Drosophila homolog of Dynamin (van der Bliek and Meyerowitz,

1991). Dynamin plays a role in endocytosis by multimerising into rings and spi-

rals at the budneck to aid scission of vesicles. The temperature-sensitivemutation

causes a rapid and reversible block on dynamin-mediated scission upon trans-

fer to the non-permissive temperature, effectively blocking endocytosis (Koenig

et al., 1983; Kosaka and Ikeda, 1983). This construct has been shown to act in a

dominant manner whenWT Shibire is present, presumably because Shibire func-

tions as a multimer (Kitamoto, 2001; Gonzalez-Bellido et al., 2009). I made use of

UAS-shibirets1 to block endocytosis speciically in the CCs. UAS-shibirets1 lies were
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Figure 2.6: Speciic protein degradation using the deGradFP system A)ThedeGradFP

transgene consists of a nanobody raised against GFP fused to the F-box domain of Slmb.

This is expressed under control of UAS. B) Once expressed, the deGradFP fusion protein

assembles into an E3 ligase complex. The nanobody domain binds to GFP and targets the

GFP-tagged protein for ubiquitination and degradation.

crossed to prosGal4 lies and raised at 25°C until the stated time of development

and then transferred to 31°C to block endocytosis for either 4hrs or overnight.

Retinae were then dissected at 40%APF and scored for progression of CC interca-

lation as described below.

2.3. Immunoluorescence

Pupae were staged at 18°C, 25°C or 29°C to the appropriate stage. For pupal

dissections at <45%APF, retinae were dissected in PBS on ice and ixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde for 20mins at room temperature (RT). Retinae were washed

in PBS-Triton0.3% (PBS-T) then stained with primary antibody in PBS-T for

2hrs at RT or overnight at 4°C. Retinae were washed in PBS-T and then stained

in secondary antibodies for 2hrs at RT. Retinae were mounted in Vectashield

(Vectorlabs). For dissection of pupae at >77%APF, the lens was removed after

ixation using dissection needles to allow antibody penetration, then stained as
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above. Same protocol was used for third instar larvae dissections.

Primary antibodies used are listed in Table2.2.

Table 2.2: Primary antibodies

Antigen Antibody name Species Origin Concentration

Arm N27A1 mouse (ms) Developmental Studies 1:50

Hybridoma Bank (DSHB)

Ecad DCAD2 rat DSHB 1:50

Ncad DN-Ex rat DSHB 1:50

aPKC SAB4502380 rabbit (rb) Sigma 1:600

Rhodopsin1 4C5 ms DSHB 1:10

Elav rat 1:100

LacZ Cappel rb 1:2000

Fmi Flamingo74 ms DSHB 1:1000

Chaoptin 24B10 ms DSHB 1:100

Cut 2B10 ms DSHB 1:200

Baz chicken 1:650

Sns sns10K1 rb Gift from R. Renkawitz-Pohl Preadsorbed 1:10,

used 1:250

Actin Phalloidin-TRITC (P1951) - Sigma 1:200

Combinedwithms, rb or rat secondary antibodies conjugated toDy405, Alexa488,

Cy5 or Alexa647 (Jackson ImmunoResearch) as appropriate, used at 1:200.

2.4. Cryosections

Whole heads of adult lies 1 day after eclosion were removed and ixed in 3-4%

paraformaldehyde in PBS for 2hrs at RT. Headswerewashed in PBS and then incu-

bated in 15% sucrose in PBS overnight at 4°C. Heads are then embedded in O.C.T.

and frozen at -20°C for 2hrs. 1.2µm sections were cut and were permeabilised,

stained and mounted in Vectashield as described above.
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2.5. Image processing and graphs

All images presentedwereprocessedusing FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012) andAdobe

Photoshop CS4 (Adobe). Graphs were produced in Excel (Microsoft), GraphPad

Prism 7 (GraphPad) or MATLAB R2017a (Mathworks). Figures were mounted in

Adobe Illustrator CS4 (Adobe).

2.6. Statistical analysis

Statistical tests were performed in GraphPad Prism 7 or SPSS statistics. Normal-

ity was assessed using a D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus K2 test in GraphPad Prism

7. Normally distributed data was compared using a T-test (paired or unpaired as

appropriate) or One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc tests. Data that was not

normally distributed was compared with a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test

or a Kruskal-Wallis test with post-hoc Dunn’s tests.

2.7. Imaging

Images of ixed retinae were acquired on a Leica SPE, Leica SP5 or Zeiss LSM880

confocal microscopes. A 40x oil objective was used for imaging of whole retina for

quantiication and a 63x oil objective was used for higher magniication images.

2.7.1. Time-lapse imaging

;EcadGFP;, ;EcadGFP/EcadGFP;UAS-mamDN/prosGal4 or ;EcadGFP/+;prosGal4,

UASbaz∆PDZ1/TM6 lies were staged to between 10-20%APF at 25°C and the pu-

pal case removed at the dorsal end to expose the retina. Pupae were mounted on

blue-tac with the retina facing upwards and covered with a coverslip. Time-lapse

imaging was performed on a Zeiss inverted microscope with an Andor spinning

disc using a Plan Neoluar 100x/1.3 Ph3 oil immersion objective. Images were
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acquired using ImageJ Micromanager software (Edelstein et al., 2014). Retinae

were imaged for a minimum of 12hrs taking Z-series in 1µm sections every

5mins. Drift in XY and Z was corrected manually. Images were post processed

in FIJI to further correct for drift. For ;EcadGFP/+;UAS-shibirets1/prosGal4, lies

were raised at 25°C until ∼15-20% and then transferred to the microscope and

incubated at 31°C to stimulate endocytosis inhibition as soon as imaging began.

For imaging of medial meshwork dynamics: sqhAX3/Y;sqhGFP/EcadTomato; lies

were staged to 20%APF, 25%APF or 30%APF at 25°C and the pupal case removed

at the dorsal end to expose the retina. Pupae were mounted on blue-tac with

the retina facing upwards and covered with a coverslip. Pupae were imaged

Zeiss LSM880 microscope with a Plan Apochromat 63x/NA1.4 oil objective using

airyscan detectors. Images were acquired at a 40-45nm pixel size with a speed

of 4.35secs/frame. Airyscan processing was performed in the Zen software to

increase resolution.

2.7.2. Laser ablation

Pupaewere raised andmounted as for Time-lapse imaging experiments. PPC-PPC

and IOC-IOC AJ ablation were performed using a Zeiss LSM880 microscope with

a Plan Apochromat 63x/NA1.4 oil objective using 740nm multiphoton excitation

from a Ti-sapphire laser. An ROI of 3x3 pixels was drawn over the AJ of ;EcadGFP;

lies and ablatedwith 5-10% laser power at the slowest scan speed for 1 iteration.

Settingswere optimised by imaging sqhAX3; sqhGFP; lies during ablation to ensure

only theAJ-associatedMyoII was removed and that themedialmeshwork ofMyoII

remained intact. TheAJs repaired after every instance of ablation showing that the

cell was not damaged. Images were acquired every 1sec after ablation. Positions

of the two adjoining vertices after ablation were manually tracked using FIJI and

the distance between them calculated at each frame after ablation. Recoil velocity

was calculatedbya linear it across the irst frames after ablation. One-wayANOVA
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was performed in GraphPad Prism7 to compare stages.

Ablation and repair experiments were performed on a Zeiss LSM510 upright

confocal microscope with a Plan-Neoluor 40x/1.3 oil immersion objective using

720nm multiphoton excitation from a Ti-sapphire laser at 28% laser power with

the slowest scan speed for 1 iteration. ROIs of 4x4 pixels were positioned over the

PPC-PPC AJs. Images were acquired every 1 sec before and after ablation. Flies

were then allowed to develop at RT for∼6hrs. Retinae were then dissected, ixed

and imaged on Leica SP5 to locate the ablated and repaired ommatidia.

MyoII medial meshwork ablations were performed using a Zeiss LSM880 micro-

scope with a Plan Apochromat 63x/NA1.4 oil objective using 740nm multipho-

ton excitation from a Ti-sapphire laser. An ROI of 6x1 pixels for 30-40%APF reti-

nae and 4x1 pixels for 20%APF retinae was drawn in the centre of the apical re-

gion of the cell and ablated with a laser power of 10-20% at the slowest scan

speed for 1 iteration. For imaging of the MyoII medial meshwork during abla-

tion, sqhAX3/Y;sqhGFP/EcadTomato; or sqhAX3/Y;sqhGFP; lies were imaged with

the airyscan detectors. Images were acquired every 3.1-3.6 secs and processed

in the Zen software. For quantiication of area change after ablation, ;EcadGFP;

lies were used to visualise AJs and images were acquired every 1.27sec before

and after ablation.

Larger ablations of IOC-IOC AJs concurrently with MyoII medial meshwork were

performed using a Zeiss LSM510 upright confocal microscope with a Plan-

Neoluor 40x/1.3 oil immersion objective using 720nm multiphoton excitation

from a Ti-sapphire laser at 28% laser power with the slowest scan speed for 1

iteration. Multiple ROIs of 4x4 pixels were localised to each IOC AJ divided along

two axes (Eq/Pl and A/P) and all AJswere ablated on one side of the ommatidium

along each axis. Images were acquired every 1 sec before and after ablation.
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2.8. Quantiications

2.8.1. Area and major/minor widths through time

For measurements of totals for each cell type: the outside edge of the CC clus-

ter, PPCs and IOCs were traced manually using the Freehand selection tool in FIJI

on every 20th frame (100mins) of the time-lapse of ;EcadGFP; retinae. Areas and

major and minor axes obtained by itting an ellipse were measured for the three

rings over time and subtracted to get values for each cell layer. These values were

then expressed as a percentage of total ommatidium area, major and minor axes

to control for the overall growth of the ommatidium. Measurements were then

averaged for each time point over 13 time-registered ommatidia from two inde-

pendent retinae. For measurements of individual cells: CCs: two higher time res-

olution movies were used (5mins/frame), the irst covering the time frame from

the AJ shrinkage stage of CC intercalation to the four-way vertex stage and the sec-

ond covering from the four-way vertex stage to theAJ elongation stage. The Tissue

Analyser FIJI plugin (Aigouy et al., 2010) was used to segment the cells and track

them over time with manual correction. The area andmajor andminor axes of in-

dividual CCs were thenmeasured and averaged across four ommatidia. IOCs: The

IOCs were measured individually, as described above for the CCs, for the second

movie only (n=15 IOCs). PPCs: Due to their unusual concave shape, the ratio be-

tween the height and width of a bounding rectangle was used to describe shape

instead of an ellipse. Measurements were made every 100mins on the time-lapse

of ;EcadGFP; retinae and averaged across 26 cells from two independent retinae.

2.8.2. AJ length measurements

AJ lengths were taken as the inter-vertex distance and were measured manually

on each frame using the line tool in FIJI.
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2.8.3. Cross-correlation of AJ length

Curves of AJ length over time for the CCs were smoothed by taking a ive point

moving average. Data were detrended by taking the running difference to ind the

change in AJ length over time. Cross-correlation was performed in R statistical

package using the ccf function. The mean cross-correlation function was calcu-

lated as the average correlation coeficient at each time lag across 13 ommatidia

from two independent retinae.

2.8.4. AJ length correlation

Pearsons product moment correlation of central CC-CC AJ length with PPC-PPC

AJ length was performed in Excel comparing AJ lengths from start of PPC-PPC AJ

length increase to the end of the four-way vertex stage. The average correlation

coeficient was obtained from 13 ommatidia from two independent retinae.

2.8.5. Comparison of ommatidia geometry

Representative imagesof each stageof CC intercalationwereobtained froma time-

lapse of ;EcadGFP; retina. Images were resized in FIJI so that the height of the

PPCs was the same for each image. Images were processed using Gaussian blur to

enhance AJs. Overlays were generated using the ‘Align3 TP’ FIJI plugin.

2.8.6. AJ intensity measurements

2.8.6.1 Baz intensity

;bazGFP; lieswere staged to 20%APF and retinawere dissected, ixed and stained

againstArm in the far-red channel to prevent anybleed-throughwith theGFP.Reti-

nae were imaged on a confocal microscope (Leica SP5) using the same settings

for each retina. A Z-projection was made over the depth of the CCs and a 3 pixel

wide line was drawn over each AJ type not including tri-cellular AJs. The inten-
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sity of both BazGFP and Arm channels were averaged over these lines. The four

side CC-CC AJs and the six CC-PPC AJs were averaged for each ommatidia. A One-

way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s post hoc tests for pairwise comparison was

performed in SPSS statistics.

2.8.6.2 AJ MyoII intensity

sqhAX3;sqh>sqhGFP; lieswere staged to 20%APF or 30%APF and retinaewere dis-

sected, ixed and stained against Arm in the far-red channel to prevent any bleed-

through with the GFP. Retinae were imaged on a confocal microscope (Leica SP5)

using the same settings for each retina. A Z-projectionwasmade over the depth of

the AJs in FIJI. A 7 pixel wide line was drawn over each AJ in the Arm channel and

the intensity of each channelwas averaged over this line, except for the CC-PPCAJs,

as the SqhGFPwas found to be present only on one side of theAJ, a 4 pixel (roughly

half of 7) line was drawn over the SqhGFP channel. For 20%, adjoining CC-CC AJs

intensity was averaged within each ommatidia. To control for variations in stain-

ing/imaging, all individual valueswithin each imagewherenormalisedbydividing

by the average value for the adjoining CC-CC AJs for that image. One-way ANOVA

followed by Tukey’s post hoc tests for pairwise comparison was performed using

GraphPad Prism 7. For comparison of CC-CC AJs, a paired T-test was performed

paired by ommatidia.

2.8.6.3 Fmi/Fz intensity

CantonS lieswere staged to20%APFor40%APFand retinaeweredissected, ixed

and stained against Fmi in the green channel and Arm in the far-red channel to

prevent bleed-through. A Z-projection was made over the depth of the AJs and a 3

pixel wide line was drawn over each CC-CC AJ avoiding the vertices. The intensity

was averagedover this line and a ratio of side/centralAJ calculated. A pairedT-test

was performed in Excel. To analyse PCP in rotated ommatidia: retinae containing

rok2mitotic cloneswere used andFmi intensity ratiowas calculated as above. Om-
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matidial angle was measured in FIJI as angle of rotation up to ±90° relative to a

‘WT’ ommatidium from outside the clone.

2.8.7. MyoII unilateral localisation

To quantify position of MyoII enrichment on the CC-PPC AJ, a 5 pixel wide line

was drawn perpendicular to the CC-PPC AJ in each CC oriented from within the

PPC to inside the CC. The mean intensity of Arm staining and SqhGFP along these

lines was measured on a Z-projection through the depth of the CC-PPC AJ. The

centre of the AJ was taken to be the peak of Arm intensity and used to align all

measurements. An average plot of intensity relative to distance from the centre of

the AJ was made and compared to the position of the peak of SqhGFP intensity.

2.8.8. Scoring of progression of CC intercalation

Retinae were dissected at 40%APF, ixed and stained for Arm to label the AJs.

Whole retinae were imaged with a 40x objective taking a Z-series in 0.5µm slices

in two tiles. Tiles were manually aligned and combined using Align3 TP plugin in

FIJI. Ommatidia were manually scored for stage of CC intercalation across whole

retina. Stagewas determinedby comparison of the position of the central CC-CCAJ

and the PPC-PPC AJs: parallel = AJ shrinkage stage and perpendicular = AJ elonga-

tion stage. For Notchfa-g, as there are multiple PPC-PPC AJs, stage was determined

by comparisonof orientationof central CC-CCAJ to the long axis ofR7. Percentages

were found per retina and then the average percentages and standard deviations

were obtained for each genotype. For large clones, ommatidia were compared

from inside and outside the clones. For single cell clones, relative position of cells

(A, P, Eq and Pl) were recorded and ommatidia were grouped into categories by

which cells were affected.
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2.8.9. Scoring switches between stages of CC intercalation

For the ;EcadGFP; and ;EcadGFP/EcadGFP;UAS-mamDN/prosGal4 time-lapse

movies, ommatidia were scored for which stage of CC intercalation they were in

for each frame of themovie (5min intervals). A ‘switch’ in a given frame is deined

as being scored as at a different stage to that of the previous frame. The total

number of switches was measured from∼10% of retinal development (before CC

intercalation) for roughly 12hrs (until after CC intercalation in WT).

2.8.10. Measuring PPC area distribution

Width of the PPCswasmeasured at 5 deined points following the curvature of the

cell by using the straight line tool in FIJI.

2.8.11. Cell deformation after ablation

Cell deformations after ablationwere analysed onmovies of ;EcadGFP;where PPC

medialmeshworkwas ablated. Each cell type of interest was segmentedmanually

using the Freehand Selection tool in FIJI on the initial frame before ablation and

then every 10 frames (12.7secs) until the maximum change in area was reached

(normally about 200-250secs). For CCs and PPCs, area and major and minor axes

weremeasured, for PPCs, area and height/width ratio of bounding rectangle were

measured. The ratio before and after ablation over time was calculated and av-

eraged across 14 ommatidia. For larger regions of ablation, apical area was mea-

sured on a frame before ablation and on a frame when the maximum area change

had occurred and a ratio was made.
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2.8.12. Scoring percentage of ommatidia with abnormal PR

morphology when CC constraint is lost

Whole retinaewere imagedwith a 40x objective, either focussed on the central re-

gion of each retina or covering the full retina in two tiles. Phenotype of ommatidia

were scored manually and expressed as a percentage per retina.

2.8.13. PR volume measurements

PRmembraneswere stained for 24B10 and then imaged in 0.5µmZ-slices. Images

were processed in FIJI to enhance contrast and thresholded to pick out the 24B10

signal. Area of the signal in each slice was summed and then multiplied by slice

depth to estimate PR volume. To control for differences between images, individ-

ual values for within each image were divided by the mean of the WT volume for

that image. T-test was performed in GraphPad Prism7.

2.9. Kymographs

Kymographs were generated using ‘Reslice’ in FIJI along a 1 pixel wide segmented

line drawn through the centre of the cell not overlapping the AJ-associated MyoII

in any frame. Movie usedwas of a sqhAX3;sqhGFP; retina at the ‘Late’ stage of devel-

opment imagedwith a Zeiss LSM880 confocal with a Plan Apochromat 63x/NA1.4

oil objective using airyscan detectors, drift corrected using the ‘Stackreg’ plugin

(Thévenaz et al., 1998) in FIJI.

2.10. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

Three ommatidia from each of the three stages of ommatidial development were

imaged at high resolution using airyscan detectors as described above. Movies

wereprocessedbyBleach correction, Gaussianblur and registeredwith the ‘Stack-
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reg’ plugin (Thévenaz et al., 1998) if needed in FIJI. PIV analysiswas performedus-

ing the FIJI PIV plugin (Tseng et al., 2012), by choosing an 8x8 pixel window with

a time lag 4.34 seconds. Cell contours were tracked using ‘Tissue Analyzer’ plugin

(Aigouy and Le Bivic, 2016) in FIJI or manually in FIJI to segment the PPCs, IOCs

and CCs. Further data analysis was performed in MATLAB with custom scripts.

For calculation of the advection velocities of medial MyoII, the norms of the PIV

vectors were averaged within each cell for each frame and divided by the frame

rate. Advection speeds of each cell were then averaged in time for the ‘Early’, ‘Mid’

and ‘Late’ stages of morphogenesis.

Mean divergence of velocity vectors within each cell was calculated in MATLAB

for each frame. Mean divergence, apical area and apical perimeter measurements

over time were processed by gaussian smoothing with a window of 43secs to re-

move noise. Rate was calculated by the running difference divided by the frame

interval. Histogramsof frequencies ofmeandivergence rateswereplotted inMAT-

LAB. Cycle lengths and peak prominence were calculated in MATLAB using the

‘indpeaks’ command.

Cross-correlation of area change rate and mean divergence change rate was per-

formed in MATLAB for each cell and plotted as a heatmap.

For area measurements when sds22RNAi was expressed, HS single cell clones ex-

pressing sds22RNAi were generated as described above and stained for Arm to

show AJs. Cell outlines were manually traced in FIJI using the Freehand Selection

tool aroundPPCs in ommatidia inwhich 1PPCwas affected, and aroundPPCs from

WT ommatidia from the same retinae as a control.

For comparison of PIV data before and after ablation, data before ablation was

normalised to between 0 and 1 using the formula: (x-min)/(max-min). Data after
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ablationwas thennormalisedusing the range of data before ablation and themean

was subtracted.

2.11. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

AFM was performed in collaboration with I. Weber in the lab of K. Franze (Uni-

versity of Cambridge). ;EcadGFP;prosGal4,UASbaz∆PDZ1/TM6 lies were staged

at 25°C to 25%APF and the pupal case removed at the dorsal end to expose the

retina. Pupae were mounted on a sticky pad with one retina facing upwards. 2-3

lies were mounted on the same pad, one of which contacted the cantilever and

the others acted as controls. The AFM cantilever applied 100nN of force from a

123µmbead into centre of retina for 12hrs at 29°C. Flies were then transferred to

a 2-photon microscope and the full retina was imaged. Percentage of ommatidia

containing abnormal PRs was then quantiied as described above.

2.12. Vertex modelling

Vertexmodellingwas performed byM. Tozluoglu in the lab of Y.Mao (MRCLabora-

tory ofMolecular Cell Biology). The ommatidium ismodelled using a vertexmodel

where the positions of vertices are determined through energyminimisation. The

equation used for energy minimisation is:

E(Ri) =
∑
α

Kα

2
(Aα − A(0)

α )2 +
∑
i,j

Λijlij

The irst term of the equation describes the contribution of cell area conservation

and the second term is a combination of tension and adhesion energies at each

cell-cell boundary. E(Ri) is the total energy of the system for a given set of ver-

tex positions (Ri). The system is composed of Nc cells and Nv vertices. Kα is the

elasticity coeficient,Aα is the current cell area,A
(0)
α is the ideal area,Λij is the line

tension coeficient for the AJ ij and lij is the length of the AJ. The base tension is
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Λij = 26, base A
(0)
α = 1.0 and Kα = 1.0. The adjoining CC-CC AJs are set to base

Λij and the remainingAJs are scaled from this based on the parameterisationmea-

surements described in Chapter3. The CCs are set to base A
(0)
α and the remaining

cells are relative to this based on in vivo areameasurements. The simulated set up

is deined as 91 ommatidia in a hexagonal pattern where the outmost vertices are

ixed in space. Analysis is carried out at the central ommatidium.

2.13. Electron microscopy

Electron microscopy was performed by R. Walther as described previously (Pinal

et al., 2006;Walther et al., 2016). Briely, adult eyes aredissected, ixedand stained

with heavymetals. Samples were then dehydrated and embedded in epon for sec-

tioning and imaging.
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3. Characterisation of the morphogenesis of

the ommatidium

3.1. Introduction

The Drosophila retina is a neuroepithelial tissue containing four major cell types

arranged into units known as ommatidia: PRs, CCs, PPCs and IOCs (Figure1.7A).

The ommatidial unit is repeated across the retina to build up a hexagonal lattice

structure (Ready et al., 1976). The inal positions, shape and size of each cell are

highly reproducible and invariant between ommatidia. This feature makes the

ommatidium a good system inwhich to study themechanisms that drivemorpho-

genesis. The retina is awell establishedmodel for several aspects ofmorphogene-

sis: the CCs have been used as a model to investigate determination of cell shapes

(Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Käfer et al., 2007) and the IOCs have been used as a

model to investigate cell sorting (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Larson et al., 2010). How-

ever, most studies so far take an isolationist view, focussing on one cell type of the

retina at a time. The heterogenous nature of the ommatidium means it has the

potential to be a model to investigate how heterogeneous tissues are patterned

throughmorphogenesis. For this, what is lacking is amore integrated view of how

the cell types of the retina interact with each other to generate the inal patterned

neuroepithelium.

The retina starts life as a homogeneous, undifferentiated sheet of cells known as

the eye disc (Wolff and Ready, 1991a). Cells are speciied in a wave across the

tissue in an ordered series, as detailed in section 1.6.1 of the Introduction. Af-

ter speciication, the cells of the ommatidium undergo a series of morphogenetic

events to build the inal retinal structure. These morphogenetic events have been

qualitatively described previously through the use of EM and lead sulphide stain-
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ing (Wolff and Ready, 1991a; Cagan and Ready, 1989b; Longley and Ready, 1995).

Additionally, live imaging has been used to trace PPC and IOC cell movements dur-

ing morphogenesis to visualise how the hexagonal lattice structure of the retina

develops (Larson et al., 2008, 2010). In this chapter, I revisit ommatidial morpho-

genesis to characterise in detail how the shapes of the constituent cells relate to

each other during retinal development. I make detailed quantiications of differ-

ent aspects of cell shape and apical area changes, as well as changes to AJ lengths.

This work sets the stage for my subsequent chapters investigating the role of me-

chanical forces in driving ommatidial patterning. It also establishes the ommatid-

ium as a model of a heterogeneous epithelium in which to study the mechanisms

that regulate tissue patterning.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Ommatidial cells gradually increase in apical area

Ommatidial cells change shape extensively as the tissue is patterned (Larson

et al., 2008; Bao and Cagan, 2005; Larson et al., 2010). I focused on charac-

terising the apical area changes of the ommatidial cells to closely investigate

the relationship between the cell types over time. To characterise how the cell

apical areas change during ommatidial morphogenesis, I used time-lapse imaging

of ommatidia expressing endogenous levels of EcadGFP (Huang et al., 2009)

(Figure3.1A, AppendixMovie1). Imaging was initiated after cell speciication at

<15%APF and continued for approximately 12hrs to cover the time frame in

which cells undergo morphogenesis. For comparative analysis, I split ommatidial

development into three phases, ‘Early’, ‘Mid’ and ‘Late’ (Figure3.1A-A”). These

phases correlate with the three stages of CC intercalation (described in section

3.2.3), so that CC intercalation can be used as a marker for ommatidial age. It

has been previously noted that the apical area of the ommatidium increases
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over time (Larson et al., 2010). I quantiied total apical area of each individual

cell type over time and was able to conirm this observation for CCs, PPCs and

IOCs individually (Figure3.1B). Apical area increase was gradual for all cell types,

occurring over a period of >12hrs. An overall average rate of apical area change

of 2.14±0.14µm/hr for CCs, 2.52±1.43µm/hr for IOCs and 8.92±0.47µm/hr for

PPCs was observed (mean±standard deviation (S.D.)). Therefore, as has been

noted before, the ommatidium increases in apical area (Larson et al., 2010) but

additionally, my results reveal that different cell types have differential expansion

rates. Overall, in contrast to other commonly studied tissues in which cells either

maintain area (germ band) (Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2011; Sawyer et al.,

2011) or shrink (mesoderm) (Martin et al., 2009), the ommatidial cells gradually

increase in area over retinal development.

In order to compare the relative contributions of theCCs, PPCs and IOCs to the total

ommatidial area, I quantiied the percentage of total ommatidial apical area each

cell type comprises over time (Figure3.1C). The PPCs assumed an increasingly

larger percentage of the ommatidial area over time suggesting that they change

apical area faster than the other ommatidial cell types (Figure3.1C). The IOCs de-

creased in percentage area contribution as they narrowed and as cells were elim-

inated through developmentally regulated apoptosis (Cagan and Ready, 1989b;

Wolff and Ready, 1991b; Cordero et al., 2004; Del Signore et al., 2018) (Figure3.1C,

AppendixMovie1). Initially the CCs maintained a constant percentage contribu-

tion and then increased their contributionbut to a lesser extent than thePPCs (Fig-

ure3.1C). Interestingly, the timing of the CC area increase correlated with the ini-

tiation of new AJ elongation during CC intercalation (CC intercalation is described

in detail in section 3.2.3). Overall these results demonstrate that although all cells

show an overall increase in apical area, the different ommatidial cell types are dis-

tinct in the apical area changes they experience to build the ommatidial pattern.
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Figure 3.1: Ommatidial cells gradually increase in apical area A-A”) Confocal sections

taken from a time-lapse movie of ommatidium development with AJs labelled with en-

dogenous EcadGFP. A) ‘Early’ stage,∼20%APF A’) ‘Mid’ stage,∼28%APF A”) ‘Late’ stage,

∼35%APF.B) Total apical area of each of the three cell layers over time (n=14 ommatidia)

C) Apical area of each of the three cell layers relative to area of the whole ommatidium

over time (n=14 ommatidia). D) Average apical area of CCs over time (n=4 ommatidia).

Vertical lines demarcate the stages of CC intercalation. E) Ratio of average apical area to

initial area over time for CCs and PPCs (n=4 ommatidia). F)Apical area over time for three

individual IOCs of different fates. Scale bars = 5µm. Error bars = S.D.
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3.2.2. Individual ommatidial cells concurrently undergo dis-

tinct changes in apical area

To complement my analysis of cells grouped by type, I then analysed how individ-

ual cells within each type change in apical area over time. The CCs sorted into two

groups by apical area with the Eq and Pl CCs being larger than the A and P CCs

(Figure3.1D). This difference was retained over time as all CCs increased in area

at the same rate. The individual CCs showed an exponential apical area increase

during this phase of pupal development (Figure3.1D).

By contrast, the surrounding individual PPCs showed a more linear rate of in-

crease in their apical area (Figure3.1E). The PPCs initially increased their apical

area faster than the CCs and then slower at later stages (Figure3.1E).

The area change of individual IOCs varied depending on their fate (Figure3.1F).

IOCs fated toundergoapoptosis rapidly shrunk (n=5),whereas the remaining IOCs

tended to retain area or increase in area slightly (n=10). It would be interesting to

investigate in more detail whether IOCs fated to become secondary as opposed to

tertiary cells differ in behaviour. Overall, individual cells within the ommatidium

exhibit distinct rates of apical area change.

3.2.3. The CCs undergo a neighbour exchange

Several studies have investigated how CC shape is determined when they are in

their inal coniguration (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Käfer et al., 2007; Hilgen-

feldt et al., 2008). However, less is known about the preceding morphogenesis

undertaken by the CCs. The CCs undergo cell intercalation as part of their mor-

phogenesis (Cagan and Ready, 1989a; Grillo-Hill andWolff, 2009) (Figure3.2A). In

order to characterise the features of the CC intercalation, I used time-lapsemovies

of retinae expressing endogenous EcadGFP to label theAJs (Figure3.1A, Appendix-
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Movie1). To track the progress of the CC intercalation, I quantiied the length of the

central CC-CC AJ and the adjoining CC-CC AJs over time. I conirmed that the inter-

calation between the CCs occurs over a period of 10hours (Figure3.2B) (Grillo-Hill

and Wolff, 2009). This represents a much longer timescale than for cell interca-

lations in the embryonic germ band, where intercalation occurs on the order of

15-30mins (Irvine and Wieschaus, 1994; Bertet et al., 2004; Fernandez-Gonzalez

and Zallen, 2011). The difference in timescales suggests that an alternative mech-

anism might regulate intercalation of the CCs compared to that which has previ-

ously been shown in the germ band.

Themodel of cell intercalation in the germ band suggests that the irst stage of in-

tercalation involves a transient reduction in total AJ length as one AJ is lost to gen-

erate the four-way vertex (Bertet et al., 2004). However in the notum and wing

disc, neighbour exchanges occur without change in the total AJ length (Curran

et al., 2017; Classen et al., 2005). To test whichmodel the CCsmore closely resem-

ble, I cross-correlated AJ length luctuations of the central CC-CC AJ with the ad-

joining CC-CC AJs. Shrinkage of the central CC-CC AJ signiicantly cross-correlated

through time with an increase in length of the adjoining CC-CC AJs (Maximum r=-

0.54±0.11 (mean±S.D.) at a time lag of 0) (Figure3.2C). Interestingly, there was

no signiicant cross-correlation between the central CC-CC AJ length and the CC-

PPC AJ length (AppendixFigureB.1A). Cross-correlation indicates that as the cen-

tral CC-CC AJ shrinks, AJ material is added to the adjoining CC-CC AJs at a compa-

rable rate. Therefore CC intercalation is more similar in this respect to cell inter-

calations that occur in the notum and wing disc rather than the germ band.

Concurrent with CC intercalation, the encompassing PPCs increase in size and ac-

cordingly the two PPC-PPC AJs increase in length. Quantiication of AJ length over

time showed that the PPC-PPC AJs on average reached their full length as the CC

cluster reached the four-way vertex (Figure3.2B). As these topological and mor-
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Figure 3.2: Description of AJ length changes during CC intercalation A) Stages of CC

intercalation. (B) Average relative length (L-L0) of CC and PPC AJs over ommatidium de-

velopment. Time 0 is middle of the four-way vertex stage (n=13 ommatidia from 2 reti-

nae). C) Average cross-correlation of rate of change in length of the central CC-CC AJ

(shown in blue in schematic) with the adjoining CC-CC AJ (shown in red in schematic).

Correlation coeficient: r=-0.54±0.11 (mean±S.D.) at a time lag of 0 (n=13 ommatidia).

D) Length of central CC-CC AJ and the PPC-PPC AJs of one ommatidium showing negative

correlation. Pearson’s correlation coeficient for this example: r=-0.74 for Pl PPC-PPC and

r=-0.67 for Eq PPC-PPC. Average correlation coeficient: r=-0.6±0.19 (mean±S.D.) (n=13

ommatidia). E) Average cross-correlation of rate of change in length of the central CC-CC

AJ (shown in blue in schematic) with the PPC-PPC AJs (shown in red in schematic) (n=13

ommatidia). Error bars = S.D.

phological changes occur concurrently, there was a negative correlation between

the increase in length of the PPC-PPC AJs and a decrease in length of the central

CC-CCAJ (r=-0.6±0.19,mean±S.D) (Figure3.2D). This correlation suggests the po-

tential model that the increase of PPC-PPC AJ length could exert extrinsic forces

on the CC cluster, inluencing their morphogenesis.

In order to assess whether there is a direct link between central CC-CC AJ shrink-
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age and PPC-PPC AJ elongation, I analysed the cross-correlation between the luc-

tuations in length of these two AJ types. This analysis showed that there was

no signiicant cross-correlation between the luctuations of the shrinking CC-CC

AJ and the PPC-PPC AJ (Figure3.2E). Additionally, there was no signiicant cross-

correlation between the luctuations in length of the two PPC-PPC AJs (Appendix-

FigureB.1B). These data suggest that PPC-PPC AJ elongation does not directly in-

luence CC-CC AJ shrinkage.

3.2.4. Ommatidial cells undergo distinct shape changes

To further quantify howommatidial cells changemorphology, in addition to apical

area changes, I quantiied cell shape changes of the CCs, PPCs and IOCs.

Firstly, I quantiied cell shape changes of the CCs. Cell intercalation is often ac-

companied by a change in the aspect ratio of the four cells involved (Guirao and

Bellaïche, 2017). To analyse whether this is the case in the CCs, I calculated their

aspect ratio over time (ratio of the major to minor axis length of a itted ellipse).

Initially the aspect ratio was on average 1.6±0.2 (mean±S.D.) (Figure3.3A). Dur-

ing theAJ shrinkage and four-wayvertex stages of CC intercalation, the aspect ratio

of the cluster increased to a maximum of 2.25±0.2. Then during the AJ elonga-

tion stage, the aspect ratio decreased back to 1.6±0.1. Isolation of the contribu-

tion of each of the axes individually to the ratio over time, showed that the major

axis steadily increased over the course of development (Figure3.3B) whereas the

minor axis initially remained constant until the AJ elongation stage, when it then

started to lengthen (Figure3.3B). Therefore during the initial AJ shrinkage stage,

although AJ shrinkage along the major axis might be expected to decrease aspect

ratio (Guirao and Bellaïche, 2017), the CC cluster instead elongates along the ma-

jor axis and increases in aspect ratio. During the AJ elongation stage, the cluster

widens as the new AJ elongates suggesting that the growth of the new AJ could

contribute to the widening of the cluster along the minor axis. These observa-
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tions suggest that forces are built up during the irst stage of CC intercalation and

then dissipated during the second stage.

To investigate further the contribution of cell shape changes versus AJ shrink-

age/elongation to the aspect ratio of the CC cluster, I quantiied the aspect ratio

of each individual CC at a higher time resolution. During the AJ shrinkage stage,

the individual CCs increased in aspect ratio at a faster rate than the overall CC clus-

ter, suggesting that AJ shrinkage drives cell elongation, potentially building tissue

stress (Guirao and Bellaïche, 2017) (Figure3.3C). During the AJ elongation stage,

the individual CCs decreased in aspect ratio but at a slower rate than the over-

all cluster, showing that the elongating AJ contributes to the decrease in cluster

aspect ratio and potentially dissipates forces (Figure3.3D).

The PPCs have an unusual concave shape. In order to quantify their shape

changes and how these relate to the timing of CC intercalation, I quantiied

the PPC height/width ratio over time. The changes in aspect ratio of the PPCs

(Figure3.3E) closely mimicked the changes seen in aspect ratio of the CC cluster

(Figure3.3A). During the AJ shrinkage and four-way vertex stages of CC inter-

calation, the PPCs increased in aspect ratio as they increased in height more

than width. Then as the CCs reach the AJ elongation stage of cell intercalation,

the PPC aspect ratio decreased again as the PPCs got wider. This suggests that,

although the ommatidial cell types have distinct morphogenetic programmes,

some changes happen in sync with the neighbouring cells. This also raises the

possibility that the PPCs drive the elongation of the CC cluster along the major

axis.

Next, I quantiied the morphogenetic changes of the IOCs. The IOCs undergo a

dramatic thinning as part of their morphogenesis which has been described be-

fore (Cagan and Ready, 1989b; Del Signore et al., 2018). In order to quantify rate

of IOC thinning inmore detail and to additionally relate this to themorphogenesis
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Figure 3.3: Ommatidial cells concurrently undergo distinct shape changes A) Aver-

age CC cluster major/minor ratio over time relative to the middle of the four-way vertex

stage (n=14 ommatidia). B) Average CC cluster axis length over time relative to the mid-

dle of the four-way vertex stage (n=14 ommatidia). C) Aspect ratio of average individual

CCs and whole CC cluster during the AJ shrinkage stage. Time 0 is middle of the four-way

vertex stage (n=4 ommatidia). D) Aspect ratio of average individual CCs and whole CC

cluster during the AJ elongation stage. Time 0 is middle of the four-way vertex stage (n=4

ommatidia). E) Average PPC height/weight ratio over time. Time 0 is middle of the four-

way vertex stage (n=26 PPCs). F-F’) Width of each of the three cell types relative to width

of the whole ommatidium over time along the F) major (Eq/Pl) axis and F’) minor (A/P)

axis (n=14 ommatidia). G-H)Overlays of ommatidia at different stages of CC intercalation

normalised for vertical length of PPCs. G)AJ shrinkage stage in green overlaid on four-way

vertex stage in red. H) AJ elongation stage in green overlaid on AJ shrinkage stage in red.

Error bars = S.D.
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occurring in the PPCs and CCs, I quantiied thewidth of each of the cell types along

themajor andminor axes of the ommatidium(Figure3.3F-F’). The IOCs thinnedex-

tensively along both axes at a consistent rate over the imaging period. In contrast,

the CCs and PPCs increased in width along both the axes. The increase in width

for the CCs and PPCs along the major axis was comparable in both value and rate,

whereas they had different dynamics along the minor axis (Figure3.3F-F’).

To gain further insight into how ommatidial cell shapes change, irrespective of

area change, I compared the shapes and positions of the cells at each stage of CC

intercalation in images normalised for height of the PPCs along the Eq/Pl axis of

the ommatidium(Figure3.3G-H). Overlaying images of theAJ shrinkage stageof CC

intercalation with the four-way vertex stage, demonstrated that the overall shape

of the CC cluster and the PPCs does not change between these stages (Figure3.3G).

Whereas, thinning of the IOCs was observed during these stages. However during

the AJ elongation stage, the CC cluster increased in width (minor axis) and this

displaced the PPCs along the A/P axis of the retina (Figure3.3H). The PPCs still

retained their relative apical width implying that the core of the ommatidium got

wider. The IOCs underwent further thinning during the same stage. These over-

lays demonstrate how the shape changes of the CCs must be accommodated for

by changes in shape of the PPCs. Alternatively, changes in shape of the PPCs could

drive CC shape changes.

These data show that the different ommatidial cell types are heterogeneous with

respect to the changes in shape and size during morphogenesis. These diverse

changes take place whilst these cells share AJs and therefore are presumably me-

chanically coupled, thus raising the issue that mechanical conlicts might arise

during ommatidiummorphogenesis.
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3.2.5. Towards a vertex model of the ommatidium

To gain a greater understanding of the morphogenesis of the ommatidium, we

aimed to generate a vertex model in collaboration with M. Tozluoglu (Mao lab,

MRC Laboratory of Molecular Cell Biology) (Fletcher et al., 2013, 2014; Farhadi-

far et al., 2007). The model of the ommatidium would allow us to test hypotheses

which are experimentally very challenging, such as changing the tension of one

speciic AJ within one cell. Furthermore, it can be used to generate predictions for

further experimental validation. In order to parameterise our model, I quantiied

features of the AJs of the ommatidium.

Figure 3.4: Towards a vertex model of the ommatidium A-C) sqhAX3;sqhGFP retinae

dissected at ‘Early’ A), ‘Mid’ B) and ‘Late’ stages C) showing MyoII localisation. D) Quan-

tiication at ‘Early’ stage of SqhGFP intensity on each AJ type normalised to the average

of the CC-CC adjoining AJ (shown in green). E) Quantiication at ‘Late’ stage of SqhGFP

intensity on each AJ type normalised to the average of the CC-CC adjoining AJ (shown in

green). F) Initial recoil velocity of ablation of PPC-PPC AJs at each stage of ommatidial

development (One-way ANOVA n.s. p=0.784, n=29, 20, 24 AJs respectively). G) Initial re-

coil velocity of ablation of IOC-IOC AJs at each stage of ommatidial development (One-way

ANOVA p<0.0001, Tukey’s post hoc: Early-Mid n.s. p=0.97, Early-Late p=0.0001, Mid-Late

p=0.0018. n=11, 8, 38AJs respectively). H)Output of vertexmodel parameterised bymea-

sured interfacial tensions (Image courtesy of M. Tozluoglu). Error bars: D-E) = S.D., F-G)

= Standard error of the mean (S.E.M.). Scale bars = 5µm.

Firstly as a proxy for AJ interfacial tension, I quantiied the MyoII intensity on the
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different AJs. MyoII intensity was quantiied in retinae expressing SqhGFP under

control of the sqh promoter in a sqhAX3 mutant background (Figure3.4A-C). Quan-

tiication of the levels of SqhGFP at 20%APF (during the AJ shrinkage stage of

cell intercalation) revealed that different AJs have different levels of MyoII (Fig-

ure3.4A,D). The different CC-CC AJs varied in MyoII intensity (analysed further in

Chapter4) with the CC-PPC AJ presenting the highest MyoII intensity of all AJs in

the ommatidium. The PPC-PPC AJ had the lowest level of MyoII at this stage, not

signiicantly higher than that of the background (Figure3.4A,D). The IOC-IOC AJs

showed the greatest variance in intensity, likely relective of the fact that these AJs

show a wide variation in lengths at this stage of development (Figure3.4A,D).

I also discovered that the MyoII levels change over time (Figure3.4E). At 30%APF

(during theAJ elongation stage of CC intercalation), IOC-IOCAJMyoII intensitywas

relatively higher than that on all other AJ types and still showed the greatest vari-

ance (Figure3.4C,E). PPC-PPC AJ MyoII intensity was relatively higher than that

of the CC-CC AJ at this stage, in contrast to the case at 20%APF. The MyoII on the

CC-PPC AJ remained at the highest intensity of that on the CC AJs, whilst the CC-CC

AJs had a more diffuse MyoII localisation (Figure3.4C,E). Therefore, MyoII has a

variable enrichment on the different AJ types within the ommatidium and there

are changes in relative MyoII intensity on each AJ over the course of development.

To improve the accuracy of our estimations of AJ interfacial tension, I comple-

mented my MyoII intensity measurements with laser ablation estimations of ten-

sion (Farhadifar et al., 2007; Kiehart et al., 2000). I ablated PPC-PPC AJs at the

‘Early’, ‘Mid’ and ‘Late’ stages of ommatidial development, being careful to not af-

fect the MyoII cytosolic medial meshwork, and measured the recoil distance be-

tween the two corresponding vertices. I found that PPC-PPC AJs were under ten-

sion and that this tension remained constant over the course of ommatidial devel-

opment (one-way ANOVA, not signiicant (n.s.) p=0.78) (Figure3.4F).
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I then measured the interfacial tension on the IOC-IOC AJs during the different

stages of ommatidial development using laser ablation. I ablated individual

IOC-IOC AJs, using settings that affect only the AJ components and do not disrupt

the MyoII cytosolic medial meshwork, and measured the initial recoil velocity

(Figure3.4G). The recoil velocity did not change signiicantly throughout the

‘Early’ and ‘Mid’ stages of development (Tukey’s post-hoc test, p=0.97) (IOC:

‘Early’ 0.20±0.08µm/sec, ‘Mid’ 0.22±0.11µm/sec (mean±95%C.I.)). At these

stages, the IOC-IOC AJ recoil velocity was comparable to that estimated for the

PPC-PPC AJs (PPC: ‘Early’ 0.27±0.05µm/sec, ‘Mid’ 0.24±0.08µm/sec). As the

PPCs do not express high MyoII levels at this stage (Figure3.4D), this suggests

that the tension on their AJs comes from the IOCs. Then at the ‘Late’ stage of de-

velopment, IOC-IOC AJ tension was signiicantly increased (Tukey’s post-hoc test,

p=0.0018), which might relect the forces that are generated as these AJs shrink

during IOC thinning (Del Signore et al., 2018). The level of IOC-IOC AJ tension was

higher than the PPC-PPC AJ tension at the ‘Late’ stage (IOC: 0.43±0.05µm/sec,

PPC: 0.28±0.08µm/sec). Therefore overall, the IOC-IOC AJs are under tension

and this tension is highest at the ‘Late’ stage of ommatidial development.

Our collaborator, M. Tozluoglu, generated a vertex model of the ommatidium.

When modelling epithelial sheets, it is generally assumed that cells and tissues

act to minimise their surface free energy and do so by moving through a series

of equilibrium points where the forces (modelled as interfacial tensions) are in

balance (Fletcher et al., 2013, 2014). These assumptions form the basis of our

model. Although the ommatidium is a 3D system, the cell shapes and topology

changes we are interested in take place in the AJ plane, therefore we modelled

the ommatidium as a 2D slice through the AJs. We initiated our model at the

‘Late’ stage of ommatidial development. The individual cells were modelled as

hexagons where each line represents an AJ and therefore has an associated inter-

facial tension (Figure3.4H). The PPCs were made up of multiple hexagons due to
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their unusual concave shape. The extra bonds in the cytoplasm of PPCs were set

to an interfacial tension of 0 so that they do not contribute to the forces involved.

The model was fully parameterised by assigning tension values to each AJ using

a combination of the AJ MyoII intensities and the laser ablation measurements

shown above for the ‘Late’ stage of development. When these measurements

were input into the model, we found that the shapes and sizes of the ommatidial

cells closely recapitulate those seen in vivo with one major exception: the CC

neighbour relationship was reversed mimicking what is seen at an earlier stage

of morphogenesis before CC intercalation occurs (Figure3.4H). This suggested

to us that there is another parameter in ommatidial cells that contributes to

morphology and I explore this further in Chapter5. Overall, establishment of a

vertex model of the ommatidium means that it can be used in future studies to

discover more about retinal patterning.

3.3. Discussion

3.3.1. The ommatidium as a model heterogeneous epithelium

In this chapter, I have characterised the Drosophila retina as a model heteroge-

neous epithelium. The retina is a previously established model for several spe-

ciic aspects of morphogenesis (Cagan, 2009; Carthew, 2007). However a feature

which has not yet been taken advantage of is the heterogeneous nature of the tis-

sue as a model for how forces generated during morphogenesis are balanced be-

tween a group of heterogeneous cells. Here, to complement and extend observa-

tions that have previously been made of ommatidial morphogenesis (Cagan and

Ready, 1989a; Longley and Ready, 1995; Bao and Cagan, 2005; Larson et al., 2008,

2010), I characterised indetail themorphogenesis of thedifferent cell typeswithin

theDrosophila retina, highlighting the heterogeneities in theirmorphogenesis and

also identifying some similarities between cells. Overall, all of the cell types of the
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ommatidium undergo a gradual increase in apical area (Larson et al., 2010) but

do so with distinct rates over time. The different cell types also undergo distinct

shape changes; both the CCs and PPCs undergo comparable changes in aspect ra-

tio whereas the IOCs undergo extensive thinning. Finally, the CCs undergo cell

intercalationwhilst continuously surrounded by the PPCs. Overall, this part of my

work provides a solid foundation fromwhich to study themechanism of cell inter-

calation and the force regulations at play during heterogeneous tissue patterning.

The ommatidium provides distinct advantages as a model when compared to

other commonly used systems, such as the germ band, notum or mesoderm.

Firstly, as described above, it is a heterogeneous tissue, which is in contrast

to the other examples that are homogeneous. In this way, the ommatidium is

more similar to mammalian tissues which are often heterogeneous. Therefore

the ommatidium can be used to investigate the interactions between cells of

different types that occur during morphogenesis which cannot be investigated

in a homogeneous tissue. Secondly, whereas germ band cells stay the same size

(Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2011; Sawyer et al., 2011) and mesoderm cells

and amnioserosa cells shrink (Martin et al., 2009; Solon et al., 2009; Blanchard

et al., 2010), the retinal cells increase in apical area. This will allow investigation

of the mechanisms driving apical expansion. Finally, the speed at which the

ommatidial cells undergo morphogenesis is very slow compared to other tissues.

The amnioserosa and the mesoderm cells shrink on the order of minutes (Martin

et al., 2009; Blanchard et al., 2010) whereas the ommatidial cells increase in

apical area slowly over hours/days. Similarly, cell intercalation has been shown

to occur in 15-30mins in the germ band (Irvine and Wieschaus, 1994; Bertet

et al., 2004; Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2011) and in the wing disc (Classen

et al., 2005), whereas cell intercalation of the CCs is comparatively slow, taking

approximately 10hrs to occur.
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3.3.2. Comparison of the features of CC intercalation with pre-

viously described examples

Analysis of the dynamics of AJ shrinkage and growth during CC intercalation

demonstrated these differ from cell intercalations studied in previous examples

in several ways. Shrinkage of the central CC-CC AJ is directlymatchedwith growth

of the neighbouring AJs with zero time lag. Therefore CC intercalation does not

involve true AJ loss as measured in the germ band (Bertet et al., 2004). In this

way, CC intercalation more closely resembles the reversible events of neighbour

exchange that have been studied in the notum, where AJ loss is accompanied by

an increase in the length of the irst four neighbours (Curran et al., 2017).

However when considering other features, CC intercalation is more similar to the

germ band than the notum. In the notum, cell intercalation does not change the

shape of the overall four-cell cluster (Curran et al., 2017) whereas in the CCs, the

cluster changes shape with each stage of cell intercalation. Firstly, the overall CC

cluster elongates along the axis of shrinkage, then AJ elongation contributes to

cluster widening along the A/P axis. In this way, CC intercalation is more reminis-

cent of cell intercalations in the germ band in that they are productive in changing

overall cluster shape (Bertet et al., 2004). However the irst stage of CC intercala-

tion is different to what has been reported in the germ band in that the AJ appears

to shrink against a global stretching force that runs parallel to the shrinking AJ. In

cell intercalations driven by extrinsic forces, such as those in the Drosophila tra-

chae, such global stretching force would be enough to induce cell intercalation in

the opposite direction (Caussinus et al., 2008; Guirao and Bellaïche, 2017). The

fact that CC intercalation seemingly occurs against a stretching force, and even

appears to cause further Eq/Pl CC elongation, suggests CC intercalation is driven

by a cell autonomous mechanism that can work against extrinsic forces. Overall,

CC intercalation is atypical, which motivated our decision to explore further the
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mechanism that drives the intercalation of these cells (Chapter4).

3.3.3. Generation of a vertex model of the ommatidium

Finally, my quantiications of MyoII levels and laser ablation estimations of in-

terfacial tension were used to build a vertex model of the ommatidium. Math-

ematical models have been developed for the ommatidium before but these fo-

cussed mainly on one cell type at a time. For example, there are models that focus

on the shape of the CCs (Käfer et al., 2007; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008). Addition-

ally, one model of the IOCs has been published, but this model treats the PPCs

and CCs as a single unit that the authors deine as the ‘ommatidial core’ (Larson

et al., 2010). Our vertex model extends these studies by including all three cell

types: CCs, PPCs and IOCs. Additionally, previous CC-focussed models have as-

sumed PPCs and IOCs have equal AJ interfacial tensions, or used tension values

that are based on the presence or absence of Ecad/Ncad adhesion coupledwith AJ

interface length (Käfer et al., 2007; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008). The improvement in

our model is that the various AJ types are parameterised with different interfacial

tensions based on measurements taken in vivo. It is clear from my laser ablation

experiments and MyoII concentration measurements that bonds between differ-

ent cells have distinct interfacial tensions. The different parameterisation meth-

ods probably explain why in previous CC-based models, the authors ind the CCs

in the correct orientation (Käfer et al., 2007; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008). Our vertex

model suggests the possibility that CC intercalation is inluenced by neighbouring

cells and I explore this idea further in Chapter4. It also suggests the possibility

that interfacial tension alone is not enough to explain the arrangement of cells in

the ommatidium. Therefore in Chapter5, I explore the role of the MyoII cytoso-

lic medial meshwork as an additional factor in determination of ommatidial cell

shape and size.
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4. Mechanism of CC intercalation

4.1. Introduction

Cell intercalation is the process by which cells exchange neighbours within a tis-

sue. In a group of four cells, the AJ shared by two neighbouring cells shrinks to

a four-way vertex. At this transitional stage, all four cells are in contact with one

another. Then a new AJ elongates perpendicular to the irst, bringing the other

two cells into contact. This process can be divided into three deined stages: AJ

shrinkage stage, four-way vertex stage and AJ elongation stage.

In many contexts, cell intercalation is driven by intrinsic mechanical forces gener-

atedbyMyoII. Awell studied example of this is in theDrosophila germband. In this

tissue, pulsatile lows of theMyoII medial meshwork directed towards the shrink-

ingAJ provide the force for shrinkage (Rauzi et al., 2010). Then the new shortened

length is stabilised by turnover of the AJ pool of actomyosin (Bertet et al., 2004;

Zallen and Wieschaus, 2004; Rauzi et al., 2010; Clément et al., 2017). The elonga-

tion stage of cell intercalation is also driven by the action of MyoII. Medial MyoII

lows towards the new elongating AJ to provide the force for elongation (Collinet

et al., 2015; Yu and Fernandez-Gonzalez, 2016). Although individual cell intercala-

tions are thought to be driven by intrinsicmechanical forces, tissue-scale extrinsic

forces have been shown to contribute to the overall convergence and extension of

the germ band. Pulling forces generated by the invagination of the posterior en-

doderm contribute to germ band extension by elongating cells along the A/P axis

(Butler et al., 2009; Lye et al., 2015) and by orienting cell intercalations (Collinet

et al., 2015). These extrinsic forces are not thought to contribute to the mecha-

nism driving cell intercalation itself however, as the intrinsic forces driving inter-

calation can overcome opposing extrinsic forces generated by cauterising one end

of the germ band (Collinet et al., 2015).
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In the notum, cell intercalation is also driven by an enrichment of MyoII on the

shrinking AJ, however the localisation and enrichment of MyoII on any one AJ

is stochastic leading to reversible, non-directional T1 transitions (Curran et al.,

2017). In the Drosophila wing, an additional role for the PCP pathway in polaris-

ing traficking of AJ components is thought to help drive cell intercalation (Classen

et al., 2005;Warrington et al., 2013). In constrast, there are examples of cell inter-

calation events that are driven by extrinsic forces. In the trachea during branch-

ing morphogenesis, cell intercalation of the stalk cells is driven by extrinsic forces

produced by the migration of the tip cells (Caussinus et al., 2008). Therefore both

intrinsic and extrinsic forces can contribute to cell intercalation.

The CCs of the Drosophila retina undergo a cell intercalation event, however the

mechanism driving CC intercalation is not well understood. There is a sugges-

tion that the adhesion protein Hbsmight play a role in regulating CC intercalation,

however the mechanism and details of hbs expression are unknown (Grillo-Hill

and Wolff, 2009). The CCs are unusual in the fact that they are an isolated unit of

cells undergoing cell intercalation, entirely surrounded by neighbours of a differ-

ent type. This is in contrast to the commonly studied germ band, which is a ield

of cells all undergoing asynchronous cell intercalations. Furthermore, the invari-

ant nature of cell patterning in the ommatidium means that the forces generated

by neighbouring cells at different stages relative to CC intercalation can be deter-

mined more precisely and at higher resolution compared to an asynchronous tis-

sue. As shown in Chapter3, the timescale of CC intercalation is very differentwhen

compared to cell intercalations in the germ band, notum or wing disc. Further-

more, there is no decrease in total AJ length, making CC intercalation more simi-

lar to cell intercalation in the notum and wing disc. Additionally, the aspect ratio

changes associatedwith CC intercalation are different to that seen in other tissues.

Together these observations suggest that the mechanism driving intercalation in

the CCs is different to that in other tissues. Here, I investigate the mechanisms
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driving cell intercalation in the CCs. Firstly I characterise the cell autonomous

mechanisms that drive cell intercalation and then I investigate the impact of forces

from neighbouring cells.

4.2. Results

Several cell autonomous regulators of cell intercalationhavepreviously been char-

acterised in other tissues. In order to identify the mechanism driving CC interca-

lation, I took a candidate approach and screened previously identiied proteins.

4.2.1. Role of MyoII in CC intercalation

MyoII drives cell intercalation in the germ band and this function correlates with

its asymmetric localisation at the shrinking AJs (Bertet et al., 2004; Rauzi et al.,

2010). In order to test whether MyoII regulates CC intercalation, irstly I investi-

gated the localisation of MyoII on the CC AJs during the irst stage of CC interca-

lation. Imaging of SqhGFP under control of the sqh promoter in a sqhAX3 mutant

background showed only a marginal enrichment of MyoII on the shrinking AJ of

the CCs (1.1x enrichment on central CC-CC AJs compared to adjoining CC-CC AJs)

(Figure4.1A). This value is much lower than any enrichment reported for cell in-

tercalation in other tissues (values of 1.3-3x enrichment have been reported for

shrinking AJs during germ band extension (Simões et al., 2010; Rauzi et al., 2008;

Paré et al., 2014; Collinet et al., 2015)). Additionally, this enrichment is smaller

than that of non-shrinking AJs within the same cell. I found a 1.3x enrichment of

MyoII on the CC-PPC AJwhereMyoII appears to form a ring reminiscent of aMyoII

cable (see Chapter3, section 3.2.5). Interestingly, I found that MyoII has unilateral

localisation on this AJ, being enriched within the CC (Figure4.1B) as has been re-

cently conirmed in papers from the Le Bivic and Lenne labs (Aigouy and Le Bivic,

2016; Chan et al., 2017).
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The lack of MyoII accumulation at the shrinking AJ during CC intercalation sug-

gests a minimal requirement for MyoII during this process. To test whether MyoII

is required for CC intercalation, I inhibited the expression of the heavy chain of

MyoII, Zip, using UASzipRNAi. Expression of UASzipRNAi speciically in the CCs us-

ing the prosGal4 driver or in the CCs and PPCs using the spaGal4 driver only had

a marginal effect on progression of CC intercalation (for prosGal4: 6.5% of omma-

tidia per retina failed to undergo intercalation compared to 2% in control) (Fig-

ure4.1C). Furthermore, I generated FlpOUT clones expressing UASzipRNAi (Fig-

ure4.1D). This system leads to highGal4 expression in the retina (data not shown).

ConsistentwithMyoII providing contractility, ommatidial cells expressing zipRNAi

had larger apical areas when compared toWT neighbours (Figure4.1D). However

quantiication of progression of CC intercalation in mosaic tissue showed that CC

intercalation proceeded normally (Figure4.1E). These experiments suggest amin-

imal requirement for MyoII during CC intercalation.

In light of these results and to rule out that perdurance of MyoII could explain the

lack of phenotype, Imade use of a dominant negative construct,UAS-YFP-myosinII-

Dominant-Negative (MyoIIDN)(Dawes-Hoang et al., 2005). This version of theMy-

oII heavy chain lacks the actin binding domain and therefore interferes with My-

oII activity (Dawes-Hoang et al., 2005). Expression of MyoIIDN in the CCs (Fig-

ure4.1F) or in all retinal cells (Figure4.1H) did not have a signiicant effect on CC

intercalation, even when lies were raised at 29°C to maximise Gal4 stability (Fig-

ure4.1G,I). Furthermore, expression of MyoIIDN in clones using the CoinFlp sys-

tem did not signiicantly affect CC intercalation when compared to surrounding

WT tissue (Figure4.1J,K). The vast majority of CCs could still perform cell interca-

lation when MyoII activity is reduced. These results are consistent with the RNAi

experiments and indicate a minimal requirement for MyoII during CC intercala-

tion.
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Figure 4.1: CC intercalation has low reliance on MyoII legend on next page.
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Figure 4.1: (continued) A) Quantiication at AJ shrinking stage of SqhGFP intensity on

central CC-CC AJ compared to adjoining CC-CC AJs paired by ommatidium (n=514 omma-

tidia). Paired T-test: p<0.0001. B) Average intensity proiles of Arm and SqhGFP nor-

malised between 0-1 in a line scan perpendicular to the CC-PPC AJ aligned by peak of

Arm intensity (n=765 line scans). C) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation for

UASzipRNAi expressed under control of prosGal4 and spaGal4 alongsidematched controls

expressing UASCD8mCherry raised at 29°C. (spa-zipRNAi: n=7 retinae, pros-zipRNAi: n=6

retinae, controls: n=4 retinae each). D) Clones of cells expressing UASzipRNAi using the

HS promoter. RNAi expressing cells are marked by the presence of RFP. E) Quantiica-

tion of progression of CC intercalation in clones (expressing UASzipRNAi, n=103 omma-

tidia) compared to outside clones (WT, n=222 ommatidia). Only non-mosaic ommatidia

were considered. F)UASmyoIIDN expressed under control of prosGal4. MyoIIDN is tagged

with YFP.G)Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation at 29°CwhenMyoIIDN is ex-

pressed in theCCs (n=4 retinae, 2212ommatidia). H)Retina expressingUASmyoIIDN in all

cells of the retina under control of GMRgal4. I) Quantiication of progression of CC inter-

calation in retinae expressing UASmyoIIDN under control of GMRgal4 (n=4 retinae, 2430

ommatidia). J) Clones of cells expressing UASmyoIIDNmarked by presence of GFP, gener-

ated by the CoinFlp system. K) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation in clones

(n=135 ommatidia) compared to surrounding WT tissue (n=266 ommatidia). L) Retina

expressing deGradFP speciically in the CCs, imaged for remaining SqhGFP. M) Quantii-

cation of progression of CC intercalation when MyoII is speciically degraded in CCs using

the deGradFP system (n=6 retinae, 3330 ommatidia) compared to matched control reti-

nae (n=2 retinae, 1251 ommatidia). N)Quantiication of length of the central CC-CC AJ for

ommatidia in the AJ elongation stage in deGradFP compared to age-matchedWT controls

(deGradFP: n=464 ommatidia, WT: n=481 ommatidia). Error bars = S.E.M. Scale bars:

D,H-L) = 10µm, F) = 5µm.

To conirm that the UASmyoIIDN transgene is effective in inhibiting MyoII activity,

I expressed MyoIIDN in clones in the eye disc across the morphogenetic furrow.

Apical constriction of the cells in the furrow has been shown to rely on MyoII ac-

tivity (Corrigall et al., 2007; Escudero et al., 2007). I found that cells within the

clones expressing MyoIIDN remained a comparable size to those cells in front of

the furrow (AppendixFigureB.2), conirming that MyoIIDN is effective in inhibit-

ing MyoII activity.

Finally, as an alternative method to interfere with MyoII expression, I targeted

Sqh using the deGradFP system (Caussinus et al., 2011). In these experiments,

SqhGFP was expressed under control of the sqh endogenous promoter in sqhAX3

retinae. The deGradFP transgenewas then expressed speciically in the CCs. Imag-

ing of GFP showed that MyoII was strongly downregulated, however some MyoII
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remained at the AJs, especially at vertices (Figure4.1L). Quantiication revealed

that 49% of CCs were blocked at the four-way vertex stage compared to <1% in

age-matched controls (Figure4.1M). Furthermore in those that did complete in-

tercalation, quantiication of AJ length revealed that the new AJ was shorter than

in WT (Figure4.1N). This experiment indicates that the central CC-CC AJ was still

able to shrink when MyoII was degraded. This result is consistent with the RNAi

and dominant negative approaches, showing aminimal requirement for MyoII for

AJ shrinkage, but demonstrate a potential role in AJ elongation.

To complement these experiments that downregulate MyoII, I investigated

whether changing the activity of MyoII could interfere with the CC intercalation.

To this end, irstly I overexpressed a phospho-dead mutant, UAS-sqhAA (Corrigall

et al., 2007; Escudero et al., 2007), speciically in the CCs. Even though WT MyoII

is still present, the overexpressed phospho-dead should be incorporated into

miniilaments and affect overall MyoII activity. Quantiication of progression of CC

intercalation showed that CC intercalation was unaffected, however, on one side

of the retina there were some defects in ommatidial organisation with increased

numbers of CCs and/or PPCs and some examples of CCs making contact with the

IOCs (labelled as ‘Other’ on graph, Figure4.2A).

To increase MyoII activation, I expressed a phospho-mimetic MyoII light chain

(UAS-sqhEE) (Corrigall et al., 2007; Escudero et al., 2007). Expression in the CCs

at 29°C (Figure4.2B) or in all retinal cells (Figure4.2C) did not signiicantly affect

progression of CC intercalation at 40%APF (for prosGal4: 3% of ommatidia per

retina failed to intercalate). If MyoII drives cell intercalation, it might be expected

that expression of SqhEEwould increase the speed of CC intercalation, as has been

demonstrated in the germ band (Kasza et al., 2014). To assess whether the timing

of CC intercalation was affected, I expressed UAS-sqhEE in clones using the Coin-

Flp system. Comparison of stage of intercalation in clones and surrounding WT
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Figure 4.2: Changing MyoII activity or targeting upstream regulators does not affect

the CC intercalation legend on next page.
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Figure 4.2: (continued) A) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation in retinae

expressing UAS-sqhAA under control of prosGal4 (n=4 retinae, 1962 ommatidia). ‘Other’

category includes ommatidiawith increased numbers of PPCs/CCs or ommatidia inwhich

CCs make contact with the IOCs. B) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation in

retinae expressingUAS-sqhEE under control of prosGal4 raised at 29°C (n=4 retinae, 2437

ommatidia). C)Retinae expressingUAS-sqhEE under control of GMRgal4. D-F)UAS-sqhEE

expressed in clonesmarkedwith thepresence of GFPusing theCoinFlp system. Retina dis-

sected atD) 20%APF, E) 30%APF and F) 40%APF to assesswhether there is a delay in the

timing of the CC intercalation in clones. G) rok2mutant clonesmarkedby the lack of GFP in

aWT background. H) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation at 40%APF within

clones (rok2 mutant, n=138 ommatidia) compared to surroundingWT tissue (n=333 om-

matidia). I) UASmbsRNAi expressed under control of prosGal4. J) Projection through CC

AJs of retina expressing UASmbsRNAi under control of GMRgal4. Scale bars = 10µm.

tissue at a range of time points demonstrated that the timing of CC intercalation

was unchanged (Figure4.2D-F). These results are consistent withmy experiments

downregulatingMyoII and showMyoII activity doesnot inluenceCC intercalation.

To complement my experiments that target MyoII directly, I inluenced MyoII ac-

tivity by perturbing its upstream regulators. Rok is the upstream kinase that acti-

vates MyoII by both phosphorylation of the light chain and inhibition of Myosin

Phosphatase (Mizuno et al., 1999). Removal of Rok by production of rok2 mu-

tant clones had a very marginal effect on CC intercalation (3% of ommatidia in

clones failed in intercalate compared to 0% failure in surroundingWT tissue) (Fig-

ure4.2G,H). I then targeted Mbs, a subunit of Myosin Phosphatase (Mizuno et al.,

2002). Expression ofUASmbsRNAi in CCs or in all retinal cells produced no defects

in CC intercalation (Figure4.2I-J).

Taken altogether these data suggest a minimal requirement for MyoII in driving

CC intercalation suggesting these cells have a greater reliance on an alternative

mechanism.

4.2.2. Role of Bazooka in CC intercalation

Baz is necessary for cell intercalation in the germ band (Zallen and Wieschaus,

2004; Simões et al., 2010; Blankenship et al., 2006) and is enriched at the A/P
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Figure 4.3: Baz is not required for CC intercalation A-C) ;bazGFP; lies showing the lo-

calisation of Baz at A) AJ shrinkage, B) four-way vertex and C) AJ elongation stages. D)

Quantiication of BazGFP intensity on the different CC-CC AJs at 20%APF in the AJ shrink-

age stage. One-way ANOVA p<0.0001. E-G) Clones of E) bazxi F) bazG0484 and G) bazEH747

within WT retinae at 25°C. Clones are marked by the absence of GFP. Ommatidia which

have four CCs complete intercalation. H) UASbazRNAi expressed under control of pros-

Gal4 at 25°C. I) Same ommatidia as in H) but lower Z slice showing the PR AJs. Error bars

= S.E.M. Scale bars: A-C, H-I) = 5µm, E-G) = 10µm.
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AJs which contain very little MyoII. To ask whether Baz could regulate CC inter-

calation, irstly I imaged the localisation of a BazGFP endogenous knock-in. Baz

levels show a marginal decrease in enrichment on the central CC-CC AJ during AJ

shrinkage (Figure4.3A-D) but this difference is less than is seen in other tissues

(Simões et al., 2010; Blankenship et al., 2006). Secondly, to test whether Baz is re-

quired for CC intercalation, I generated clones of bazmutant tissue in the retina. I

tested several different mutations: bazxi (non-functional truncation mutant) (Wi-

eschaus et al., 1984), bazG0484 (truncation caused by p-element insertion) (Peter

et al., 2002) and bazEH747 (non-functional truncation mutant) (Eberl and Hilliker,

1988), which have been previously shown to remove Baz from the tissue (Krahn

et al., 2010b; Shahab et al., 2015). In all cases, there was no observable effect

on CC intercalation (Figure4.3E-G). bazxi and bazEH747 generated some ommatidia

with a reduced number of CCs, but in ommatidia with four CCs, cell intercalation

was unaffected. Additionally, UASbazRNAi expressed speciically in the CCs us-

ing the prosGal4 driver, led to a strong decrease of Baz speciically in the CCs as

shown by antibody staining (Figure4.3H-I), but CC intercalation was unaffected

(Figure4.3H). Taken together these data show that Baz is not required for cell in-

tercalation in the CCs.

4.2.3. Role of PTEN in CC intercalation

The lipid phosphatase PTEN has been shown to play a role in cell intercalation in

the wing disc by regulating AJ lengthening and stability (Bardet et al., 2013). In

order to test whether it plays a role in the CCs, I generated PTEN3 loss of function

mutant (Goberdhan et al., 1999) clones in the retina and found that there were

no defects in the CC intercalation (Figure4.4A,G). Furthermore, mutation of PTEN

causes an increase in cell size in the retina (Huang et al., 1999). Increasing the

size of different combinations of CCs and PPCs within an ommatidium also had no

effect on CC intercalation (Figure4.4B-F).
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Figure 4.4: PTEN does not play a role CC intercalation A) PTEN3 mutant clones in a

WT retina. Clones are marked by the absence of RFP. B-F) Examples of mosaic ommatidia

where different combinations of CCs are mutant for PTEN. Green ‘-’ marks PTEN null CCs.

G) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation within clones (PTEN mutant, n=101

ommatidia) compared to outside of clones (WT, n=132 ommatidia). Scale bars: A) = 5µm,

B-F) = 10µm.

4.2.4. Role of cadherin-based adhesion

Interfacial tension can be thought of as a balance between adhesion acting to elon-

gate anAJ and actomyosin contractility acting to shrink anAJ. Therefore regulation

of the dynamics and levels of either adhesion, actomyosin or both can effect inter-

facial tension and play a role in changing AJ length. In order to investigate the role

of adhesion in CC intercalation, I irstly looked at the two cadherin adhesion pro-

teins expressed in the CCs: Ecad and Ncad. Previous work has demonstrated how

changing the levels of these proteins at steady state can change the shape of the

CCs (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Chan et al., 2017). However the role of these

adhesion proteins in driving CC intercalation has not been investigated.

Firstly, Imonitored the timing of Ecad andNcad expression relative to the timing of
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CC intercalation. Initially all CCAJs expressEcad (Figure4.5A).Ncad localises to the

CC-CC AJs early after CC speciication before cell intercalation starts (Figure4.5B).

Ecad is then downregulated from the CC-CC AJs after cell intercalation is complete

(Figure4.5C-D). Therefore during CC intercalation, CC-PPC AJs express Ecad and

CC-CC AJs express Ecad and Ncad.

In order to investigate the interplay between Ecad and Ncad during CC intercala-

tion, I reduced their levels using RNAi. Expression of EcadRNAi under control of

the prosGal4 promoter successfully reduced Ecad levels as assessed by antibody

staining (Figure4.5E-F). Examination of the effect of EcadRNAi over time showed

that Ecad was initially downregulated from the CC-CC AJs at 20%APF (Fig-

ure4.5E), and further reduced on the CC-PPC junctions at later stages (40%APF)

(Figure4.5F). I found that Ncad localisation remained as in WT, on the CC-CC

AJs (Figure4.5G). Reduction of Ecad by RNAi in CCs did not signiicantly inhibit

CC intercalation (1/138 ommatidia failed to intercalate compared to 0/111

ommatidia in WT retinae). However the length of the new AJ was shorter than

that measured in WT age-matched controls (Figure4.5H). This suggests that

reducing in the levels of adhesion by downregulation of Ecad is not suficient to

inhibit CC intercalation.

As CCs also express Ncad, I next investigated the requirement of Ncad for CC inter-

calation. NcadRNAi expressed in CCs was successful in strongly decreasing Ncad

staining in the CCs (Figure4.5I). Ecad levels remained high on all AJs at 40%APF

and, contrary to what is seen in WT CCs, was not downregulated from CC-CC AJs

(Figure4.5J). This indicates that there is feedbackbetweenNcadandEcadwhereby

Ncad inlucences the localisation of Ecad. Downregulation of Ncad in the CCs by

expression ofNcadRNAi did not inhibit CC intercalation. As has been shown previ-

ously (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Chan et al., 2017), the angles and the lengths of

AJs in the inal CC orientation were aberrant (Figure4.5I-J). To further investigate
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Figure 4.5: CC intercalation is resilient to changes in cadherin-based adhesion A-B)

Localisation of A) Ecad and B) Ncad at 20%APF during the AJ shrinkage stage. C-D) Lo-

calisation of C) Ecad and D) Ncad at 40%APF during the AJ elongation stage. E-G) Retina

expressing UASEcadRNAi under control of prosGal4, E) dissected at 20%APF and stained

for Ecad to see downregulation, F) dissected at 40%APF stained for Ecad to see downreg-

ulation, G) dissected at 40%APF stained for Ncad. H) Quantiication of length of central

CC-CC AJ at 42%APF in CCs expressing UASEcadRNAi compared to WT age-matched con-

trols. I-J)Retina expressingUASNcadRNAi under control of prosGal4 dissected at 40%APF

stained for I) Ncad to see downregulation and J) Ecad. K) Clones of NcadM19 mutant cells

in otherwise WT retina at 40%APF. Clones are marked by the absence of RFP. L) Mosaic

ommatidium in which the Eq CC is mutant forNcad showing inhibition of CC intercalation

at 40%APF. Mutant cell marked with lack of RFP. M-N) Ncad overexpression in CC under

control of prosGal4 at 40%APF stained for M) Ncad and N) Ecad. Scale bars = 5µm.

the role of Ncad, I generated NcadM19 amorphic mutant clones in the retina using

the Flp/FRT system. Consistent with RNAi experiments, I found thatNcadmutant

CCs were still able to complete cell intercalation normally (Figure4.5K). However,

as for NcadRNAi, the AJs lengths and angles were different to WT CCs.

Interestingly, examination of mosaic ommatidia on the edges of clones where only

one Eq or Pl CC is mutant revealed a block in cell intercalation, as has been shown

previously (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Chan et al., 2017). When one Eq or Pl

CC is mutant for Ncad, the other three CCs adhere more strongly to each other

(Figure4.5L). However the organisation of these cells does not resemble the early,
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pre-intercalation CC cluster, instead having one CC ‘pushed out’ of the cluster. This

result indicates that changing the level of adhesiveness of individual CCs relative

to each other can inluence the topology of the CC cluster. However, taken together

withmy data removing Ncad from all CCs, although Ncad is required to determine

the topology of the CC cluster and AJ lengths at later stages, CC intercalation can

occur in the absence of Ncad in all CCs.

To further investigate whether changing levels of adhesion in the CCs regulates

CC intercalation, I overexpressed Ncad using UAS-NcadO/E. Expression under the

GMRgal4 driver in all retinal cells showed that ectopic Ncad was expressed in the

PPCs and IOCs demonstrating that the transgene was effective (data not shown).

When expressed speciically in the CCs, CC intercalation occurred normally and

Ncad/Ecad localisation was as in WT (Figure4.5M-N). These data suggest that in-

creasing Ncad expression in all CCs is not suficient to inhibit cell intercalation.

However, I cannot rule out the possibility that post-transcriptional regulation of

Ncad means that Ncad protein levels at the AJs are not increased.

Taken together, these data show that CC intercalation is resilient to changes in the

levels of adhesion across the whole the CC cluster. However, changing the levels

of Ncad in individual or pairs of CCs can affect the neighbour relationships and

inhibit CC intercalation. It is therefore possible that relative differences in the level

of adhesiveness of CCs through time regulates CC intercalation.

4.2.5. CC intercalation is regulated by IRM adhesion molecules

Another class of adhesionmolecules expressed in the retina are the IRM adhesion

proteins: Rst, Hbs, Sns andKirre. These proteins play a role in driving the cell sort-

ing of the IOCs (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Bao et al., 2010). Hbs has been previously

implicated in CC intercalation (Grillo-Hill and Wolff, 2009), however Hbs expres-

sion pattern or dynamics in the CCs has not been described. In order to visualise
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localisation of Hbs and Rst, I used ly lines in which GFP has been inserted into the

endogenous genes. I found that both Hbs and Rst localised non-uniformly to the

CC-PPC AJs (Figure4.6A-F). There was no signiicant enrichment on the CC-CC AJs.

The localisation on the CC-PPC AJs was centred around the A and P CC. Localisa-

tion is variable between ommatidia but there was often an observable decrease in

intensity of Hbs and Rst around the Eq/Pl CC. The lack of localisation around the

Eq/Pl CCs was more pronounced with RstGFP than with HbsGFP. The localisation

was consistent throughout the three the stages of CC intercalation (Figure4.6A-F).

I additionally stained for Sns to gauge its expression in the CCs and found that Sns

does not appear to localise to the CC membranes (Figure4.6G-I).

Figure 4.6: Hbs and Rst localise non-uniformly to the CC-PPC AJ A-I) Confocal pro-

jection through the CCs showing A-C) HbsGFP, D-F) RstGFP and G-I) Sns localisation at

A,D,G) AJ shrinking stage, B,E,H) four-way vertex stage and C,F,I) AJ elongation stage.

A”,B”,C”,D”,E”,F”) LUT to visualise variation in levels along the CC-PPC AJ. Note reduction

in intensity around the Eq and Pl CCs. Scale bars = 5µm.

As Rst and Hbs localise to CC membranes during the time of cell intercalation, I

tested their necessity for CC intercalation. Expression of Hbs or Rst was reduced

in all retinal cells using RNAi. Both hbsRNAi and rstRNAi caused CC intercalation

defects (Figure4.7A,B). At 40%APF, in addition to CCs that had not changed neigh-

bours, CC clusters were observed with either one or two centrally located CCs.

These centrally located CCs no longer made contact with the PPCs. This pheno-

type suggests a cell sorting defect where CCs lose contact from the PPCs. A similar

phenotypewasobtainedwhenHbswasoverexpressed in all cells of the retina (Fig-

ure4.7C). These data suggest that adhesion mediated by Hbs and Rst is required
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for CCs to acquire their proper topology.

The fact that manipulation of either Hbs or Rst affects CC intercalation, as well

as the fact that Hbs and Rst are heterophilic binding partners, suggests that Hbs

and Rst might be expressed in a code in different pairs of CCs to drive sorting. In

order to test this hypothesis, I knocked downHbs and Rst expression in individual

CCs (Figure4.7D). I found that reduction of Hbs had a greater effect in the A and P

CCs (Figure4.7E). Conversely, rstRNAi caused a greater effect in the Eq and Pl CCs,

though overall, defects were seen less often (Figure4.7F). These results suggest

that the CCs are governed by an adhesion code with Hbs required by the A/P CCs

and Rst required by the Eq/Pl CCs.

CC intercalation could be driven by interactions between adhesion molecules cell

autonomously within the CCs, or an alternative model is that CC interaction with

PPCs could be necessary for intercalation. In order to assess whether interaction

with IRM adhesionmolecules in the PPCs is important for CC intercalation, I quan-

tiied the phenotypes produced inmosaic ommatidiawhere Hbs or Rstwas down-

regulated in one or both PPCs. Downregulation of Hbs or Rst in one or both PPCs

did not affect CC intercalation (Figure4.7G-H). This suggests that the role of Hbs

and Rst is cell autonomous to the CCs.

4.2.6. Role of PCP pathway in CC intercalation

4.2.6.1 Fmi and Fz are asymmetrically localised in the CCs

Cell intercalation has been proposed to be regulated by the PCP pathway in some

tissues. For example, in theDrosophilawing and the tracheal system, thePCPpath-

way polarises the traficking of AJ components to drive remodelling (Classen et al.,

2005;Warrington et al., 2013). Potentially thismechanism could exist in the germ

band (Warrington et al., 2013), however the role of PCP in this tissue is more con-

troversial as PCP signalling can be knocked out and cell intercalations still proceed
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Figure 4.7: Hbs and Rst regulate CC intercalation A) rstRNAi expressed under control

of GMRgal4. Arrowhead indicates clusterwith one centrally-located CC. Asterisk indicates

cluster with two centrally-located CCs. B) hbsRNAi expressed under control of GMRgal4.

C) UAShbsO/E expressed under control of GMRgal4. D) Single cell HS clones of hbsRNAi.

Clonesmarked by presence of RFP. Arrowhead indicates cluster with centrally-located CC.

E-F) Quantiication of the percentage of ommatidia with each AJ type (A/P, four-way ver-

tex, Eq/Pl, internal CC) when different combinations of CCs express E) UAShbsRNAi and

F) UASrstRNAi. G-H) Quantiication of the percentage of ommatidia with each AJ type

(A/P, four-way vertex, Eq/Pl, internal CC) when different combinations of PPCs express

G) UAShbsRNAi and H) UASrstRNAi. N numbers shown in igure. Scale bars = 10µm.
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(Zallen andWieschaus, 2004). In order to investigatewhetherPCP signalling plays

a role in cell intercalation in the CCs, I irstly imaged the localisation of PCP com-

ponents, Fmi and Fz. FzGFP expressed under the actin promoter (Strutt, 2001),

showed an asymmetric localisation in the CCs throughout cell intercalation (Fig-

ure4.8A-C). In addition, the transmembrane PCP protein, Fmi, was localised in

the same pattern, as identiied by antibody staining (Figure4.8D-F). During the AJ

shrinkage stage, Fz and Fmi showed lower enrichment on the shrinking CC-CC AJ

than the adjoining CC-CC AJs (Figure4.8A,D,G). At 40%APF after CC intercalation,

Fz and Fmi were present on the adjoining CC-CC AJs and were downregulated on

the central CC-CCAJ (Figure4.8C,F,H). Therewasmore variation in the levels on the

central CC-CC AJ during the AJ shrinkage stage than during the AJ elongation stage

(Figure4.8G,H). Altogether, these data show that PCP proteins are asymmetrically

localised in the CCs irrespective of their neighbour relationships or completion of

cell intercalation.

4.2.6.2 How are PCP proteins localised/oriented?

AsCCs are planar polarised, I next investigated themechanismbehind asymmetric

localisation of PCP proteins. One mechanism by which PCP proteins are oriented

in other tissues is long range signals. In order to testwhether long range diffusible

signals could orient PCP proteins in the retina, I imaged Fmi localisationwhen om-

matidia are rotated. Rotated ommatidia face random orientations and therefore

do not align with any potential upstream polarising signal. I made clones of rok2

mutant cells which have been shown previously to cause ommatidial rotation de-

fects (Winter et al., 2001). However, I found that PCP asymmetric polarisationwas

not affected by ommatidiumorientation (Figure4.8I). Quantiication of the ratio of

Fmi intensity on adjoining/central CC-CC AJs was not changed by ommatidial an-

gle (Figure4.8J). This result argues against the presence of long range polarising

signals that orient PCP in the retina.
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Figure 4.8: CCs are planar polarised however this is not necessary for CC intercala-

tion A-C) act>fzGFP retinae at A) AJ shrinkage stage, B) four-way vertex stage and C) AJ

elongation stage of CC intercalation showing Fz localisation. D-F) The same three stages

of the CC intercalation stained for localisation of Fmi. G) Quantiication of Fmi inten-

sity in CS ommatidia in the AJ shrinkage stage at 20%APF on the central CC-CC AJ com-

pared to the average of the four adjoining CC-CC AJs paired by ommatidium (paired T-test

p<0.0001, n=72 ommatidia). H) As G) but for ommatidia in the AJ elongation stage at

40%APF (paired T-test p<0.0001, n=95 ommatidia). I) Fmi staining of retina containing

rotated ommatidia caused by production of rok2 clones. Clones aremarked by lack of GFP.

J) Quantiication of the ratio of the Fmi intensity on average of the four adjoining CC-CC

AJs compared to the central CC-CC AJ plotted against angle of the ommatidia compared to

the overall A/P axis of the retina in rok2 clones (n=441 ommatidia). Intensity ratio doesn’t

changewith ommatidium angle. K-M)Ommatidia expressingUAS-fzRNAi under control of

prosGal4, K) stained for Fmi showing loss of Fmi from the CC-CC AJs, L) stained for Ncad,

M) stained for Ecad. N) Retina containing clones expressing fzRNAi marked by presence

of GFP in aWT background. O)Overexpression ofUAS-fmi in CC under control of prosGal4

stained for Fmi to show that Fmi is now symmetric on all AJs. P) UAS-fmi expressed under

control of prosGal4when act>fzGFP is present to assess Fz localisation. Q) Quantiication

of Fmi intensity in ommatidia overexpressing UAS-fmi in CCs at 40%APF on the central

CC-CC AJ compared to the average of the four adjoining CC-CC AJs paired by ommatidium

(paired T-Test n.s., p=0.19). R) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation including

other phenotypes in retinae expressingUAS-fmi under control of prosGal4. Scale bars: A-F,

K-M, O-P) = 5µm, I, N) = 10µm.
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4.2.6.3 Do PCP proteins play a role in CC intercalation?

To test whether the PCP pathway plays a role in driving CC intercalation, irst I

downregulated Fz expression using RNAi. When expressed speciically in CCs, fzR-

NAi was successful in downregulating Fmi from the CC-CC AJs (Figure4.8K) sug-

gesting that PCP information is no longer present in the CCs. Expression of UAS-

fzRNAi in CCs or in clones of cells did not affect CC intercalation (Figure4.8K,N).

These experiments show that Fz is not required for CC intercalation.

To test whether PCP signalling is required for the asymmetric localisation of Ecad

and Ncad within the CCs, I stained for these proteins when PCP was removed by

expression of fzRNAi. At 40%APF, Ecad and Ncad localisation was unaffected by

the removal of PCP (Figure4.8L,M).

Secondly, I tested whether forcing localisation of PCP components to the central

CC-CCAJ, where they are normally downregulated, affected CC intercalation. Over-

expression of Fmi (Matsubara et al., 2011) in CCs forced PCP expression to be sym-

metrical to all CC AJs as assessed by antibody staining (Figure4.8O,Q). Overexpres-

sion of Fmi together with act-fzGFP demonstrated that UAS-fmi expression also

caused redistribution of downstream component, Fz, to a symmetric localisation

(Figure4.8P). Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation at 40%APF showed

that CC intercalationwasunaffected (Figure4.8R). Overall, these data demonstrate

that the asymmetric localisation of PCP proteins in the CCs does not regulate CC

intercalation.

4.2.7. Endocytosis is required for CC intercalation

AJ remodelling requires turnover of AJ components. Turnover is achieved by en-

docytosis and recycling of AJ components, such as Ecad, to the plasma membrane

(Bryant and Stow, 2004). Blocking endocytosis has been shown to inhibit AJ re-

modelling in several systems (Jarrett et al., 2002; Shaye et al., 2008; Classen et al.,
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2005). In addition, polarised endocytosis of Ecad occurs during cell intercalation

in the germ band (Levayer et al., 2011). Therefore, I tested whether endocytosis

was required for CC morphogenesis.

One model for how endocytosis could play a role in CC intercalation is if AJ com-

ponents were endocytosed from the shrinking AJ and then recycled to the adjoin-

ing AJs. In this case, it might be expected that traficking pathway regulators are

asymmetrically localised: endocytotic components, such as Clathrin and Rab5,

might be concentrated at the shrinking AJ, whereas recycling components, such

as Rab11, could be clustered around the adjoining AJs. Therefore to assess lo-

calisation, I used endogenous YFP-tagged versions of Rab5 and Rab11, as well as

a GFP-tagged Clathrin. At 20%APF and 40%APF, UASclathrinGFP expressed un-

der control of prosGal4 was localised in a punctate distribution across the entire

apical surface of the CCs with no apparent enrichment to any AJ domains (Fig-

ure4.9A,B). ClathrinGFP showed a weaker localisation across the remaining baso-

lateral cortex. Similar resultswere obtained from imaging localisation of Rab5YFP

and Rab11YFP (Figure4.9C-F). Both showed a punctate apical enrichment in all

cells including PRs. There was no obvious AJ asymmetrical enrichment. Rab5

shows potential AJ enrichment at 20%APF but this could be due to bleedthrough

of Arm staining during imaging. In either case, there is no asymmetry on the dif-

ferent CC AJs. Taken altogether, at the resolution limit of confocal microscopy, an

asymmetry in localisation to different AJswas not visible for any proteins consid-

ered.

To testwhether endocytosis is required for CC intercalation, Imadeuse of the ther-

mosensitive Shibirets1 protein (orthologue of Dynamin). Inhibition of endocytosis

speciically in the CCs from 20-40%APF caused the CC AJs to become ‘wiggly’ (Fig-

ure4.9G). In addition, I observed a swelling of the CC cluster as well as secondary

defects in PPC and IOC organisation (Figure4.9G). Inhibition of endocytosis from
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Figure 4.9: Endocytosis is necessary for CC intercalation A-B) UASclathrinGFP ex-

pressed under control of prosGal4 to assess Clathrin localisation. Stained for Arm in 647

channel to prevent bleedthrough. A) Dissected at 20%APF and B) dissected at 40%APF.

C-D) Retinae expressing endogenous Rab5YFP stained for Arm in 405 channel there-

fore could potentially have bleedthrough. Dissected at C) 20%APF and D) 40%APF.

E-F) Retinae expressing endogenous Rab11YFP stained for Arm in 647 channel to pre-

vent bleedthrough. Dissected at E) 20%APF and F) 40%APF. G-H, J-L) Retina expressing

UAS-shibirets1 under control of prosGal4 stained for Arm. Flies raised at 25°C and then

transferred to 31°C atG) 20%APF,H) 24%APF and incubated O/N. Flies transiently trans-

ferred to restrictive temperature at J) 20%APF, K) 24%APF and L) 28%APF for 4hrs. I)

Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation in H) (n=4 retinae, 1442 ommatidia).

M) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation in J-L) (n=7, 6, 6 retinae respec-

tively, 3352, 3100, 2797 ommatidia respectively). N) UAS-rab5DN expressed under con-

trol of prosGal4 raised at 29°C stained for Ecad to label junctions. O) Quantiication of

progression of cell intercalation for N) (n=2 retinae, 1223 ommatidia). P-Q) Expression

of UASrab11DN under control of prosGal4 promoter raised at 25°C, P) 20%APF and Q)

40%APF. Arrowheads indicate ommatidia lacking all CCs and stars indicate ommatidia

where the PR junctions are present on the retinal surface due to loss of CCs. Scale bars =

10µm.
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24-40%APF caused a stalling of CC intercalation at the early AJ shrinkage stage

in 72% of the scored ommatidia, and at the four-way vertex in 18% of the scored

ommatidia (Figure4.9H-I).

In order to reine this analysis, I transiently inhibited endocytosis for 4hrs during

each of the three stages of CC intercalation: 20%APF, 24%APF and 28%APF (Fig-

ure4.9J-L). In all three cases, I found that CC intercalationwas stalled at both theAJ

shrinkage stage and the four-wayvertex stages. Endocytosis inhibition at 24%APF

had the greatest impact, whereas inhibition at 20%APF and 28%APF had compa-

rable effects (Figure4.9M). Altogether these results demonstrate that membrane

endocytosis is required in the CCs in order to shrink the CC-CC AJ.

Inhibition of endocytosis could cause a stalling of cell intercalation or it could af-

fect the stability of intercalation, causing intercalation to reverse. In order to dis-

tinguish between these possibilities, I performed time-lapse imaging of lies ex-

pressing UAS-shibirets1 in the CCs. In CCs that had yet to intercalate, inhibition

of endocytosis caused a failure in AJ shrinkage (compare AppendixMovie2 to Ap-

pendixMovie3). In some cases, CCs at the four-way vertex stage were observed to

revert to the initial CC coniguration as the cells grew. These results demonstrate

that endocytosis is required for AJ shrinkage but not necessarily for AJ elongation.

Further demonstrating the requirement of endocytosis for CC intercalation, ex-

pression of a UAS-rab5DN transgene, which interferes with early endosome for-

mation, speciically in the CCs also inhibited CC intercalation (Figure4.9N,O). I also

tested the effect of expression of a UAS-rab11DN transgene speciically in the CCs,

but found that it causedCCdeath, even at 18°Cwhere expression shouldbeweaker

(Figure4.9P,Q). Altogether, my results show that endocytosis is required for AJ

shrinkage to proceed.
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4.2.8. Notch signalling regulates CC intercalation

Notch signalling has been linked to AJ remodelling in various Drosophila tissues

(Grammont, 2007; Schober et al., 2005; Major and Irvine, 2005) and is known to

be expressed in the retina. Therefore Notch signalling is a good candidate for reg-

ulation of AJ remodelling during CC intercalation. In order to test whether Notch

signalling plays a role in CC intercalation, I expressedNotchRNAi in all retinal cells

(Figure4.10A). Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation through compari-

son of the orientation of the CC-CC central AJ to the arrangement of the underlying

PRs (Figure4.10B) shows that cell intercalationwas inhibited in an average of 74%

of ommatidia per retina (compared to<1%of ommatidia per retina inCS control at

25°C) (Figure4.10C,D). This result suggests that Notch regulates CC intercalation.

AsGMRgal4 leads to Gal4 expression in all cells of the retina, I validated the cell au-

tonomy of the inhibition to CC intercalation caused byNotchRNAi. To test whether

Notch is required in the PPCs and IOCs, I usedNotchfa-g, as this mutant only affects

late pupal development, leaving the CCs unaffected (Larson et al., 2008; Cagan and

Ready, 1989b) (Figure4.10E,F). Notchfa-g caused multilayering of PPCs and IOCs

and some ommatidial rotation but comparison of the position of the CC-CC cen-

tral AJ with that of the PRs (Figure4.10B) showed that there was no affect on CC

intercalation (<1% of ommatidia per retina were inhibited) (Figure4.10G). This

suggests that intact PPCs are not required for CC intercalation.

To test whether Notch signalling is required cell autonomously within the CCs, I

expressed NotchRNAi speciically in the CCs using prosGal4 (Figure4.10H). Quan-

tiication of progression of cell intercalation shows that cell intercalation was in-

hibited in an average of 22% of ommatidia per retina (Figure4.10I). This shows

that Notch is required cell autonomously within the CCs for cell intercalation to

take place.
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Figure 4.10: Notch signalling is required cell autonomously in the CCs for cell inter-

calation A)UASNotchRNAi expressed under control ofGMRgal4. B)Diagram to show rela-

tivepositionsof theCC-CCAJs and thePR-PRAJsduringCC intercalation. BeforeCC interca-

lation, the central CC-CC AJ is parallel to the long axis of R7 whereas after CC intercalation

the central CC-CCAJ lies perpendicular to the long axis of the underlying R7. C)Quantiica-

tion of progression of CC intercalation for retinae expressingUASNotchRNAi under control

of GMRgal4 (n=3 retinae,1233 ommatidia). D) Quantiication of progression of CC inter-

calation for control CS lies raised at 25° (n=3 retinae, 1909 ommatidia). E-F) Notchfa-g

retina stained for Arm, E) projection through the IOC AJs, F) projection through the CC

AJs. G) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation forNotchfa-g retinae (n=3 retinae,

1354 ommatidia). H) UASNotchRNAi expressed under control of prosGal4. I) Quantiica-

tion of progression of CC intercalation for retinae expressingUASNotchRNAi under control

of prosGal4 (n=4 retinae, 2057 ommatidia). Scale bars = 10µm.

The Notch signalling pathway has been found to play a role in the speciication of

CCs. I could conirm however that use of the prosGal4 driver with Notch related

transgenes did not affect CC speciication. The pros promoter is expressed as a

consequence of CC speciication but before major morphogenetic events such as

CC closure and cell intercalation (Figure2.2B-C). Control experiments showed that

whenNotchRNAi ormamDNwereexpressedunder control ofprosGal4, CC fatewas

unaffected, as assayedby continued expressionof CCmarker gene, Cut, in eyediscs

and at 40%APF (AppendixFigureB.3A-D). Therefore the role of Notch signalling in

CC intercalation is separable from its role in speciication of these cells.

Inhibition of Notch signalling could inluence cell intercalation by downstream ac-

tivation of transcription or through a transcription-independent mechanism. For

example, theNotch receptor can directly organise actin remodelling at theAJwith-
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out activating transcription in the Drosophila wing (Major and Irvine, 2005) and

mammalian cells (Polacheck et al., 2017). Another possibility could be that endo-

cytosis of the Notch receptor could co-endocytose important adhesion molecules

and therefore inhibition of Notch receptor endocytosis could also indirectly inlu-

ence endocytosis of other AJ components. In order to distinguish between these

possibilities, I inhibited the Notch signalling pathway by a secondmethod, expres-

sion of a dominant negative construct of Mam. Mam is a transcriptional coactiva-

tor for the Notch pathway (Kitagawa, 2016) and therefore the dominant negative

will inhibit transcription downstream of Notch receptor activation. In accordance

with theNotchRNAi experiment, expression ofmamDN in CCs or in all retinal cells

inhibitedCC intercalation (an averageof 30%of ommatidia per retina inhibited for

expression under prosGal4) (Figure4.11A-C). This suggests that the role of Notch

signalling in CC intercalation depends on transcription downstream of Notch.

In order to complement this analysis, I used an alternative method to interfere

with the Notch signalling pathway: expression of a dominant negative form of

Brd (BrdKtoR) (Perez-Mockus et al., 2017a). Brd is an inhibitor of Neur, the pro-

tein required for eficient endocytosis of Dl, and therefore inhibits activation of

Notch signalling (Bardin and Schweisguth, 2006). The KtoR mutation stabilises

Brd, increasing inhibition ofNeur and therefore inhibitingNotch signalling (Perez-

Mockus et al., 2017a). I found that expression of BrdKtoR speciically in the CCs

under control of the prosGal4 promoter caused inhibition of CC intercalation in

an average of 13% of ommatidia per retina (Figure4.11D-E). These data further

conirm that Notch signalling regulates CC intercalation.

My experiments in this section so far have used ixed samples to show snapshots

of development. Therefore to analyse the effect of inhibition of Notch signalling on

the dynamics of CC intercalation, I made use of time-lapsemicroscopy to image CC

intercalation in lies in which the AJs had been labelledwith endogenous EcadGFP.
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Figure 4.11: Notch signalling stabilises CC intercalation A) UASmamDN expressed

under control of prosGal4. B) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation for reti-

nae expressing UASmamDN under control of prosGal4 (n=5 retinae, 3433 ommatidia).

C) UASmamDN expressed under control of GMRgal4. D) UASbrdKtoR expressed under

control of prosGal4. E) Quantiication of progression of CC intercalation for retinae ex-

pressing UASbrdKtoR under control of prosGal4 (n=4 retinae, 2506 ommatidia). F) Num-

ber of switches between the different stages of CC intercalation in WT compared to UAS-

mamDN;prosGal4 retinae (WT n=8 ommatidia, pros-mamDNn=4 ommatidia). Error bars:

S.D.G)UASmamWT expressed under control of prosGal4. H)Quantiication of progression

of CC intercalation for retinae expressingUASmamWT under control of prosGal4 (n=4 reti-

nae, 2848 ommatidia). I) UASdl expressed under control of prosGal4. J) UASdl expressed

under control of spaGal4. K) Single cell clones expressing UASmamDN generated from

hsFlp;;act>CD2>Gal4,UASRFP/UASmamDN lies. Clones marked by presence of RFP. Ar-

rowhead indicates examples of CCs at a four-way vertex stage when the Eq CC is affected

and CCs with a A/P AJ when the Eq and Pl CCs are affected. L-N) Quantiication of the per-

centage of ommatidiawith each AJ type (A/P, four-way vertex, Eq/Pl) when different com-

binations of CCs express L) UASmamDN, M) UASbrdKtoR and N) UASdl. n numbers shown

in igure. Scale bars = 10µm.
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CCs expressing mamDN were still able to shrink the central CC-CC AJ. However

there was a defect in stabilising cell intercalation as AJs extended and shrunkmul-

tiple times. In addition, directionality of intercalation was lost: elongation of the

new AJ was not always perpendicular to the old AJ (Figure4.11F, compare Ap-

pendixMovie2 to AppendixMovie4). These data show that Notch is required to

stabilise CC intercalation.

As inhibition of Notch signalling destabilised CC intercalation, it would follow that

overexpression of Notch signalling might lead to more stable and robust CC inter-

calation. To test this hypothesis, I over-activated Notch signalling in the CCs by

overexpressing UASmamWT to switch on transcription downstream of the Notch

receptor in the absence of Notch receptor activation. Surprisingly, expression of

MamWT inhibited CC intercalation in an average of 4% of ommatidia per retina

(Figure4.11G-H). As analternativemethod to activateNotch signalling, I expressed

UAS-dl speciically in the CCs using prosGal4 and also in the CCs and PPCs using

spaGal4 (Figure4.11I-J). Overexpression of Dl also caused an inhibition to CC in-

tercalation. The fact that both a reduction and an overexpression of Notch/Dl sig-

nalling inhibits CC intercalation suggests the possibility that a Notch/Dl code ex-

ists within the CCs that drives CC intercalation.

4.2.8.1 CCs contain a Notch code

To test the idea of a Notch/Dl code directly, I turned to mosaic experiments,

whereby I perturbed Notch signalling using UASmamDN in individual CCs (Fig-

ure4.11K). With this approach, I found that transcription downstream of Notch

signalling was required in the Eq and Pl CC for CC intercalation to complete

normally (Figure4.11L). Expression in both Eq/Pl CCs had a worse phenotype

than expression in just one. I conirmed this result by expression of BrdKtoR

in clones to inhibit the Dl side of the pathway and found that Dl processing is

required in the A/P CCs (Figure4.11M). Interestingly, the phenotype was more
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pronounced when both the A and P CCs were affected together, suggesting there

is some redundancy in Dl signalling between the A and P CCs. Finally to further

conirm whether Notch signalling components where expressed in a code, I

overexpressed UAS-dl in single cell clones. In this example, the N numbers are

lower so it would require repetition but it showed the same trend that over

expression of Dl in the Eq/Pl CCs inhibited CC intercalation (Figure4.11N). Taking

these data altogether, this suggests that there is a Notch code within the CCs, with

the A/P CCs expressing the Dl ligand and the Eq/Pl CCs expressing the Notch

receptor. Therefore activation of Notch signalling within the Eq/Pl CCs by Dl

expression in the A/P CCs is required to stabilise CC intercalation.

4.2.8.2 Mechanism downstream of Notch signalling in CC intercalation

My earlier results showed that IRM adhesion regulates CC intercalation, therefore

one potential mechanism by which Notch could act is through regulation of these

adhesionmolecules. Notchhasbeen linked to regulating expressionofHbs andRst

in the IOCs of the retina (Bao, 2014). To test whether Notch signalling inluences

Rst and Hbs localisation in the CCs, I imaged HbsGFP and RstGFP in retinae in

which UASmamDN is expressed in CCs. However, there was no observable change

to Hbs and Rst localisation or expression (Figure4.12A-B).

Possible alternative effects of Notch signalling could be through cadherins or My-

oII. Therefore, I stained for Ecad and Ncad levels when Notch is downregulated in

the CCs using NotchRNAi. Ecad and Ncad showed no visible difference in localisa-

tion: Ecad was still downregulated on the CC-CC AJs and Ncad was still enriched

(Figure4.12C-D). Additionally, therewasnoobservable effect onMyoII localisation

upon MamDN expression in the CCs (Figure4.12E).
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Figure 4.12: Potential effectors of Notch signalling A-E) Localisation of A) HbsGFP, B)

RstGFP, C) Ncad, D) Ecad and E) SqhGFP when UASmamDN is expressed under control of

prosGal4. Scale bars: A-D) = 5µm, E) = 10µm.

4.2.9. CC intercalation can be blocked by external forces

My data thus far suggests that CC intercalation is driven by a cell autonomous

mechanism regulated by Notch signalling and an IRM adhesion code. However

the CCs don’t develop in isolation and are constantly surrounded by neighbours

of a different type. It is unclear in a heterogeneous tissue how distinct neighbours

undergo very different types of morphogenesis concurrently. Therefore, I aimed

to investigate whether CC intercalation can be inluenced by local extrinsic forces

originating from neighbouring cells.

4.2.9.1 Changing forces from neighbouring cells

As IOCs produce high tension during the time of CC intercalation, I manipulated

these forces to test whether they inluence CC intercalation. In order to change

the forces generated by the IOCs, I changed the cell crowding by manipulating the

number of IOCs.

In order to reduce the number of IOCs, I triggered apoptosis. Reaper (rpr) is a

small peptide that is expressed in cells fated to undergo programmed cell death

and has been shown to trigger apoptosis if ectopically expressed (White et al.,
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1996). Expression of UAS-rpr speciically in IOCs under control of 54gal4 led to

a reduction in the number of IOCs present at 40%APF. However, remaining IOCs

showed a impressive capacity to compensate for the loss of their neighbours and

retained an almost complete layer between the ommatidia of a comparable size

and thickness to WT. Individual IOCs elongated to adopt the space normally oc-

cupied by up to three IOCs (Figure4.13A). Rarely, gaps in the IOC layer were seen

where two PPCs from neighbouring ommatidia came into contact with each other

(Figure4.13A’). However no incomplete CC intercalations were observed.

Figure 4.13: Manipulation of local extrinsic forces A-A’)UAS-rpr expressed under con-

trol of 54gal4. A’) Example of two PPCs fromneighbouring ommatidiamaking contact due

to loss of IOCs. B) Clones expressing p35 marked by presence of GFP generated by the

CoinFlp system. C-C’) p35 expressed under control of GMRgal4. C) is projection through

IOC AJs and C’) is projection through CCAJs of the same image. D-D’) PTENRNAi expressed

under control of GMRgal4. D) is projection through IOC AJs and D’) is projection through

CC AJs of the same image. E) Diagram of ablation/repair experiment. PPC-PPC AJs are

ablated before the CCs intercalate. Ommatidia repairs with the CCs attached to the IOCs

within 2hrs of ablation. F) Retina 6hrs after ablation/repair experiment performed on

central ommatidium. AJs labelled with EcadGFP. Scale bars: A,B”,D,D’,F) = 10µm, A’,C,C’)

= 5µm.

I then tested the effect of increasing the number of IOCs on CC intercalation. Dur-

ing normal retinal development, IOCs are speciied from an excess of potential
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progenitors which are then culled by apoptosis (Reiter et al., 1996; Cordero et al.,

2004). In order to increase the numbers of IOCs, I blocked apoptosis in the retina

by expression of p35 (Hay et al., 1994). p35 is a baculovirus protein that pre-

vents death of virally infected cells (Hay et al., 1994). Its expression in the retina

meant that all original IOCs were retained. In order to assess the extent of crowd-

ing imposed by the excess IOCs, I produced clones of cells expressing p35 in aWT

retina using the CoinFlp system (Figure4.13B). IOCs again showed a high capacity

to compensate for changes in number; although there was clearly an increase in

the number of IOCs, each individual IOC was smaller. There was only a marginal

increase in the thickness of the IOC layer compared to neighbouring WT omma-

tidia in the same retina. Furthermore, there were no incomplete CC intercalations

observed. This result was conirmed by expression of p35 in all cells of the retina

under control of GMRgal4 (Figure4.13C). Although the IOCs themselves must ex-

perience crowding, the effects of this are not transmitted to the CCs.

An alternative method to increase crowding within the retina is to make the IOCs

bigger than they should be. To do this, I expressed UAS-PTENRNAi in the IOCs

using the 54gal4 driver. As shown above, loss of PTEN increases cell size in the

retina (Figure4.4A-F) (Huang et al., 1999). IOCs were bigger than expected at

this stage in development, however no inhibition of CC intercalationwas observed

(Figure4.13D).

Altogether, this shows that the IOCs are highly resistant to change and even with

multiple cells or fewer cells can still form a continuous layer. My results suggest

that the WT IOCs do not directly inluence CC intercalation.

4.2.9.2 The PPCs protect the CCs from the IOCs

The PPCs are positioned between the CCs and IOCs, therefore could be responsible

for protecting the CCs from the inluence of the IOCs high tension. In order to test
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this hypothesis, I performed ablation and repair experiments. I ablated both PPC-

PPC AJs during the AJ shrinkage stage of CC intercalation and allowed the tissue

to repair so that the CCs attached directly to the IOCs (Figure4.13E). After ∼6hrs

of development, although the surrounding control CCs proceeded to intercalate,

CCs in the ablated and repaired ommatidium did not intercalate (Figure4.13F).

This demonstrates the need for intact PPC-PPC AJs for CC intercalation to proceed

properly. Unfortunately, continuous ablation of the PPC-PPC AJs in order to main-

tain CC separation led to apoptosis.

Overall, my results suggest that whilst CC intercalation is driven by a cell au-

tonomous mechanism, it can be disrupted by high tensions originating from

neighbouring cell types. Therefore CCs are insulated from the inluence of the

IOCs by the PPCs.

4.3. Discussion

CC shape determination has been shown to be regulated by cadherin-based ad-

hesion and AJ-associated MyoII (Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Käfer et al., 2007;

Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008; Chan et al., 2017). However these studies have been per-

formed at steady state when the CCs are in their inal coniguration. Prior to this,

the CCs undergo cell intercalation as part of theirmorphogenesis. Themechanism

driving cell intercalation in the CCs has not been previously explored. Here, I dis-

cover that the CCs don’t rely on previously describedmechanisms of cell intercala-

tion, such as those used in the germ band, notum or wing disc (Rauzi et al., 2010;

Curran et al., 2017; Classen et al., 2005). The CCs have a low reliance on MyoII

for their intercalation and instead have a stronger dependence on IRM adhesion

proteins. Additionally, the stability of CC intercalation is controlled by Notch sig-

nalling and there is a permissive role of endocytosis. Although I ind a function for

IRM adhesion and Notch signalling during CC intercalation, I also ind that it can
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be inluenced by extrinsic forces. This is demonstrated by the fact that CC inter-

calation can be disrupted by high tensions originating from neighbouring cells. In

the ommatidium, the CCs are insulated from the extrinsic forces from the IOCs by

the presence of the PPCs.

4.3.1. CC intercalation has low reliance on MyoII

From my experiments manipulating MyoII, we conclude that the CCs do not have

as strong adependenceonMyoII for driving cell intercalation thanhasbeen shown

in other systems. My experiments knocking down MyoII suggest it is not neces-

sary for AJ shrinkage but has a potential role in AJ elongation. However there is a

caveat that when degradFP is expressed, not all AJ MyoII is degraded and remain-

ing MyoII could be suficient for AJ shrinkage. Alternatively, the lack of resolution

of the four-way vertex could be an artefact caused by the redistribution of remain-

ing MyoII to vertices seen when deGradFP is expressed. Although we attempted

multiple methods to target MyoII, we cannot completely rule out the possibility

that MyoII in the CCs is resilient to manipulation and therefore the small amount

of functionalMyoII remainingwas suficient to contribute to intercalation. Overall,

although small amounts of MyoII might be required for CC intercalation, the rel-

ative importance of MyoII in driving this process is low when compared to other

mechanisms such as adhesion.

Further investigation is required to fully rule out a role for MyoII in CC interca-

lation. Investigation into the role of MyoII is hampered by the fact that mutant

clones lacking MyoII cannot be made due to the essential requirement for My-

oII in cytokinesis. One method that could be used is chromophore-assisted laser

inactivation (CALI) (Pélissier-Monier et al., 2016) to speciically inactivate MyoII

precisely on the shrinking AJ. There may also be a beneit to the development of

new tools for dynamically removing and redistributing myosin. One potential fu-

ture experiment could be the development of a photocleavable Zip, by insertion of
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the photocleavable protein PhoCI (Zhang et al., 2017) between the neck and tail

domains. Application of violet light would cleave Zip and trigger an immediate

loss of tension. This would allow speciic and conditional inactivation of MyoII.

My work also does not rule out the possibility that the actin cytoskeleton is in-

volved in CC intercalation in a MyoII independent manner. Dachs is an atypical

myosin that has been shown to drive cell rearrangements in the Drosophila tho-

rax (Bosveld et al., 2012). Alternatively, actin depolymerisation via Coilin is a

major contributor to cytokinetic ring constriction in yeast (Mendes Pinto et al.,

2012), which represents an alternative mechanism for generating tension for AJ

shrinkage. Additionally, actin ilament length anddegreeof crosslinkinghavebeen

shown to be key contributors to tension generation at the cortex (Chugh et al.,

2017; Ennomani et al., 2016). A potential mechanism could exist bywhich regula-

tion of actin architecture and connectivity could change AJ tension and stimulate

shrinkage in the absence of MyoII. Therefore further work should focus on testing

the role of alternative actin-based mechanisms in regulating CC intercalation.

Interestingly, there is an enrichment of MyoII around the CC-PPC AJ unilaterally

within the CCs (Aigouy and Le Bivic, 2016; Chan et al., 2017). This structure is

reminiscent of a MyoII cable. One hypothesised role of MyoII cables is to pre-

vent cells of distinct types frommixing, as has been suggested with compartment

boundaries in the Drosophila embryo (Monier et al., 2010) and the wing disc (Ma-

jor and Irvine, 2006; Landsberg et al., 2009). It has also been shown that cells of

different adhesive properties produce an actomyosin cable to separate them, for

example clones lacking the adhesion protein Ed in the Drosophila embryo or wing

disc form an actin cable at their boundary (Laplante and Nilson, 2006; Wei et al.,

2005). In support of this model, within the ommatidium, the CCs differ in adhe-

siveness from the PPCs due to the expression of Ncad. The enrichment of MyoII

is thought to result from interactions with unbound Ncad within the CCs on the
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CC-PPC AJ (Chan et al., 2017). The MyoII cable could play a role in early cell sort-

ing within the ommatidium, potentially maintaining the CCs together as a unit to

allow the PPCs to surround them. My experimentsmanipulatingMyoII also target

the cable suggesting the cable does not play an essential role in the process of cell

intercalation. However, it is thought to contribute to shaping of the CCs later in

development, after cell intercalation has occurred (Chan et al., 2017).

4.3.2. CC sorting via an adhesion code

My results suggest that IRM adhesion molecules are required within the CCs to

drive cell intercalation. Hbs has been previously implicated in CC intercalation

but its expression pattern and themechanismwas unknown (Grillo-Hill andWolff,

2009). Here, we show that A and P CCs have a higher requirement for Hbs, and

the Eq and Pl CCs are more affected by the loss of Rst, potentially suggesting the

presence of an adhesion code in these cells. Rst and Hbs, but not Sns, localise non-

uniformly to the CC-PPC AJs and appear to concentrate around the A/P cells whilst

being reduced from the Eq/Pl CC-PPC AJs. It is not clear in which cell, CC or PPC,

Hbs and Rst are expressed. Hbs is thought to be expressed in both PPCs and CCs

(Bao and Cagan, 2005) but clearly one or both of these cell typesmust also express

Rst at this stage in development. As Rst is localised to the PPC-PPC AJ, Rst must be

expressed in the PPCs but may also be expressed in the CCs.

It is not clear whether IRM adhesion is required for the AJ shrinkage step, AJ elon-

gation step or both. Live imaging would shed light on whether downregulation of

these proteins causes a stalling of intercalation or instead affects the stability of

neighbour exchange.

One potential mechanism is that A/P CCs express Hbs and Eq/Pl CCs express Rst

and this adhesion code means that Hbs and Rst would bind heterophilically at ad-

joining CC-CCAJs but not at the central CC-CCAJ. The ‘preferential adhesionmodel’
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in IOCs states that cells maximise IRM heterophilic interactions (Bao and Cagan,

2005). Therefore, the adjoining CC-CC AJ would be lengthened at the expense of

the the central CC-CC AJ, bringing cells to the four-way vertex. This is consistent

with data from Chapter3 that show that AJ shrinkage is correlated with lengthen-

ing of the adjoining CC-CC AJs. However staining of Hbs and Rst suggest very low

levels of localisation to CC-CC AJswhich argues against this possibility.

In addition tomediating heterophilic adhesion, there is evidence that members of

the IRM adhesion proteins interact in other ways. These alternative interactions

could contribute to CC intercalation. Hbs has been shown to antagonise Sns in

Drosophila myoblasts (Artero et al., 2001). However this mechanism seems un-

likely in the CCs as Sns does not appear to localise to CCmembranes. Additionally,

Hbs and Rst have been shown to interact in cis when expressed in the same cell

and promote their mutual destabilisation and turnover (Bao, 2014). Potentially

expression of both Rst and Hbs in Eq/Pl CCs could explain the reduction in their

enrichment on the the Eq/Pl CC-PPC AJ.

An alternative mechanism could be that IRM proteins in the CCs interact with

those in the PPCs. A and P CCs could adhere more strongly to the neighbouring

PPCs than to each other, pulling them apart. However this is unlikely given that

downregulation of Hbs or Rst in single PPCs caused no defect to CC intercalation.

Although, there is the caveat that potentially the level of downregulation required

was not strong enough to see an effect.

4.3.3. Notch signalling is required to stabilise CC intercalation

My experiments demonstrate that CC intercalation is regulated by Notch sig-

nalling. I have shown that CCs possess a Notch codewhere the A and P CCs require

Dl and the Eq and Pl CCs require the Notch receptor. The difference in levels of

proteins between these pairs is required for CC intercalation to be stabilised. If
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Notch signalling is either activated in all CCs or inhibited in all CCs, then AJs still

shrink but intercalation becomes reversible and unpolarised.

One potential model for the mechanism of action of Notch signalling is through

the IRM adhesion molecules, Hbs and Rst. There are several examples of Hbs and

Rst being Notch targets in other cell types. In Drosophilamyoblasts, Hbs has been

identiied as a target of Notch signalling (Artero et al., 2001). In the IOCs, ectopic

Notch activation switches on Hbs and Sns transcription and inhibits Rst transcrip-

tion (Bao, 2014). Therefore Notch could be regulating the expression of Rst and

Hbs in the CCs to control intercalation. However, the fact that Hbs and Rst do not

appear to change localisation when Notch signalling is inhibited argues against

this possibility. Therefore IRM adhesion and Notch signalling could act in parallel

pathways to regulate CC intercalation.

An alternative potential mechanism of action for Notch signalling is through tran-

scriptional regulation of the transcription factor, Yan. Yan has previously been im-

plicated in increasing Ecad turnover via endocytosis downstream of Notch sig-

nalling during border cell migration (Schober et al., 2005). Notch signalling may

potentially act via similar mechanism in the CCs where Yan regulates polarised

Ecad turnover in order to trigger directional cell intercalation. Another potential

alternative mechanism is through regulation of polarity proteins. Neur has been

shown to regulate epithelial integrity bymodulating Crb endocytosis via a speciic

isoform of Sdt (Perez-Mockus et al., 2017b). One potential model could be that

Neur expressed speciically in the A and P cells could target Crb on their shared AJ

leading toAJ destabilisation and cell intercalation. However, howNeur interaction

with Crbwould be polarised is unclear. As described in the Introduction, there are

examples of transcription-independent roles for Notch in regulating the actin cy-

toskeleton at AJs (Major and Irvine, 2005; Polacheck et al., 2017). However this

seems unlikely to be the mechanism occurring in the CCs as we would not expect
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the phenotype to be present when transcription downstream of Notch signalling

is blocked via mamDN.

4.3.4. Endocytosis is required for CC intercalation

There are several examples that show that endocytosis is essential for epithelial

morphogenesis (Jarrett et al., 2002; Shaye et al., 2008; Classen et al., 2005). These

demonstrate that recycling of AJ components is required for AJ remodelling. How-

everwhether endocytosis can be considered a passive part of the process (needed

to removeEcad) or theprocess that drivesmorphogenesis is debated. Inmany sys-

tems, actomyosin is considered to be the driving force for AJ remodelling (Rauzi

et al., 2010), however other examples have shown that pathways that polarise the

endocytosis of Ecad, such as PCP, are additionally required for remodelling (War-

rington et al., 2013). One suggestion is that MyoII could drive remodelling by pro-

moting increased endocytosis at the AJswhere it is enriched (Levayer et al., 2011).

In the Drosophila trachae, an endocytosis centric view of AJ remodelling has been

proposed (Shaye et al., 2008). In thismodel, endocytosis is themajor driving force

for AJ remodelling. If this model were applied to the germ band, the role of My-

oII would then be to polarise and position endocytic components. My work has

shown that endocytosis is also essential in CC remodelling and that, in this case,

MyoII plays a lesser role. This its with the view of endocytosis being the driv-

ing force for AJ remodelling with other mechanisms acting upstream to localise

and polarise endocytosis. In the CCs, Notch signalling and adhesion are the up-

stream components that could polarise endocytosis to drive cell intercalation in-

stead of polarised MyoII. To further investigate this, it would be interesting to test

whether endocytosis is required to remove speciically Ecad during AJ shrinkage,

or whether it is also required in other ways such as removing plasma membrane

material or other components (such as Dl).
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4.3.5. CCs are planar polarised by the PCP pathway but this is

not required for intercalation

Here, I show that thePCPpathway is asymmetrically localisatedwithin theCCs, yet

this is not required for CC intercalation. This indingwas recently conirmedby the

Le Bivic lab who additionally found that PCP protein enrichment is unilateral, as

well as asymmetric, on some CC AJs at 32%APF after cell intercalation is complete

(Aigouy and Le Bivic, 2016). It would be interesting to extend this work to before

CC intercalation to determine whether unilateral localisation changes over time.

Theunilateral localisationofBazhasbeen shown to requirePCPsignalling (Aigouy

and LeBivic, 2016) and as I have shown that there is PCP symmetry present before

cell intercalation, it might be postulated that Baz asymmetries are also present at

this stage. Baz is found unilaterally on the adjoining CC-CC AJs and bilaterally on

the central CC-CC AJ. It is not known what the role of these asymmetries are but

as I have shown, Baz is not required for CC intercalation and nor is PCP signalling.

The global cues that orient PCP are still poorly understood. There are two main

examples of types of orienting global cue: concentration gradients and mechani-

cal forces (Butler and Wallingford, 2017). My work suggests that neither of these

global cues are used in the CCs. Previous work has shown that a T1 transition can

be used to orient PCP in the mammalian skin (Aw et al., 2016). However, for the

CCs, PCP asymmetries are found before the cell intercalation occurs. This suggests

that within the CCs an as yet undiscovered mechanism is at play to orient the PCP

proteins.

4.3.6. CC intercalation can be disrupted by external forces

Mydata shows that althoughCC intercalation is drivenby intrinsic forces, extrinsic

forces can block its progression. When CCs are ectopically attached to the IOCs, CC

intercalation is inhibited suggesting that increased tension along the shrinking AJ
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might overwhelm the intrinsicmechanisms that drive intercalation. Therefore the

PPCs are required to insulate the CCs from the high tension generated by the IOCs.

Expression of Notchfa-g generates multiple cells surrounding the CCs but does not

inhibit CC intercalation. However I would hypothesise that these cells do not gen-

erate high tension explaining why CC intercalation is not disrupted.

A test of the necessity of PPC insulation for CC intercalation, would be to trigger

apoptosis of the PPCs. Unfortunately there is currently no driver speciically for

the PPCs so they cannot be targeted by genetic means. Laser ablation would be

a good alternative to trigger apoptosis. I attempted this but was only successful

on one occasion. CCs that had just started the AJ elongation stage reverted back

to their original coniguration upon apoptosis of one PPC. This preliminary data

suggests that the PPCs are required for CC intercalation to protect the CCs from the

IOCs, though this experimentwould need to be repeated tomake irm conclusions.

It would be interesting to test whether other tissues have mechanisms at play to

mitigate the effect of high forces from neighbouring cells. For example, does the

germ band have mechanisms in place that ensure extrinsic forces from surround-

ing cells do not inhibit intercalation? The beginning of germ band extension over-

laps in timewithmesoderm invagination. Cell intercalation in the germband elon-

gates along the A/P axis of the embryo, whereas the neighbouring mesoderm ex-

erts potentially opposing forces along the D/V axis. Work from the Leptin lab has

shownhow cells between the ectodermand the presumptivemesoderm stretch as

the mesoderm undergoes invagination (Rauzi et al., 2015). Potentially this could

be a mechanism to prevent opposing forces from mesoderm invagination being

applied to the germ band and allow cell intercalation to proceed.
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4.3.7. Why do CCs intercalate?

It is not clear what the role of cell intercalation is in the CCs. The retina appears to

have relatively normal organisation when cell intercalations are inhibited, due to

mamDN expression for example. Adult lies do not have signiicantly rough eyes

but are identiiable by some slight bristle mis-positioning. As the CCs are respon-

sible for lens secretion (Wolff andReady, 1991a), itwould be interesting to analyse

in more detail the structure of the lens when cell intercalation is blocked, poten-

tially by using electron microscopy. Furthermore, it would be interesting to per-

form behavioural assays to test whether the vision of the ly is affected when CC

intercalation is inhibited.
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5. The role of the MyoII medial meshwork in

heterogeneous tissue patterning

5.1. Introduction

In heterogeneous epithelial tissues, multiple different cell shapes must be gener-

ated concurrently amongst directly neighbouring cells. The actomyosin cytoskele-

ton is a major regulator of epithelial cell shape (Levayer and Lecuit, 2012; Mun-

jal and Lecuit, 2014; Gorinkiel, 2016; Lecuit et al., 2011; Heisenberg and Bel-

laïche, 2013). The MyoII cytosolic medial meshwork, which is distinct from the

AJ-associatedpool (Levayer andLecuit, 2012), has been shown to contribute to the

regulation of cell morphogenesis in homogeneous tissues, such as the germ band

or themesoderm (Rauzi et al., 2010; Collinet et al., 2015; Fernandez-Gonzalez and

Zallen, 2011; Sawyer et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2009). However, whether and how

the MyoII medial meshwork is employed during the morphogenesis of heteroge-

neous epithelia is not well understood. Particularly, what forces are generated by

a group of heterogeneous cells and how these are balanced across the tissue has

not been extensively studied.

As I have presented in Chapter3, during ommatidium development, the CCs, PPCs

and IOCs undergo different types ofmorphogenesis concurrently. During this pro-

cess they are mechanically coupled through their AJs such that the forces gener-

ated by one cell can be transmitted to neighbouring cells. Previous studies have

shown that adhesion and cell sorting play a key role in patterning of cells within

the ommatidium (see section 1.6.2 of the Introduction) (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Bao

et al., 2010; Hayashi and Carthew, 2004; Käfer et al., 2007). However the role of

MyoII and how it interfaces with adhesion is less well understood. Recent work

has shown how the adhesion molecule, Ncad, contributes to determination of CC
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shape by inducing asymmetric accumulation of MyoII at CC AJs (Chan et al., 2017).

Additionally, protrusive actin polymerisation has recently been shown to coun-

teract MyoII dependent contractile forces at the AJs in IOCs to ensure robust and

precise cell shape changes during IOC thinning (Del Signore et al., 2018). However

the role of theMyoII cytosolic medial meshwork, as opposed to the pool at the AJs,

has not been investigated during ommatidiummorphogenesis. Here, I investigate

the role of the MyoII medial meshwork in heterogeneous tissue patterning using

the Drosophila ommatidium as a model system. My results indicate that the CCs,

PPCs and IOCs display distinct MyoII medial meshwork properties. My work also

reveals that the MyoII medial meshwork is mechano-sensitive and able to drive

distinct morphogenetic responses tuned by cell type.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Ommatidial cells undergo oscillations in area during

morphogenesis

Ommatidial cells undergo a gradual increase in area over the long timescale

of development (>12 hours) (Chapter3). In other tissues, area changes have

been shown to occur in a pulsatile manner (Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen,

2011; Sawyer et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2009). To test whether this is the

case for ommatidial cells, I quantiied cell apical area and apical perimeter at

high time resolution, every 4.3 secs, at the three different stages of ommatidial

morphogenesis: ‘Early’, ‘Mid’ and ‘Late’. I found the same results for area and

perimeter so here I present data on area (data on perimeter is in AppendixFig-

ureB.4A-H). All ommatidial cell types undergo pulsatile luctuations in apical area

(Figure5.1A). Pulsatile behaviour is evident when examining absolute change

in area or when calculating rate of change in area (Figure5.1A-B). Interestingly,

there are differences in the amplitude of luctuations between the different cell
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types. PPCs exhibit the highest rate of area change followed by IOCs then CCs

(Figure5.1C-E). In contrast, the median cycle length of pulses (deined as the time

between subsequent peaks in rate of area change) did not signiicantly differ

by cell type, with 39.2 secs (30.5-47.9 secs) for PPCs (median and interquartile

range) compared to 43.5 secs (34.8-52.2 secs) for IOCs and 43.5 secs (34.8-52.2

secs) for CCs (Kruskal-Wallis test, n.s. p=0.1472) (Figure5.1F-G). The consistency

of cycle length of luctuations in area change between cells likely relects the

Figure 5.1: Ommatidial cells undergo oscillations in area during morphogenesis A)

Apical area over time for one of each ommatidial cell type. B) Rate of change of apical

area over time for the same cells shown in A). C) Distribution of area change rate for the

three ommatidial cell types. D) Distribution of pulse amplitudes of luctuations in area

change rate for the three ommatidial cell types. E)Median pulse amplitude of luctuations

in area change rate for the three ommatidial cell types (Kruskal-Wallis test, p<0.0001,

post-hoc Dunn’s multiple comparisons tests: PPC-CC p<0.0001, PPC-IOC p<0.0001, CC-

IOC p<0.0001). F) Distribution of cycle lengths of pulses in area change rate for the three

ommatidial cell types. G) Median cycle lengths of area change rate for the three omma-

tidial cell types (Kruskal-Wallis test, p=0.1472). H) Mean apical area for PPC, CC and IOC

at three stages of morphogenesis. Error bars: E,G) = 95% conidence interval (C.I.), H) =

S.D.
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fact that the different cells types are all connected through their AJs and must

luctuate in sync to maintain a coherent tissue.

Cycle lengths have been reported before for other types of epithelial cells: germ

band cells have average apical areas of 40µm2 and areas luctuate with an average

cycle length of 147.0±43.5 secs (Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2011), meso-

derm cells have an average apical area of 10-40µm2 and an average cycle length

of 82.8±48 secs (Martin et al., 2009) and amnioserosa cells have an average api-

cal area of 100-200µm2 and an average cycle length of 230±76 secs (Solon et al.,

2009). Average apical areas in the retina vary from 43.4±14.2µm2 for the PPCs,

9.4±1.8µm2 for the IOCs and 5.9±3.0µm2 for the CCs (Figure5.1H). Across the

other tissues there appears to be a trend of larger cells having longer cycle lengths

(Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2011). The ommatidial cells it this trend as they

include cells of the smallest apical area and have the fastest cycle times. However

within the ommatidium, although the cell types have different apical areas, their

areas luctuate with the same average cycle length. This potentially suggests that

in theommatidium, the smallest cells of the tissue set the cycle length for the larger

cells.

Overall, these data suggest that ommatidial cell apical areas luctuate, with all cell

types luctuating at the same speed but with different amplitudes depending on

cell type. This conirms that thedifferent ommatidial cell typeshavedifferentmor-

phogenetic behaviours.

5.2.2. Ommatidial cells have distinct medial meshwork proper-

ties

The actomyosin cytoskeleton has been shown to underlie apical area luctuations

in other developing tissues (Martin et al., 2009; Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen,

2011; Sawyer et al., 2011). I therefore examined the localisation and dynamics
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of the actomyosin cytoskeleton in ommatidial cells during morphogenesis. Chap-

ter3 goes into detail about the localisation of the AJ pool of MyoII over time, so

here I focus on the medial pool. To visualise the localisation of MyoII, I imaged

SqhGFP driven by the sqh promoter in a sqhAX3 mutant background at the ‘Early’,

‘Mid’ and ‘Late’ stages of ommatidial morphogenesis. I observed that SqhGFP lo-

calises to a dynamicmedialmeshwork in the apical region of each cell (Figure5.2A,

AppendixMovie5). This meshwork is continuous yet has regions of peaks in My-

oII intensity, which I will call nodes. Following these nodes over time suggests

that these are regions where MyoII lows inwards and coalesces, reminiscent of

pulses described previously (Martin et al., 2009; Roh-Johnson et al., 2012; Mun-

jal et al., 2015; Vasquez et al., 2014). However, contrary to the constricting cells

in the mesoderm where the MyoII medial meshwork presents a radial symmetry

and pulses towards one central node (Mason et al., 2016), ommatidial cells con-

tain multiple co-existing nodes of MyoII. To visualise these nodes in more detail,

I generated kymographs along a line down the centre of each cell (Figure5.2B).

Kymographs demonstrate that nodes arise at different positions and at different

time points in each cell. Node traces in CC kymographs are straight suggesting

CC nodes are more stable in space than that of PPCs and IOCs. Additionally, IOCs

have generally higher intensities ofMyoII and an apparent higher density of nodes

than PPCs or CCs (Figure5.2B). Overall, the kymographs indicate that there may

be differences in MyoII properties in the different cell types.

To further investigatewhether the different cell types of the ommatidiumhave dif-

ferent MyoII properties, I used Particle Image Velocity (PIV) (Tseng et al., 2012).

It is known that during a contractile pulse, MyoII signal is displaced in the plane of

the apical cortex in a process known as advection (Rauzi et al., 2010; Munjal et al.,

2015). Therefore I measured advection using PIV by calculating velocity of the

vector ield. I found that the velocity of MyoII motion varies between cell types

and over time. Firstly by estimating the mean velocity for each frame for each
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Figure 5.2: Ommatidial cells have distinct medial meshwork properties A)

sqhAX3;sqhGFP; ommatidium showingMyoII localisation to an extensivemedialmeshwork

across all cell types. B)Kymographs showingMyoII intensity along a line through the cen-

tre of each cell, indicated by red line in diagram, for each cell type over time along the X-

axis. Intensity values are comparable between images. C)Histogramshowingdistribution

of MyoII velocities for each cell type. D) Bar graph showing median velocity of MyoII at

each stage of morphogenesis for each cell type (Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s post-hoc tests,

p<0.0001 for all tests except Early PPC-IOC where p=0.5545). E) Contractility (mean di-

vergence) over time for one of each cell type. F) Rate of change of contractility for cells

shown in E). G) Distribution of contractility rates for the three ommatidial cell types. H)

Distribution of pulse amplitudes for luctuations in contractility rates for each cell type. I)

Median pulse amplitudes of luctuations in contractility rates for each cell type (Kruskal-

Wallis test, p<0.0001, Dunn’s post-hoc tests: PPC-CCp<0.0001, PPC-IOCp<0.0001, CC-IOC

p=0.0586). J) Distribution of pulse cycle lengths for luctuations in contractility rates for

each cell type. K) Median pulse cycle length for luctuations in contractility rates for each

cell type (Kruskal-Wallis test, p<0.0001, Dunn’s post-hoc tests: PPC-CCp<0.0001, PPC-IOC

p=0.0011, CC-IOC p=0.0367). Error bars = 95%C.I.
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ommatidial cell type, I found that cell types had overlapping but distinct velocity

distributions (Figure5.2C). PPCs had on average the highest velocity followed by

IOCs and then CCs (Figure5.2C). Splitting the data by stage of development shows

that there is a global increase inmedian velocity at the ‘Mid’ stage for all cell types,

which then decreases for the ‘Late’ stage (Figure5.2D). The ordering relationship

between cell types remained consistent over time, however IOCs were more sim-

ilar to PPCs at the ‘Early’ stage and more similar to CCs at the ‘Late’ stage (Fig-

ure5.2D). Therefore MyoII motion varies by cell type and over time.

During a pulse, MyoII lows inwards towards the centre of the pulse and accord-

ingly, lows away from the centre of the pulse during pulse disassembly (Munjal

et al., 2015; Vasquez et al., 2014). In this context, we calculated the divergence

of the vector ield generated by PIV as a proxy for medial meshwork contractil-

ity. As ommatidial cells do not show distinct individual nodes of pulse movement

and instead have a continuous, multi-nodal meshwork (Figure5.2A-B), I spatially

averaged divergence dynamics over the whole apical area. Although this method

will not give information about individual nodes, it will provide an overview of the

strength of contractility for the whole network, which we can relate to apical area

luctuations. With this approach, I found that the medial meshwork contractil-

ity (as calculated by mean divergence of MyoII displacement) was pulsatile in all

cell types with periods of contraction (pulse assembly, mean divergence<0) and

relaxation (pulse disassembly, mean divergence>0) (Figure5.2E). When consider-

ing the luctuations in rate of change of contractility, PPCs have lower pulse am-

plitudes than the other cells types, suggesting PPCs change contractility strength

more slowly than IOCs or CCs (Figure5.2F-I). All ommatidial cell types showed

comparable distributions of pulse cycle lengths, however themedian cycle lengths

differed; PPCs hadmarginally longer cycle lengths followed by IOCs then CCs (Fig-

ure5.2J-K). This suggests that PPCs exert more consistent forces on their neigh-

bours whereas IOCs and CCs show greater variation in the forces exerted on the
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PPCs. Overall, ommatidial cell types present a great heterogeneity in the pulsatile

and motile properties of their MyoII medial meshwork. This demonstrates that

in heterogeneous tissues, different cell types vary not only by their fate or shape,

but also by their actomyosin activity and therefore the forces they exert on their

neighbours during development.

5.2.3. Medial meshwork dynamics underlie cell apical area

changes

As ommatidial cells show luctuations in both apical area and in MyoII contractil-

ity, I aimed to investigate whether there was a relationship between MyoII con-

tractility and apical area. From imaging ommatidia in which the MyoII was la-

belled with SqhGFP concurrently with the AJs labelled with EcadTomato (Huang

et al., 2009), I observed that formation of pulses of MyoII intensity often occurred

in tandem with changes in cell apical area (Figure5.3A, AppendixMovie5). To test

whether MyoII activity underlies apical area luctuations, I cross-correlated the

rate of apical area change with the MyoII contraction rate (as measured by mean

divergence) (Figure5.3B-C). For the PPCs and IOCs, I found a strong correlation

(Figure5.3D). The strongest correlation occurred at an average time lag of -11±3

secs (mean±SEM) for PPCs and -12±1 secs for IOCs, indicating that the peak of ac-

tomyosin contractility precedes the peak of apical area contraction (Figure5.3D).

This relationshipheld for thedifferent stages of development. This value is in good

agreement with examples previously reported for other tissues (for example, a 15

sec time delay between changes in medial MyoII and cell area has been reported

for the germ band (Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2011)).

Interestingly, the correlation between cell apical area and MyoII contraction was

not as strong in the case of the CCs (Figure5.3D). There was no consistent peak in

correlation across multiple cells. The weak correlation in the CCs suggests their
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Figure 5.3: Medial meshwork dynamics underlie cell apical area changes A) High

magniication images of a pulse of MyoII assembling and disassembling in a PPC. MyoII is

labelled with SqhGFP (green) and AJs are labelled with EcadTomato (red). AJs of PPC out-

lined with white dotted line. Note how PPC contracts as MyoII pulse assembles and then

relaxes as pulse disassembles. B) Contractility change rate and area change rate over time

for one IOC. C) Temporal cross correlation of contractility change rate with area change

rate for cell shown in B). D) Heatmap showing temporal cross-correlation for multiple

cells of each ommatidial cell type. Each row represents an individual cell (n=9 omma-

tidia).

MyoII medial meshwork luctuations are less instructive in changing apical area.

Altogether these observations suggest that the dynamics of the medial meshwork

underlies the ommatidial apical area luctuations in the PPCs and IOCs. However

these values are less strongly correlated for the CCs.

5.2.4. Reduced MyoII dynamics inluences cell morphology

The above results suggest that luctuations in medial meshwork contractility un-

derlie apical area luctuations in the PPCs and IOCs. In order to test more directly

whetherMyoII is required for ommatidial cells to determine their shape, I decided

to make use of laser ablation. Laser ablation within the centre of the apical do-
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main of a PPC triggered destabilisation of the medial meshwork over the entire

cell (Figure5.4A, AppendixMovie6-7). To analyse the effect of loss of PPC medial

meshwork on PPC morphology, I quantiied the changes in apical area and cell

shape. Medial meshwork abrogation was accompanied by an increase in ablated

PPC apical area (Figure5.4B, AppendixMovie7). Loss of themedial meshwork also

triggered a cell shape change; the PPC increased in length along themajor and the

minor axes (Figure5.4C). The shape and size changes of thePPCaftermedialmesh-

work abrogation suggest that the medial meshwork is necessary for maintaining

the shape and apical area of the PPCs during morphogenesis.

Figure 5.4: MyoII medial meshwork is essential for ommatidial cell morphology A)

Timecourse showing AJs labelled with EcadGFP after ablation of the medial meshwork

in left PPC. Region of ablation marked with red star. Cell outlines before ablation super-

imposed on each image with white dotted line. B) Ablated PPC apical area change over

time after ablation A(T)/A(0), A=apical area (n=14 ommatidia). C) Ablated PPC aspect ra-

tio change over time after ablation AR(T)/AR(0), AR=aspect ratio (n=14 ommatidia). Error

bars = S.E.M.

In order to further test the role of medial meshwork properties in determining

ommatidial cellmorphology, I genetically perturbedmeshworkdynamics. We rea-

soned that the large size and high MyoII velocity of the PPCs made them a good

candidate to test the effect of decreasing MyoII dynamics on cell morphology. To
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this end, I targeted Sds22, the regulatory subunit that binds to the catalytic subunit

of phosphatase PP1A and confers speciicity to MyoII (Grusche et al., 2009). I ex-

pressed sds22RNAi in individual PPCs using HS clones to displace the equilibrium

toward hyper-phosphorylation of MyoII. PPCs expressing sds22RNAi had a signi-

icantly decreased medial meshwork velocity compared to neighbouring WT PPCs

(Figure5.5A-B) (Mann-Whitney U test, p<0.0001). Nevertheless, MyoII contrac-

tility (as assessed through calculation of mean divergence of MyoII displacement)

remainedpulsatile (Figure5.5C) and the contractility ratewas not signiicantly dif-

ferent to WT (Figure5.5D,G,H). There was a trend towards decreasing pulse cycle

lengths, however this was not signiicant. (Figure5.5E-F). The effect of sds22RNAi

on MyoII at AJs was minimal under these experimental conditions as shown by

quantiication of AJ SqhGFP intensity in the PPC-IOC AJs (Figure5.5I). Therefore,

expression of sds22RNAi perturbs speciically theMyoIImedialmeshwork activity,

decreasing velocity and increasing rate of pulsation.

To test whether this genetic perturbation of the MyoII medial meshwork proper-

ties affected cell morphology, I quantiied cell apical area. Firstly, I calculated the

average cell area, i.e. the area around which cells luctuate. Average area was sig-

niicantly decreased for PPCs expressing sds22RNAi (Figure5.5J-K). Interestingly,

there was a concomitant increase in average area of the paired WT PPC in af-

fected ommatidia (Figure5.5K). Examining area luctuations over time revealed

that sds22RNAi expressing PPCs still underwent luctuations in area and had com-

parable rate of area change and pulse cycle length to WT cells (Figure5.5L-O).

Therefore genetically changing MyoII velocity leads to a change in average api-

cal area but not the dynamics of luctuations around this. Overall, these data show

how manipulation of properties of the MyoII medial meshwork can inluence the

cell shape of ommatidial cells.
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Figure 5.5: Genetic perturbation of medial meshwork properties inluences cell

morphology legend on next page.
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Figure 5.5: (continued) A)Velocity distribution forMyoII inWTvs sds22RNAi expressing

PPCs. B)Median velocity ofMyoII is signiicantly different betweenWTand sds22RNAi ex-

pressing cells (Mann-Whitney U test, p<0.0001). C) Rate of change of contractility (mean

divergence) over time for oneWTPPC and one PPC expressing sds22RNAi. D)Distribution

of rate of change of contractility for WT vs sds22RNAi. E) Distribution of cycle lengths of

contractility pulses for WT vs sds22RNAi (n=5 ommatidia). F) Median cycle length is not

signiicantly different between WT and sds22RNAi (Mann-Whitney U test, p=0.5049). G)

Distribution of amplitudes of pulses in contractility for WT vs sds22RNAi. H) Median am-

plitudes of contractility pulses is not signiicantly different between WT and sds22RNAi

(Mann-Whitney U test, p=0.9825). I) Quantiication of MyoII intensity on the PPC-IOC AJ

for WT and sds22RNAi expressing cells paired by ommatidia. J) Single PPC HS clone ex-

pressing sds22RNAi. Clone marked by the presence of mCherry. K) Area of PPCs express-

ing sds22RNAi, WT PPCs in the same ommatidia and WT PPCs in unaffected ommatidia

(n= 176, 176, 254 ommatidia respectively, one-way ANOVA, p<0.0001). L) Rate of area

change over time for one WT PPC and one PPC expressing sds22RNAi. M) Distribution of

rate of area change for WT vs sds22RNAi. N) Distribution of cycle lengths for pulses in

area change forWT vs sds22RNAi. O) Median cycle length of area change pulses is not sig-

niicantly different between WT and sds22RNAi (Mann-Whitney U test, p=0.8445). Error

bars: B,F,H,O) = 95%C.I., I,K) = S.D.

5.2.5. Heterogenous cells respond to forces from their neigh-

bours to different extents

I have shown that ommatidial cells are heterogeneous in theirmorphogenesis and

in their MyoII medial meshwork properties. Next, I investigated how these cells

come together to build the invariant patterned ommatidium. To this end, I inves-

tigated two different aspects of morphogenesis: (i) whether heterogenous cells

can sense forces from their neighbours, and (ii) whether they are able to respond

to those forces. To stimulate a change in the balance of forces within the omma-

tidium, I ablated the MyoII medial meshwork in one PPC and then measured how

the different cell types were affected by this perturbation (referred to as ‘extrin-

sic force perturbation’ going forward) (Figure5.6A, AppendixMovie7). The neigh-

bouring cell types within the ommatidium varied in their response to extrinsic

force perturbation. The IOCs in direct contact with the extrinsic force perturba-

tion deformed in shape but retained constant area (Figure5.6B-C). Whereas, IOCs

on the opposite side of the ommatidium did not signiicantly deform in area or as-

pect ratio (Figure5.6B-C). Interestingly, extrinsic force perturbation did not lead
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Figure 5.6: Heterogenous cells respond to forces from their neighbours to differ-

ent extents A) Montage showing response of cells after medial meshwork ablation in left

PPC. MyoII is labelled by SqhGFP (green). Red star indicates point of laser ablation. Cell

shapes are outlined in white on irst frame and overlaid on subsequent frames to indicate

cell shape changes. B)Apical area change over time after ablation, A(T)/A(0), A=apical area

(n=14 ommatidia). C) Aspect ratio change over time after ablation, AR(T)/AR(0), AR=as-

pect ratio (n=14 ommatidia). D) Ratio of apical area change before and after ablation for

the CCs, PPCs and IOCs for four different regions of ablation (n numbers are reported in

panel). A one sample T-test was performed to test whether ratios are signiicantly differ-

ent from 1, asterisk = p<0.05. Error bars: B,C) = S.E.M., D) = S.D.
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to any signiicant change in apical area or aspect ratio of the CCs even though two

CCs are direct neighbours (Figure5.6B-C). Conversely, the unablated paired PPC

deformed signiicantly by shrinking in area and changing its height/width ratio

(Figure5.6B-C). Altogether, this irstly shows that cells that are not in direct con-

tact with the extrinsic force perturbation (IOCs on the opposite side of the om-

matidium) do not mount a response, probably relecting the fact that they do not

share AJs and therefore forces are not directly transmitted. Secondly, contacting

ommatidial cells are able to respond to extrinsic force perturbation, but to differ-

ent extents depending on cell type. Cells can change their shape and/or area in

response to extrinsic forces from neighbouring cells.

The heterogeneous response of the different cell types to mechanical perturba-

tion holds true for ablation of other regions of the ommatidium. I tested ablation

of multiple IOCs along different ommatidial axes and of both PPCs concurrently.

In all cases, the CCs consistently showed the least deformation and PPCs the most

in terms of apical area (Figure5.6D). Therefore, my results demonstrate that dif-

ferent ommatidial cells types vary with the extent of their response tomechanical

perturbations.

5.2.6. MyoII medial meshwork is a mechano-sensitive struc-

ture

In order to investigate the role of themedial meshwork in sensing and responding

to changes in the balance of mechanical forces within the ommatidium, I again

performed the same mechanical perturbation as above: ablation of the medial

meshwork of one PPC. I concurrently imaged SqhGFP and analysed the dynam-

ics of the MyoII medial meshwork by PIV (AppendixMovie6). IOCs, PPCs and CCs

neighbouring the cell in which the medial meshwork has been ablated (extrinsic

force perturbation), underwent an increase in pulse amplitude of luctuations in
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MyoII contractility (measured as mean divergence) after extrinsic force pertur-

bation (Figure5.7A-C). This correlated with an increase in pulse amplitude of the

luctuation in area rate in CCs, PPCs and IOCs (Figure5.7D-E). These data indicate

that after extrinsic force perturbation, all neighbouring cells respond by increas-

ing amplitude of luctuations in MyoII contractility and area change rate. Accord-

ingly, control IOCs which do not directly contact the extrinsic force perturbation

did not undergo an increase in amplitude of luctuations in either MyoII contrac-

tility or apical area (Figure5.7A-E). This result indicates that it is themedial mesh-

work within the cell that senses and responds to changes in extrinsic mechanical

forces.

As shown above (Figure5.6B), and conirmed in Figure5.7D, the intact PPCs un-

dergo a decrease in average area after extrinsic force perturbation whereas the

CCs do not, i.e. although amplitude of luctuations increase for both PPCs and CCs,

the value aroundwhich they luctuate changes for PPCs but not for CCs. To explain

this difference, I examined the change in cycle lengths triggered by extrinsic force

perturbation. After extrinsic force perturbation, CC cycle length of luctuations

in MyoII medial meshwork contractility is comparable to before the perturbation

(Figure5.7F). However the PPCs respond to extrinsic force perturbation with an

immediate long pulse ofMyoII contraction; longer in length than the average pulse

length for these cells (Figure5.7B,F). This suggests that the longer pulse length in

PPCs is responsible for causing the persistent decrease in area of these cells. This

result itswith published observations that longer cycle lengths inMyoII pulsation

lead tomorepersistent deformations in the germband (Clément et al., 2017). IOCs

neighbouring the extrinsic force perturbation show a trend towards an increase

in the cycle length of the irst pulse after ablation however this is not signiicant.

An increase is not observed in the control IOCs.

Therefore the MyoII medial meshwork in all cells neighbouring the mechanical
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Figure 5.7: MyoII medial meshwork is a mechano-sensitive structure A) Diagram to

show position of quantiied cells relative to cell in which medial meshwork has been ab-

lated. PPC where medial meshwork is ablated is marked with red asterisk. B-E) Same

ommatidium quantiied before and after ablation forB) normalisedmean divergence as a

measure of MyoII contractility, C) normalised rate of change of mean divergence, D) nor-

malised apical area, E) normalised rate of apical area change. F)Average length of the irst

MyoII pulse after ablation (n=5 ommatidia, one-way ANOVA p=0.0005, PPC compared to

CC, IOC, control IOC: p<0.05; other comparisons: n.s.) Error bars = S.D.
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perturbation caused by ablation of the medial meshwork in one PPC are able to

mount a response, but do so in different ways in a cell type speciic manner. All

ommatidial cells increase in the amplitude of luctuations of MyoII contractility

which correlates with a concurrent increase in area luctuation amplitude. In con-

trast, only PPCs increase in the cycle length of luctuations in MyoII contractility, a

feature which correlates with a decrease in their average area. This demonstrates

that all cell types sense mechanical perturbations but have different capacities to

respond, mediated by different MyoII medial meshwork responses.

5.2.7. Modelling the ommatidial medial meshwork

Mywork has revealed the importance of theMyoIImedial meshwork in determin-

ing the shape and size of ommatidial cells as well as in contributing to mechano-

sensing. We next aimed to improve our vertex model of the ommatidia by includ-

ing the role of the MyoII medial meshwork.

Altogether, my data suggest that theMyoII medial meshwork inluences the shape

of ommatidial cells in addition to interfacial tension at the AJs. In order to test this

hypothesis, we made use of the vertex model of the ommatidium developed in

collaboration with M. Tozluoglu (described in Chapter3). Use of the vertex model

allows us to separate the contributions of the medial meshwork from interfacial

tension at the AJs. Within our vertex model, the PPCs include extra bonds in the

cytoplasm due to their unusual shape (Figure5.8A). We used these to our advan-

tage to mimic the MyoII medial meshwork. As shown in Chapter3, relaxation of

the model after implementation of the AJ tensions alone does not recapitulate the

organisation of the ommatidium seen in vivo. Notably, the CCs do not have the

correct neighbours and instead mimic the neighbour relationships seen early in

morphogenesis where the A and P CCs contact each other (Figure5.8B). This sim-

ulation indicates that in ourmodel, AJ tensions alone are not suficient tomaintain

the ommatidium in its steady state of morphogenesis, even considering that these
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are parameterised from in vivomeasurements.

Figure 5.8: Modelling the ommatidial medial meshwork A) Schematic showing set up

of model. Each cell is represented as a hexagon. Note that the PPCs contain extra bonds in

the cytoplasmwhichwe use tomodel the PPCmedialmeshwork. B-D)Relaxed simulation

outputs at changing strengths of the MyoII medial meshwork in PPCs. B) MyoII medial

meshwork strength is zero, C) MyoII medial meshwork strength is 40% of base tension;

the CCs reach a four-way vertex. D)MyoIImedialmeshwork is 70%of base tension; CCs in

WT topology. E) Average width of PPC at ive deined positions along its length, indicated

by the red lines. (20%APF n=58, 30%APF n=62). Error bars: S.D. Panels A-D) courtesy of

M. Tozluoglu.

M. Tozluoglu then introduced the PPC medial meshwork into the simulation

and relaxed the system for varying levels of tension of this meshwork. The CC

neighbour relations and the PPC cell shape remained aberrant for PPCmeshwork

strengths below 60% of the base tension (Figure5.8B-C). For tensile strengths

between 30% and 60% of base tension, the CCs were arranged all in contact

with each other at a four-way vertex (Figure5.8B). Only for values above 60%

of base tension, the CCs exhibited an arrangement mimicking that seen in vivo

(Figure5.8D). As the strength of the MyoII medial meshwork increased, the area

distribution of the PPCs in different regions changed: the PPCs thinned in the

middle and a higher percentage of cell area accumulated at the top and bottom
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of the cell (Figure5.8 compare B to D). This PPC shape is in good agreement with

that measured in vivo (Figure5.8E). Altogether these data demonstrate that the

MyoII medial meshwork plays a role beyond the AJ-associatedMyoII in regulating

ommatidial cell shape and size.

5.3. Discussion

My work shows that the MyoII cytosolic medial meshwork is essential for regu-

lating the morphology of ommatidial cells. Furthermore it is a mechano-sensitive

structure, allowing cells to sense forces originating from their neighbours. How-

ever, the degree of cellular response is tuned according to ommatidial cell type.

Interestingly, this means that different cells can mount distinct responses when

challenged by extrinsic forces. The ability of different ommatidial cell types to

mount distinct responses likely relects an essential feature of heterogeneous tis-

sues. If all cells responded in the same way, this could potentially lead to their

distinct shapes being homogenised.

The role of adhesion and of AJ-associatedMyoII has previously been implicated in

patterning of the ommatidium (Bao and Cagan, 2005; Bao et al., 2010; Hayashi and

Carthew, 2004; Käfer et al., 2007; Chan et al., 2017; Del Signore et al., 2018) but the

inluence of theMyoIImedialmeshworkhadnot been investigated. Here, we show

that the MyoII medial meshwork is an additional essential player in regulation of

cell shape within the ommatidium. The MyoII medial meshwork is intricately in-

terlinkedwith the AJ-associatedMyoII (Levayer and Lecuit, 2012), therefore there

are likely inter-regulations between these factors.

Futurework should focus ondetermining the interplay between adhesion, theMy-

oII medial meshwork and the AJ-associated MyoII pool during ommatidial mor-

phogenesis. Actomyosin at the AJ has been implicated in dissipating forces gener-

ated by the medial meshwork to drive persistent deformations during germ band
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extension (Clément et al., 2017). Therefore it would be interesting to investigate

the turnover of the AJ-associated actomyosin in the context of our laser ablation

experiments. One prediction would be that there is greater turnover in the PPCs

compared to the CCs and that this could contribute to the difference in their re-

spective responses to ablation: turnover in the PPCs could dissipate forces driving

their persistent deformations, whereas lack of turnover in the CCs could explain

why luctuations in CC area are reversible.

A caveat to our experiments is that we only analysed the localisation and move-

ments of MyoII. It can be argued that MyoII distribution alone is not suficient to

predict contractility as this is also dependent on the underlying actin architecture

(Reymann et al., 2012). Therefore in the future, it would be beneicial to addition-

ally image actin activity in these cells to conirm our observations.

5.3.1. The MyoII medial meshwork plays a vital role in regulat-

ing ommatidial cell shape

MyoIImedialmeshwork luctuations have been shown tounderlie apical area luc-

tuations in homogeneous tissues (Martin et al., 2009; Fernandez-Gonzalez and Za-

llen, 2011; Sawyer et al., 2011). Here, I show the irst example that this is also the

case in heterogeneous tissues which can include non-epithelial cell types. Addi-

tionally, I show that the medial meshwork is an essential component to the main-

tenance of cell shape, as when abrogated by laser ablation, cells lose shape and

size regulations. However, I cannot rule out that laser ablation does not also in-

luence the AJ-associated MyoII due to the close relationship between these two

pools.

We used our vertex model of the ommatidium, established in Chapter3, to show

that the medial meshwork is required, supplementary to regulations at the AJs,

in shaping the overall ommaitidium. As discussed in Chapter3, although previous
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models of the ommatidium ind that interfacial tensions are suficient to recapitu-

late the topology of the ommatidium (namely the neighbour relations of the CCs)

(Käfer et al., 2007; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008), our parameterisation based on inter-

facial tensions estimated from in vivomeasurements is not suficient. We believe

the difference lies in the fact that prior models used alternative parameterisation

methods (Käfer et al., 2007; Hilgenfeldt et al., 2008). In our model, addition of the

medial meshwork in the PPCs was required to recapitulate ommatidial topology.

However, as shown in Chapter4, disruption of both the medial and AJ-associated

MyoII in the CCs and PPCs concurrently does not signiicantly affect CC intercala-

tion, potentially contradicting the model. Therefore to test the model predictions

in vivo, it would be necessary to speciically disrupt the medial meshwork of My-

oII in just the PPCs. We plan to further use the model to ask questions about the

interplay between the different cells types through the MyoII medial meshwork.

5.3.2. Heterogeneous cells have different actomyosin proper-

ties

We show that ommatidial cells can not only be considered as heterogeneous in

shape and size, but also with respect to their MyoII medial meshwork properties.

When investigating mechanisms of morphogenesis, the assumption can be made

that all cells exert similar forces on their neighbours in a homogeneous tissue. My

data indicate that this assumption does not hold true for heterogeneous tissues.

Distinct cell types contained within the ommatidium have distinct medial mesh-

work properties, suggesting they exert varying forces on their neighbours. The

PPCs would be predicted to exert more constant, persistent forces on their neigh-

bours whereas the IOCs luctuate more in the forces they produce.

Although ommatidial cells differ by MyoII properties, we ind the pulsation rate

of their luctuations in area is consistent amongst all ommatidial cell types. This
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likely relects the fact that the different cells are connected to one another through

their AJs. In order to maintain a coherent tissue, the cells must cycle at the same

rate otherwise therewould bemechanical conlictswhich could lead to tissue rup-

tures. Comparison of cycle lengths in differentDrosophila tissues shows a positive

correlation between cell size and cycle length (Solon et al., 2009; Martin et al.,

2009; Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2011). My data its with these observa-

tions as the CCs are the smallest cell type considered and the ommatidium has the

fastest reported cycle lengths. Consistentwith this, I hypothesise that the smallest

cell sets the cycle length for the tissue.

Our result showing that ommatidial cells have differentmedialmeshwork proper-

ties, leads to the question of how this can be the case. There are two possible hy-

potheses: MyoII dynamics are encodedby cell fate orMyoII dynamics are an emer-

gent property based on cell size and shape. Previous work in vitro has shown that

in disordered networks, velocity of contraction scales with the area of the region

of actomyosin activation (Linsmeier et al., 2016). Although Imeasure a correlation

between apical area and MyoII speed, the difference in cell sizes is comparatively

much larger than the observed difference in velocity. This would argue against

velocity being solely an outcome of cell apical area. Cell fate could regulate MyoII

properties by regulating the expression of different actomyosin crosslinkers, bind-

ing proteins or upstream pathway components. Further work to disentangle the

effect of cell area versus cell speciication onMyoII velocity is required. This could

be achieved experimentally by the use of mutations that increase the number of

PPCs, maintaining cell fate but leading to a decrease in cell apical area. Addition-

ally, an in vivo DamID-based approach (TaDa) (Southall et al., 2013) performed

on the respective ommatidial cell types might prove useful to identify cell speciic

transcriptional programmes of MyoII regulation.
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5.3.3. Heterogeneous cells respond differently to forces

During ommatidiummorphogenesis, cells of very different shapes and sizes must

be generated concurrently whilst mechanically connected to distinct neighbours.

For example, the IOCs strongly contract as they thin, whilst the neighbouring PPCs

increase in size and the CCs perform a cell intercalation (quantiied in Chapter3).

An open question is whether cells in heterogeneous tissues transmit and sense

forces from their neighbours and whether they are able to respond to forces. I

used laser ablation to test this: ablation was used to change the forces emanating

from one cell (extrinsic force perturbation), and from this we were able to gauge

the ability of neighbouring cells to respond. Our data show that the medial mesh-

work in all cells is able to sense forces from the neighbouring cells and drive cell

type-speciic responses throughmodulating cell apical area and shape. In all cells,

MyoII pulse amplitude increases after extrinsic force perturbationwhich drives an

increase in amplitude of area luctuations. This could be a mechanism to increase

luidity to maintain tissue integrity while particular cells produce forces during

morphogenesis (Vasquez et al., 2014). However, only the PPCs increase the dura-

tion of their initial pulse of MyoII contractility after extrinsic force perturbation.

The longer cycle length is likely to be what drives the decrease in their average

apical area. It has previously been shown that increasing pulse duration by opti-

cal tweezers increases persistence of AJ length changes and makes them less re-

versible (Clément et al., 2017). Overall, the MyoII dynamics of each cell type is

tuned so that each cell can mount different responses.
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6. Glial CCs direct PR morphogenesis through

mechanical coninement

6.1. Introduction

The role of glial cells in supporting neuronal development and function is well es-

tablished (Parker and Auld, 2006; Villegas, 2003; Losada-Perez, 2018). Glia sup-

port neurons through, for example, regulation of synaptic function and connectiv-

ity (Danjo et al., 2011; Eroglu and Barres, 2010). Additionally, it has also emerged

that glia regulate the morphogenesis of neurons through shaping the growth of

neuronal projections, such as axons (Edenfeld et al., 2005). This can be through

provision of permissive growth substrates (Lu et al., 2006; Georges et al., 2006)

or providing guidance cues, such as Slit (Kidd et al., 1999; Evans, 2016). However

whether glial cells have a direct mechanical impact on sensory cell body morpho-

genesis is not clear. Sensory neurons, such as PRs or inner ear hair cells, have

complex cell body morphologies for receiving information from the environment,

in addition to extending projections to synapse with other neurons (Rister et al.,

2013). The abundance of glial cells in the nervous system and their close appo-

sition to developing neurons make glial cells a good candidate to be involved in

regulating neuronal morphogenesis.

Within the Drosophila ommatidium, the PR neurons sit as a cluster entirely sur-

rounded by accessory glial-like cells (Cagan andReady, 1989a; Longley andReady,

1995). Adult PRs have a specialised cell body containing the light gathering or-

ganelle, the rhabdomere, within their apical domain, which is surrounded by the

supportive stalk membrane (Longley and Ready, 1995). The rhabdomere is a rod

of tightly packed microvilli; each microvillus is supported by two actin ilaments

(Arikawa et al., 1990). The RTW lies across the base of the rhabdomere and pro-
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videsmechanical support (Kumar and Ready, 1995; Kumar et al., 1997; Chang and

Ready, 2000; Karagiosis and Ready, 2004). The PRs extend an axon out of the tis-

sue that synapses within the brain. PR morphogenesis occurs whilst they are en-

tirely surrounded by a cage-like structure built by the glial CCs (Cagan and Ready,

1989a; Longley andReady, 1995). Early after PR speciication, theCCs stretchover

the top of the PRs by an unknownmechanism and form a roof above them (Cagan

and Ready, 1989a; Longley and Ready, 1995). I will refer to this process going for-

ward as ‘CC closure’. Subsequently, they extend projections underneath the PRs

that contribute to the retinal loor, enclosing the PRs in a ‘cage’ (Figure1.7D). The

close apposition of the CCs surrounding the PR cell bodies raises the possibility

that the CCs might be required to shape PRs.

The aim of this chapter of my thesis is to use the Drosophila ommatidium as a

model to investigate the interaction between sensory neurons and glial cells dur-

ing morphogenesis. I focus on how the CCs and PRs interact through the use of

mechanical forces. I ind that the glial CCs generate a mechanical coninement

surrounding the PR cell body which is essential for PR morphogenesis. My work

demonstrates that glial cells can interact with neurons throughmechanical forces.

6.2. Results

6.2.1. Interplay between CCs and PRs during early morphogen-

esis

The initial stages of CC and PR morphogenesis are CC closure and PR ingression

(Cagan and Ready, 1989a; Longley and Ready, 1995). These processes have been

studied before through the use of EM (Longley andReady, 1995) and have been re-

vealed to occur concurrently. Firstly, I aimed to conirm these observations using

confocal imaging of ixed samples and live imaging. I took advantage of the time
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Figure 6.1: Description of PR indentation and CC closure A-B) Confocal projections

from a ixed eye disc expressing endogenous EcadGFP showing indentation of PR AJs after

speciication. A) Z-projection through depth of developing ommatidia showing recruit-

ment of PRs. B) Reconstructed XY-projection of same ommatidia as A) showing how the

PR AJs progressively indent below the surface of the retina. White arrows indicate an-

gle and position of distal retinal surface. C) Eye disc expressing UAS-GFP under control

of prosGal4 with AJs labeled with Arm showing timing of switch on of GFP expression.

Number of rows after the MF have been marked. D-F) Confocal projections from a movie

of a live retina expressing EcadGFP taken from subsequent time frames. D) Z-projection

through the depth of the CC AJs. E) Reconstructed XY-projection showing proximo-distal

view of PR AJs at same frames as in D). F) Z-projection through the ommatidium colour

coloured for depth. Note the change in colour of the photoreceptor AJs towards the centre

of the ommatidium showing that they are pushed deeper into the retina during CC closure.

Scale bar = 5µm.

axis set up by MF progression in the eye disc (Wolff and Ready, 1991a) to observe

subsequent stages of morphogenesis. Concurrent with the sequential speciica-

tion of the PRs (Tomlinson and Ready, 1987), I observed that PR AJs undergo a

gradual indentation into the tissue (Figure6.1A-B). To compare timing of PR in-

dentation with timing of CC speciication, I assayed the switch on GFP expression

under control of the prosGal4 promoter (Hayashi et al., 2008; Kauffmann et al.,

1996; Charlton-Perkins et al., 2011) (Figure6.1C). This revealed that PR inden-

tation begins 5-6 rows behind the MF, whereas CC speciication isn’t established

until 12-13 rows behind MF. This observation shows that PR indentation begins
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before CC speciication.

To observe the interplay between CCs and PRs during CC closure, I used spinning

disc microscopy to image CC closure with AJs labelled with endogenous EcadGFP

(Figure6.1D-F, AppendixMovie8). Initially, CC-PR AJsmove proximally into the tis-

sue, leaving the bulk of the CC cell body between the PRs and the tissue surface.

AJs form between adjacent CCs before closure (Figure6.1D). Then, across the top

of the indented PR AJs, the A and P CCs move together and make irst contact. A

new AJ joins the A and P CC and the PRs are completely occluded from the surface.

The remnants of the CC-PR AJs become small half-moon shape AJs at the base of

the CCs. Figure6.1 E and F conirm that PR AJs already indent beneath the surface

of the retina before CC closure. Then, as CCs completely close, PR AJs ingress fully

into the retina (Figure6.1F). These observations conirm that CC closure and PR

ingression are overlapping morphogenetic events.

6.2.2. Genetic ablation of CCs inhibits PR ingression

The fact that CC closure and PR ingression occur concurrently raises the question

of whether CC and PR morphogenesis are dependent on one another. The polar-

ity protein Baz has been shown to be required for the remodelling of the apical-

basal polarity axis in PRs during their morphogenesis (Hong et al., 2003; Walther

and Pichaud, 2010). Therefore mutation of baz provides a means to test whether

PR apical-basal polarity remodelling inluences CCmorphogenesis. Generation of

clones of cells in the retina mutant for bazxi produces PRs with aberrant AJ do-

mains (Figure6.2A’). However CCs still close normally on top of the ommatidium

and present a WT morphology at 40%APF (Figure6.2A). This demonstrates that

proper PR apical-basal polarity is not required for CC morphogenesis.

In order to test whether PR ingression requires input from the CCs, I speciically

induced apoptosis of the CCs just before they would normally close over the PRs.
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Figure 6.2: Genetic ablation of the CCs blocks PR ingression and morphogenesis

A-A’) Clones expressing bazxi marked with absence of GFP. Clone boundary marked with

dotted line. A) Z-projection through CCs, A’) slice at the levels of the PR AJs. B-B”) Expres-

sion of UAS-rpr under control of prosGal4 to remove CCs. Asterisk marks ommatidia in

which all four CCs have undergone apoptosis. Note how PR AJs resemble that of immature

WTPRs before ingression (B’) rather thanmature ingressed PR AJs (B”). C-C’)UAS-rpr ex-

pressed under control of prosGal4 dissected at 40%APF. C) Z-projection through depth of

retina, C’) reconstructed XY-projection of C) showing proximal-distal view of ommatidia.

Red arrow indicates WT PR AJs whereas red arrowhead indicates PR AJs when PRs lose

morphology due to lack of CC constraint. Distal surface of retina indicated by red dotted

line. Scale bars: A,B’,C) = 5µm, B) = 10µm.

To this end, I expressed the pro-apoptotic protein, Rpr (White et al., 1996), speci-

ically in CCs using the prosGal4 driver line. Retinae were dissected after the time

point when CCs should have closed. In ommatidia inwhich all four CCs had under-

gone apoptosis, the PR AJs remain on the surface of the retina and resemble that

of immature PRs, which have yet to ingress (Figure6.2B-B”). This result indicates

that the CCs are required for PR ingression. Overall, these results support amodel

in which the closure of the CCs on top of the PRs pushes the CC-PR AJs inwards,

leading to PR ingression.

The requirement of CCs for PR ingression, raises the question of whether CCs

are required for subsequent PR polarised morphogenesis. To test their require-

ment, I removed CCs by speciic expression of Rpr and then allowed the retinae

to develop to 40%APF and assayed whether PR morphogenesis continues. At

40%APF (a time after initiation of PR apical membrane expansion (Longley and

Ready, 1995)), the PRs lacking CCs extend andbulge above the retinal surface (Fig-

ure6.2C). This suggests that the PRs still amplify their plasma membranes as part

of their proximo-distal expansion, but without the CCs being present, they cannot

adopt their proper morphology or position within the retina.
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6.2.3. Physical constraint of the PRs by the CCs is necessary to

determine their morphology

The CCs could inluence PR morphogenesis through biochemical signalling or

through a mechanical interaction via the cage-like structure they build surround-

ing the PR cell bodies. To distinguish between these possibilities, I next sought to

keep the CCs in place but instead weaken their AJs to disrupt the cage. Reduction

of α-cat has been previously shown to reduce the attachment of Ecad to the actin

cytoskeleton in theDrosophila embryonic epithelium (Cavey et al., 2008) and Ecad

mediated adhesion strength between cell doublets has been shown to require an

intact actin cytoskeleton (Angres et al., 1996). Therefore in order to weaken AJs, I

downregulated α-cat by RNAi speciically in the CCs (Figure6.3A-A’). CCs remain

present upon expression ofα-cat-RNAi so are presumably supplying any unknown

biochemical signals that may be necessary for PR development (Figure6.3A).

However in a subset of ommatidia at 40%APF, PRs do not retain their position

beneath the CCs and break through the CC-CC AJs to protrude above the surface

of the retina (Figure6.3A’). The phenotype of the PRs in these retinae mimic that

seen when CCs are lost through apoptosis (Figure6.2C). This result suggests that

suboptimal levels of α-cat affects the ability of the CCs to resist pushing forces

from the developing PRs. The same PR phenotype was generated by expression

of a baz transgene lacking one of its three PDZ domains (baz∆PDZ1) that our

lab has previously shown to lead to CC AJ failures (R Walther, unpublished. See

AppendixC for more information). These results suggest that the CCs provide a

physical mechanical constraint that is required for PR morphogenesis.

In order to assess how PRmorphology develops over time when CC AJ integrity is

impaired, I used spinning disc microscopy to image retinae expressing baz∆PDZ1

in CCs with all retinal AJs labelled with endogenous EcadGFP (Figure6.3B, Ap-

pendixMovie9). I found that initially CCs close normally on top of the PRs and
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PRs ingress into the retina. This conirms that CC AJs are still initially built but are

weakenedby our geneticmanipulations. However later, the CCs pull apart and this

is followed by extrusion of the PR AJs through the resulting gap gradually over 1-

2hrs (Figure6.3B, AppendixMovie9). Therefore although PRs initially ingress into

the epithelium, forces from the underlying PRs appear to break the CC-CC AJs (Fig-

ure6.3C). PRs then lose their position under the CC layer: they undergo egression

and push out above the apical surface. This suggests that PRs exert force (pre-

sumably during their apical membrane expansion) which the overlying CCs are

required to mechanically resist for proper PR morphogenesis.

Interestingly, weakening of all AJs in the retina by expression of α-catRNAi in

all retinal cells under control of GMRgal4, also leads to the extrusion of PRs

through the retinal surface, however PRs protrude through the IOC-PPC AJs

instead of through the CC-CC AJs (Figure6.3D). Tracking of PR membranes along

the proximo-distal axis of the retina shows that, although PRs are correctly

positioned distal to the CCs at the retinal loor, at the retinal surface they push up

through IOC-PPC AJs. This suggests that any weakness in the overlying ‘roof’ of

cells over the PRs can be ruptured by PR forces. The entire accessory cell layer

acts as a roof against which the PRs push to extend proximally.

WT PRs reorganise their apical-basal polarity domains after ingression to estab-

lish domains that lie parallel to the proximo-distal axis of the retina (Hong et al.,

2003; Pinal and Pichaud, 2011; Longley and Ready, 1995). When CC AJs are weak-

ened, PRs initially begin tophysically rotate their apical domainsduring ingression

but lose this rotation as they protrude through the CCs at a later stage. Therefore,

to assess the organisation of PRapical-basal polarity domainswhen theyhavepro-

truded through the retinal surface, I stained retina in which CC AJs are weakened

by expression baz∆PDZ1 with the apical marker aPKC and the AJ marker Ecad

(Figure6.3E). aPKCwas present on the PRmembrane that extended above the reti-
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Figure 6.3: Physical constraint provided by the CCs is required for PR morphogene-

sis legend on next page.
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Figure 6.3: (continued) A-A’) Confocal projection through ommatidium expressing α-
catRNAi under control of prosGal4 speciically in the CCs at 40%APF. A) Ommatidium

where PRsmaintain position showing CC AJs are still present. A’) PRs pushed through the

CCs when mechanical constraint is lost. B) Confocal Z-projections through CC AJs taken

from successive frames of spinning disc movie of retina expressing baz∆PDZ1 in CCs with

AJs labeled with EcadGFP. Movie initiated at 24%APF. Top row shows ommatidia losing

morphology and bottom row shows neighbouring WT ommatidium from same retina. C)

Schematic to show stages of PR morphogenesis when CC constraint is lost. Compare to

Figure1.7D. D) Confocal projection from above surface of retina through depth of CC AJs

showing PRs pushing through IOC-PPC AJs to protrude above surface of retina. Cluster of

PR nuclei are outlined in green and CCs from same ommatidium outlined in red. E) Re-

constructed XY-slice through retina expressing baz∆PDZ1 in CCs at 40%APF stained for

different polarity markers to assess morphology. Ommatidium on left has WT morphol-

ogy and ommatidium on right has lost PR morphology. F) Reconstructed XY-projection

through ommatidia expressing UAS-rpr in CCs at 40%APF stained for polarity markers.

Ommatidium on left has WTmorphology and ommatidium on right has lost PR morphol-

ogy. G) Successive slices taken from a confocal stack through the depth of the retinae ex-

pressing baz∆PDZ1 in CCs. Depth of slice from distal retinal surface is indicated. Omma-

tidium at top of image has WT morphology and ommatidium at bottom of image has lost

PR morphology. CC (and R7) membranes are labelled with CD8mCherry. R7 membranes

are outlined with white dotted line in merge. Note the difference in the position of the CC

projections. H) Quantiication of PR volume comparing PRs with aberrant morphology to

WT PRs in the same tissue normalised by averageWT volume per image. T-test p<0.0001,

n=40WTommatidia, n=46ommatidiawith aberrant PRmorphology from5 retinae. Error

bars = S.D. Scale bars = 5µm.

nal surface, apical to Ecad staining. aPKC negative membrane was present in the

part of the PRs beneath the retinal surface which represents the basolateral do-

main. This organisation conirms that PRs maintain distinct apical-basal polarity

domains, but that these align with the original axis of the tissue and do not ro-

tate to align along the proximo-distal axis as in WT. I conirmed the localisation of

aPKC and Ecad in PRs where CCs weremissing by expression of prosRpr to ensure

this was general to the PR extrusion and not speciic to expression of baz∆PDZ1

(Figure6.3F).

In WT PRs at 40%APF, there is a visible enrichment of actin and the membrane

glycoprotein Chaoptin (24B10) (Reinke et al., 1988) at the apical domain. How-

ever when PRs are found at the surface of the retina, there is no such increase in

intensity in any part of the cell, including the presumptive apical domain stained

by aPKC, suggesting the possibility that membrane concentration and microvilli
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formation is disrupted (Figure6.3E-F).

In WT retina, CC processes normally extend between the PRs from the CC cell

bodies at the retinal surface to meet in the retinal loor (Longley and Ready,

1995) (Figure1.7D). To assess the organisation of CC processes when PRs pro-

trude through the retinal surface, I marked the CCmembranes with CD8-mCherry

in retinae expressing baz∆PDZ1 under control of prosGal4. This revealed that

when PR morphology is lost, the CC processes no longer interdigitate between

PRs, but remain clustered together and run down the centre of the ommatidium

to the retinal loor (Figure6.3G).

My results so far suggest that the CCs mechanically constrain the PRs as they un-

dergo their proximo-distal expansion. Therefore to get an indication of whether

CCs put a constraint on PR volume, I quantiied the difference in volume of WT

PRs compared to PRs that protrude through the retinal surface in the same retina.

I found that protruded PRs are signiicantly bigger (∼25%) than neighbouringWT

PRs (Figure6.3H). This result shows that PRs are able to achieve a larger sizewhen

they lose the constraint provided by the CCs, demonstrating that CCs put a signi-

icant constraint on the growth space of PRs.

6.2.4. Is coninement by the CC cage required for PR terminal

differentiation?

The defects in early PR morphology in the absence of CC coninement raises the

issue that other, later steps might also be impaired. To address this issue, I ex-

aminedwhether neuronal speciication occurred normally. It has previously been

shown that PRs with defects in morphology and positioning caused by mutation

of Abelson tyrosine kinase lose neuronal speciication as assayed by loss of neu-

ronal marker Elav (Xiong et al., 2013). Therefore I assessed whether neuronal

speciication of PRs was maintained when the CC constraint was lost by stain-
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ing for Elav. At 40%APF in the absence of CC coninement, PR nuclei positioned

above the surface of the retina retain Elav staining (Figure6.4A). Accordingly, WT

PRs from the same retinae also stain for Elav at this stage (Figure6.4B). Therefore

at 40%APF abnormal PRs are still speciied as neurons. Elav staining was still

detected in these cells at 77%APF, a time after membrane expansion and retinal

deepening has concluded inWT (Figure6.4C-D). To assess Elav expression in adult

retina, I used cryosectioning. As the lens is left intact for cryosectioning, I could

observe PR morphology in this region. All PR nuclei appeared to stain positively

for Elav, including those that aremis-positionedwhen PRmorphology is lost (Fig-

ure6.4E). Co-staining with Cut would be required to deinitively distinguish any

non-Elav expressing PRs from non-Elav expressing CC nuclei in the same region

of the retina. This data suggests that PRs retain neuronal speciication even when

they lose proper morphology.

A late step in PR development is formation of the rhabdomere (Cagan and Ready,

1989a; Longley and Ready, 1995). Rhabdomeres are highly actin-rich structures

as each microvilli is thought to contain two actin ilaments (Arikawa et al., 1990)

and the RTW is rich in actin (Chang and Ready, 2000). Therefore, to get an in-

dication of whether rhadomeres are produced when the CC constraint is lost, I

stained for actin. At 77% there were no structures resembling rhabdomeres in

PRs which have lost their morphology, whereas rhadbomeres were highly visi-

ble in WT PRs (Figure6.4C-D). In adult cryosections, no rhabdomeres were visi-

ble, however there was some concentration of actin staining present in the PRs

found above the retinal surface (Figure6.4E). These foci were irregularly shaped

and therefore did not resemble WT rhabdomere morphology.

To ascertain whether rhabdomeric membranes were present, we turned to elec-

tronmicroscopy (courtesyofR.Walther). In adult retinae expressingbaz∆PDZ1 to

disrupt AJs, nearly all the PRs lost their morphology at adult stage (Figure6.4F-I).
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Figure 6.4: PRs remain differentiated but cannot build rhabdomeres without CC

coninement A-B) Confocal Z-projection through PR nuclei stained for ElavA) in PRs that

have lost morphology and B) in PRs that remain WT, when baz∆PDZ1 is expressed un-

der control of GMRgal4. C-D) Confocal projections through PR nuclei stained for Elav in

retina expressing baz∆PDZ1 under control of prosGal4 containing endogenous EcadGFP

dissected at 77%APF.WTommatidium is at top of image andommatidiumwherePRshave

lost morphology is at the bottom of the image. Bristle nuclei which also stain positively

for Elav have been outlined with a white dotted line. C) is at a higher plane than D) in

the same retina showing that nuclei are displaced. E) Cryosections through adult retinae

along the proximo-distal axis expressing baz∆PDZ1 under control of prosGal4 stained for

Elav and actin. PRs that have lost morphology are indicated with the white arrowhead.

F-H) EM images of adult retinae. F) WT control ommatidium and G-H) ommatidia ex-

pressing baz∆PDZ1 under control of GMRgal4. Inter-rhabdomeric space is false coloured

in green, stalk membranes are false coloured in red. G) shows lack of rhabdomeres and

H) shows potential rhabdomeres with aberrant organisation. I) Successive slices through

a retina expressing baz∆PDZ1 under control of GMRgal4. Cellular material projecting

through the lens is false coloured in cyan. J-K) Cryosections through adult retinae along

the proximo-distal axis expressing baz∆PDZ1 under control of prosGal4 stained for Rh1

and actin. PRs that have lost morphology are indicated with the white arrowhead. In J)

Rh1 localises to irregular actin-rich foci in PRs. In K) Rh1 is localised to PR apical mem-

brane as indicated by red arrowheads. Scale bars: A-E) = 5µm, F-H) = 10µm. Panels F-I)

courtesy of R. Walther.
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In sections taken from the surface of the retina, cellularmaterial could be detected

in the middle of the lens and projecting through the pseudocone cavity which is

never observed inWT (Figure6.4I). In sections from 15microns deep, the ordered

structure of the retina would normally be detected, with PRs containing electron-

dense rhabdomeres arranged into clusters surrounding a visible lumen. However,

retinae where CC AJs had been weakened were very disorganised and had lost

the ordered, crystalline arrangement (Figure6.4I). Higher magniication revealed

the presence of structures resembling PR clusters with a fully formed lumen (Fig-

ure6.4F-G), however these ommatidia did not present rhabdomeres andhad a lack

of observable microvilli. There were some electron-dense structures seen else-

where in the retina reminiscent of rhabdomeres, but theywere irregularly shaped

and not organised into clusters (Figure6.4H). This suggests that loss of morphol-

ogy caused by defects in the CC constraint, prevents PRs from developing mature,

organised rhabdomeres.

Concurrent with the development of the rhabdomere, Rh1 is expressed which

supports rhabdomere development (Kumar and Ready, 1995; Kumar et al., 1997;

Chang and Ready, 2000). To assess whether Rh1 is still expressed whenmorphol-

ogy is lost, I stained for Rh1. The actin-rich structures seen in adult cryosections

did stain positively for Rh1, showing that in the absence of coninement by the

CCs, PRs still transcribe and express Rh1 (Figure6.4J). This indicates that the F-

actin foci are abnormal rhabdomeric domains. In some examples, Rh1 appeared

to be localised to the entire PR plasmamembrane (Figure6.4K). This suggests that

although Rh1 is still expressed when the CC constraint is lost, the lack of PR mor-

phology prevents rhabdomere development and proper Rh1 localisation.

Taken together, these data suggest that coninement of the PRs by the CCs is re-

quired for the PRs to develop the proper morphology. PRs still continue their

differentiation programme in the absence of coninement, yet the loss of correct
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morphology means the rhabdomeric domains are improperly formed. Therefore

CC coninement is needed for PR development and function.

6.2.5. Direct test of the role of physical constraint

So far my results indicate that the CCs provide a mechanical constraint that is es-

sential for shaping PRs. If this were true, we reasoned that providing back the

mechanical constraint should rescue PR morphology. To artiicially apply a me-

chanical constraint to a retina in which the CC AJs had been compromised, we

performed a preliminary experiment with AFM in a collaboration with I. Weber

(in the lab of K. Franze, University of Cambridge). We used retina in which the

AJs had been weakened by expression of one copy of baz∆PDZ1 (heterozygous)

speciically in CCs under control of the prosGal4 driver with all retinal AJs labelled

using EcadGFP (Figure6.5A). For the rescue experiments, we used the AFM can-

tilever attached to a bead of size 123µm to push the overlying pupal membrane

into the surface of the retina in live intact pupae (Figure6.5B). The bead covers

roughly 10% of the retinal surface but by pressing onto the pupal membrane, we

aimed to apply a compression force over the entire surface of the retina. The can-

tilever supplied a constant 100nN of force on the retina for 12hrs encompassing

the time periodwhen the PR phenotype develops. In this preliminary experiment,

comparing lies treated with the AFM to control lies, we found a trend towards

lower percentages of PRs with an abnormal phenotype in lies in which the can-

tilever was applied (Figure6.5C-D). However, we also found that there was large

variance in phenotype penetrance.

In this experiment,we identiied large variance in thepenetranceof thephenotype

between retinae in controls (Figure6.5D). We hypothesised that variance in pen-

etrance of the phenotype can be caused by differences in conditions, such as tem-

perature, age or sex. To explore the source of the variance, I performed a control

experiment where I kept temperature and age constant, investigating two differ-
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Figure 6.5: Use of artiicial mechanical constraint to rescue mechanical conine-

ment A) Fluorescence image of ;EcadGFP;prosGal4,UASbaz∆PDZ1/TM6 pupamounted on

the AFM. B) Same pupa showing AFM cantilever in position. C) Two-photon image of

retina used for scoring after AFM treatment. D)Quantiication of percentage of ommatidia

displaying an abnormal PR phenotype in AFM-treated and matched controls (n= 8 paired

retinae). E)Quantiication of control lies, either heterozygous or homozygous for expres-

sion of UASbaz∆PDZ1, showing percentage of ommatidia displaying an abnormal PR phe-

notype (n=22 retinae for homozygous, n=12 retinae for heterozygous). F) Quantiication

of control lies, either heterozygous or homozygous for expression of UASbaz∆PDZ1, split

by sex showing percentage of ommatidia displaying an abnormal PR phenotype (n=10, 7,

6, 4 retinae for homozygous male, female, heterozygous male, female respectively). Error

bars = S.D.
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ent strengths of phenotype: homozygous lies with two copies of baz∆PDZ1 and

heterozygous lies where the transgene was over a balancer. Quantiication of the

percentage of ommatidia displaying an abnormal phenotype conirmed that there

is high variance in phenotype penetrance between retinae (Figure6.5E). This sug-

gests that temperature and age do not explain the variance we see. I then tested

whether there were any difference between sexes. I found that for homozygous

lies, there was no such difference (Figure6.5F). However for heterozygous lies,

males displayed signiicantly more abnormal PRs than females (Figure6.5G) sug-

gesting that sex explains some of the variance in penetrance of the phenotype. In

the above AFM experiments, whilst temperature and age were controlled for, sex

was not taken into account. Therefore in future experiments either sex should

be taken into account or homozygous lies should be used to reduce variation in

phenotype penetrance.

6.3. Discussion

6.3.1. Mechanical forces from the CCs positively inluence the

PRs

In the developing retina, different cell types undergomorphogenesis concurrently

but it is unclear how cells interact during this process. Here, I have shown that

PR morphogenesis requires a positive mechanical input from the CCs. The CCs

provide a mechanical constraint by enclosing the PR cluster on the surface and

loor of the retina (Cagan and Ready, 1989a; Longley and Ready, 1995). The CC

coninement is required for the PRs to acquire their shape and build important

structures, such as the rhabdomere, necessary for their function. This part of my

thesis therefore demonstrates how mechanically connected cells can cooperate

to determine overall tissue shape. This work also shows a role for glial cells in

shaping neuronal cells through mechanical forces.
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In the absence of the CC cage, PRs do not remodel their polarity and do not adopt

the correct shape or position within the retinal epithelium. Furthermore my re-

sults show that PR morphogenesis is impaired when CC AJs are weakened. This

is strong evidence that it is the mechanical cues that are necessary for PR mor-

phogenesis rather than any biochemical signals secreted by the CCs. Although

the differentiation cascade, which includes transcriptional regulations (such as

Rh1 expression), still unfolds in these cells, because the morphology of the cell

is incorrect, PRs cannot build rhabdomeres. Our proposed model is that PRs ex-

ert force on the overlying CCs during their membrane expansion. The CC roof is

required to resist these forces and allow PR proximo-distal expansion. The me-

chanical coninement generated by the CC cage is therefore required for the PRs

to adopt the correct morphology, a step that is essential for the later production

of rhabdomeres. However, I cannot rule out that the CCs regulate the biochem-

ical microenvironment around the PRs or that CC/PR AJ integrity is needed for

signalling between these two cell types.

In order to test whether the PR membrane expansion exerts force on the CCs,

membrane expansion could be inhibited by inhibition of traficking. Overexpres-

sion of Eyes Closed (Eyc) (Sang and Ready, 2002) or downregulation of Rab11 ac-

tivity (Satoh et al., 2005) have previously been shown to inhibit Rh1 transport to

the photosensitive membrane and impair rhabdomere development. If PR mem-

brane expansion exerts force on CC AJs, thesemanipulations would be expected to

rescue the breaking of CC AJs when α-cat-RNAi is expressed. To conirm the role

of mechanical forces for PRmorphogenesis, it would be interesting to test the role

ofmechanical coninement directly. My preliminary experiments using AFM show

that this could be a good technique to use. My control experiments have outlined

how use of either male heterozygous lies or homozygous lies would reduce vari-

ation in the penetrance of the phenotype. Another method that could be used is

to grow retinae in vitro under a roof of pliable material, such as PDMS, to supply
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the mechanical constraint.

A potential hypothesis arising frommywork is thatmechanical coninement is ad-

ditionally required to maintain the microvilli that form at the PR apical surface as

a precursor to rhabdomere formation. PRs without a mechanical constraint lack

microvilli as identiied by EM imaging. Additionally, these PRs attain a larger vol-

ume thanWTPRs in the same tissue. It has been shown that cell surface expansion

can be accommodated for by the unravelling of cell surface projections such asmi-

crovilli, for example during cell division (Follett and Goldman, 1970; Porter et al.,

1973; Figard and Sokac, 2014) or during Drosophila embryo expansion (Figard

et al., 2013). Although themechanism that triggersmicrovilli formationmight not

necessarily be force regulated, mechanical force from the CCs may be required to

maintainmicrovilli during rhabdomere biogenesis. It is thought that the RTWacts

as amechanical constraint along the base of the rhabdomere to support microvilli

formation and prevent membrane from dropping into the cytoplasm (Kumar and

Ready, 1995; Kumar et al., 1997; Chang and Ready, 2000). It follows that compa-

rable coninement at the proximal and distal surfaces of the apical domainmay be

additionally required.

6.3.2. CC AJ strength is required to resist PR forces

My result that reduction of α-cat affects the ability of AJs to resist force is an in

vivo demonstration that this AJ component is important for determining adhesion

strength. In this system, the forces applied on the AJ are different to those usually

under consideration. I propose that PR growth exerts forces on the AJs from the

basolateral side along the apical-basal axis of the AJ. This would be comparable to

shear forces along the plane of theAJwhichhavebeendescribedbefore (Kale et al.,

2018). Current hypotheses suggest that forces perpendicular to the AJ strengthen

adhesion whereas shear forces weaken adhesion (Kale et al., 2018). Therefore PR

forcemight be expected toweaken CC AJ adhesion. This its withmy data showing
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that further weakening of adhesion through α-cat RNAimakes AJs less resistant to

this force. However whether cells have any speciic and specialised mechanisms

for dealing with force from the basolateral direction as compared to previously

considered parallel shear forces would be interesting to investigate. The omma-

tidiumwould be a good potential model inwhich to further study themechanisms

that underlie AJ strength in vivo.

6.3.3. Early morphogenesis of the CCs and PRs

During early CC and PRmorphogenesis, I identiied that PRs indent into the tissue

prior to CC closure and before their full ingression. PR indentation occurs concur-

rentlywith a decrease in PR apical area. As apical constriction has been previously

shown todrive tissue invagination (Odell et al., 1981;Martin et al., 2009), it is likely

to be also driving PR indentation. This could be tested, for example, by targeting

MyoII which should prevent apical constriction in the nascent ommatidium.

FollowingPR indentation, CCs close and this drives full PR ingression. How theCCs

move on top of the PRs is not fully understood. There are two potential hypothe-

ses that could explain how the CCs move on top of the PRs. Contact is made be-

tween adjacent CCs (i.e. between A and Eq, Eq and P, etc) before CC closure begins.

This initial contact could be expanded by increasing the length of the AJ domain,

‘zippering’ the A and P cells together to close the gap. An alternative hypothesis

could be a process akin to a partial cell slithering (Kuo andKrasnow, 2015), where

cells gainmotile properties and crawl over their neighbours. However in this case

CCs do not lose contact with their neighbours or the basement membrane. In or-

der to distinguish between these hypotheses, I attempted to image CC closure at a

higher time resolutionwith the hope of identifying protrusions thatmight suggest

cell slithering (data not shown), however, the level of resolution I could achieve

did not allow for visualisation of this process in enough detail. An improvement

would be to sparsely label individual CCswith a cytoplasmic ormembranemarker
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to increase resolution.

6.3.4. Glial cells regulate neuronal cell morphology

The CCs are glial cells andmywork suggests that they can inluence neuronalmor-

phogenesis through mechanical forces. Glial cells have previously been shown to

shape neuronal projections (such as axon outgrowth) in part through the use of

mechanical forces (Franze and Guck, 2010; Franze et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2006;

Georges et al., 2006). Additionally, glia have been shown to shape neuronal end

processes in C. elegans, where AMsh glial cells ensheath the receptive ending of

AWC neurons to delimit a spatial barrier for shape remodelling (Procko et al.,

2011). Howevermywork takes this a step further and shows how glial cells shape

sensory neuron cell bodies.

My work raises the issue that regulation of neuronal morphogenesis by mechani-

cal forces providedby the accessory cells could be a generalmechanism that is also

used in mammalian PR development. It has been shown that dissociated rat PRs

can be cultured in vitrowith the addition of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) con-

ditionedmedium (Gaur et al., 1992). However, although this supports PR survival

and neurite outgrowth, outer segments do not formandPRmorphology is not cor-

rect. Numerous studies have shown that RPE is required to support outer segment

formation but the mechanism behind this is unknown (Stiemke et al., 1994; Saga

et al., 1996; Watanabe et al., 1997). Previous studies have hypothesised that it is

the RPE apical cilia and microvilli that somehow inluence outer segment growth

but this has not been directly tested (Bumsted et al., 2001; Nasonkin et al., 2013).

My work raises the interesting possibility that mechanical force from the overly-

ing RPE contributes to promoting outer segment morphogenesis. In the future, it

would be interesting to test this possibility by growth of dissociated PRs or retinal

explants under coninement to see whether this rescues PR morphology. It has

been reported that the majority of PRs produced from stem cells fail to develop
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outer segments (Osakada et al., 2008; Zhong et al., 2014) so solving this issue is

important to aid therapeutic developments for retinal diseases.

6.3.5. How do PRs sense forces?

My work shows PR morphogenesis is impacted by mechanical forces. This could

occur through an active mechanism or a passive mechanism. Future work should

focus on determining whether PR morphogenesis is a purely mechanical process

where the PRs grow to ill the space that is present, or whether the mechanical

coninement triggers signalling in the PRs that regulates morphogenesis. Several

signalling pathways have been implicated in force transduction, a key one is the

Hippo pathway (Dupont et al., 2011). Therefore whether this pathway plays any

role in sensing forces within the PRs could be tested. The Hippo pathway has

been shown to play a role in R8 subtype speciication (Jukam et al., 2013) but

a role beyond this has not been considered. To further explore what signalling

pathways might be involved in transducing the mechanical input from the CC, a

more unbiased approach could be taken using transcriptomics to investigate tran-

scriptional differences betweenPRs that lack amechanical constraint andWTPRs.

Fluorescence-based cell sorting (Charlton-Perkins et al., 2017) could be employed

to sort luorescently-labelled PRs from surrounding retinal cells to reduce noise.
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7. Discussion

7.1. Role of mechanical forces in heterogeneous tis-

sue patterning

Epithelial tissues undergo extensive morphogenesis in 2D and 3D to produce

complex functional organs. Many epithelial tissues additionally exhibit hetero-

geneities in the shape of the composite cells. How these heterogeneities arise

and are maintained despite subjection to the mechanical forces produced during

morphogenesis is an open question. Here, I have used the Drosophila retina as

a model heterogeneous tissue to examine the mechanisms involved in epithelial

patterning with a focus in the role of mechanical forces. I ind that ommatidial

cells are mechano-sensitive and that different cell types vary in their responses

in order to generate distinct cell shapes. I have been able to show that the way

distinct neighbours interact through mechanical forces depends on cell type

and situation. For example, the CCs are insulated from the IOCs to prevent the

high forces from disrupting their cell intercalation. In contrast, the PRs and CCs

interact positively through mechanical forces to drive proper morphogenesis.

Mechanistically, I have shown that the MyoII medial meshwork plays a vital

role is sensing, responding and regulating cell morphology. Overall, unlike in a

homogeneous epithelium where forces and cellular responses can be assumed to

act homogenously, in a heterogeneous tissue, the reaction of a cell to forces from

its neighbours is dependent on cell type. This difference is mediated in part by

the medial meshwork of actomyosin.
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7.2. The special case of the CCs

The CCs have distinct properties, both when compared to other ommatidial cells

and when compared to other cells types that undergo cell intercalation. The CCs

have a lower MyoII medial meshwork velocity than neighbouring IOCs and PPCs

and their MyoII medial meshwork luctuations show lower correlation to their

area luctuations. In addition, they are not responsive to forces from their neigh-

bours in terms of changes to average area or shape. The CCs have a strong en-

richment of AJ-associated MyoII around their perimeter which is reminiscent of a

MyoII cable. Their medial meshwork properties, or this cable, might explain their

lack of responsiveness. Interestingly, the cable is only present on the CC side of the

AJ and there is an observable lack of AJ-associated MyoII on the PPC side of the

contact. This suggests the possibility that the lack of MyoII accumulation in the

PPCs could limit the transmission of forces to the CCs and explain their lack of re-

sponsiveness. The function of this could be to isolate the CCs from the forces gen-

erated by their heterogeneous neighbours so that they can carry out their distinct

morphogenesis. However, I hypothesise that although their MyoII activity has a

functional role in isolation, a side effect of this is that they cannot rely strongly

on MyoII for their cell intercalation. Instead, they only have a low requirement

for MyoII and a relatively higher reliance on adhesion to drive cell intercalations.

There is an additional role for Notch signalling in stabilising intercalation. This

example demonstrates that during morphogenesis, because MyoII is involved in

both driving morphogenesis and responding to forces, cells must balance these

two functions to achieve their inal shape.

7.3. The PPCs as mechanical insulators

The actomyosin properties of the PPCs appears to set themup asmechanical insu-

lators in the ommatidium. My ablation and repair experiment in Chapter4 shows
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that the PPCs are required to insulate the CCs from the IOCs to protect them from

the high forces. Additionally, my ablation experiments in Chapter5, demonstrate

that the PPCs are the most deformable and responsive cell type to changes in the

force balance of the ommatidium. I propose that the PPCs act to absorb or dissi-

pate forces within the ommatidial cluster by deforming and therefore preventing

further transmission of these forces. The PPCs form an easily deformable insu-

lator layer between the IOCs and CCs. The MyoII medial meshwork appears to

be responsible for this in that it changes its pulsation rate in response to force to

drivemorphology changes. The hypothesised function of mechanical insulation is

to stop any defects in one ommatidium being propagated throughout the tissue. It

would be interesting to test whether this is a conserved feature of heterogeneous

tissues, whereby some cell types play a protective insulating role during morpho-

genesis to allow for other functional cells to get their shape.

7.4. CCs direct PRs morphogenesis through mechan-

ical coninement

In addition to putting mechanisms in place to mitigate the potential effects of

forces on neighbouring cells, I have also shown that some cells of the retina

actively exert forces on neighbours for morphogenesis. The glial CCs set up a

cage-like structure around the PRs early in development. The CC cage is required

to conine the expansion of PRs along the proximal-distal axis so that the PRs

generate their required morphology. This demonstrates an example of a positive

inluence of forces from one cell type to another being required to drive morpho-

genesis. This is also an example of how glial cells can support the development of

neurons through mechanical forces.
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7.5. The ommatidium as a model heterogeneous ep-

ithelium

Altogether, my work has deined the ommatidium as a model heterogeneous ep-

ithelium for future experimentation. In Chapter3, I characterised themorphogen-

esis of thedifferent cell types of the ommatidiumandhow they relate to eachother.

Then in the following Chapters, I demonstrated how the ommatidium can success-

fully be used as a model to characterise mechanisms that drive morphogenesis in

a heterogeneous tissue. Therefore, I have developed the Drosophila ommatidium

as a model which can be further used in the future to tackle questions about the

development of a heterogeneous tissue.

7.6. Closing remarks

Although many morphogenetic processes are driven cell autonomously, in part

by intrinsic mechanical forces, the role of local extrinsic mechanical forces also

needs tobe consideredwhenunderstandinghow theoverall tissue is patterned. In

some cases, a cell must mitigate extrinsic forces to complete morphogenesis, and

in other examples, extrinsic forces contribute to morphogenesis. This especially

requires consideration in a heterogeneous tissue due to the high variation in the

forces produced between the composite cells.
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A. Appendix Movies

Appendix movie 1: Ommatidial development over time ;EcadGFP; pupal retina with

AJs labelled in grey byEcadGFP. Imaging initiated from<20%APF for∼12hrs showinghow

ommatidial cells change shape and size during development. 5min frame interval. Movie

post-processed by bleach correction and iltering with a Gaussian blur in FIJI. Scale bar =

5µm

Appendix movie 2: Wild type CC intercalation ;EcadGFP; pupal retina with AJs labelled

in grey by EcadGFP. Imaging initiated from <20%APF for∼12hrs demonstrating how the

CCs undergo a cell intercalation. 5min frame interval. Scale bar = 5µm

Appendix movie 3: Inhibition of endocytosis blocks AJ shrinkage

;EcadGFP;prosGal4/UASshibirets1 pupal retina with AJs labelled in grey by EcadGFP.

Pupa raised at 25°C until ∼20%APF and then transferred to the microscope at 31°C to

inhibit endocytosis in CCs. Note how CC intercalation is inhibited. 10min frame interval.

Movie post-processed by registering and despeckling in FIJI. Scale bar = 5µm

Appendix movie 4: Inhibition of Notch signalling destabilises CC intercalation

;EcadGFP;prosGal4/UASmamDN pupal retina with AJs labelled in grey by EcadGFP. Imag-

ing initiated from <20%APF. Note how the central CC-CC AJ undergoes repeated rounds

of shrinkage and elongation. 5min frame interval. Movie post-processed by registering,

subtracting background and iltering with a Gaussian blur in FIJI. Scale bar = 5µm

Appendix movie 5: In vivo MyoII dynamics Airyscan processed time-lapse of

sqhAX3;sqhGFP/EcadTomato; pupal retina in the ‘Late’ stage of ommatidial development

with SqhGFP in green and AJs in red marked by EcadTomato. Example of movie used for

PIV analysis. 4.35sec frame interval. Scale bar = 5µm

Appendix movie 6: MyoII medial meshwork ablation in PPCAiryscan processed time-

lapse of sqhAX3;sqhGFP; pupal retina with SqhGFP in grey, showing MyoII dynamics after

ablation of theMyoIImedialmeshwork in the left-hand PPC. Ablation ofmedialmeshwork

in left PPC occurs at frame 3 (3.45sec). 1.15sec frame interval. Scale bar = 5µm

Appendix movie 7: Cell shape changes after MyoII medial meshwork ablation in

PPC Time-lapse of ;EcadGFP; pupal retina at the ‘Late’ stage of development with AJs in

grey marked with EcadGFP. Ablation of medial meshwork in left PPC occurs at frame 5

(5.08sec). 1.27sec frame interval. Note howneighbouring cell types vary in their response

to ablation in terms of area and shape changes. Movie post-processed by iltering with a

Gaussian blur in FIJI. Scale bar = 5µm
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Appendix movie 8: Live imaging of CC closure ;EcadGFP; pupal retina with AJs labelled

in grey by EcadGFP. Imaging initiated from 15%APF showing how AJs remodel during CC

closure. 10min frame interval. Scale bar = 5µm

Appendix movie 9: Live imaging ommatidia in which CC cage is weakened

;EcadGFP/GMRgal4;UASbaz∆PDZ1::GFP/+ pupal retina with all AJs labelled in grey by

EcadGFP. CC AJs also contain Baz∆PDZ1::GFP. Imaging initiated from 24%APF showing

how weakened CC AJs break and the PRs push up between them. 10min frame interval.

Movie post-processed by bleach correction and iltering with a Gaussian blur in FIJI. Scale

bar = 5µm
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B. Appendix igures

Figure B.1: AJ length luctuation cross-correlations A) Average cross-correlation of

rate of change in length of the central CC-CC AJ (shown in blue in diagram) with the CC-

PPC AJ (shown in red in diagram) (n=13 ommatidia). B) Average cross-correlation of rate

of change in length of Eq PPC-PPC AJ (shown in blue in diagram) with the Pl PPC-PPC AJ

(shown in red in diagram) (n=13 ommatidia). Error bars = S.D.

Figure B.2: MyoIIDN is effective in inhibiting MyoII A) Clones generated by the CoinFlp

system across the furrow in a third instar larval eye disc expressing UASmyoIIDN marked

by the presence of YFP. Note that the apical area of furrow cells in the clone is comparable

to that of cells before the furrow due to inhibition of constriction.
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Figure B.3: Inhibition of Notch signalling does not affect CC speciication A) Eye disc

from third instar larva of sqhAX3;sqhGFP; control lies stained for Cut as a marker of CC

speciication andArm to showAJs. Note the dynamics andpattern of Cut expression across

eye disc in rows of ommatidia behind the furrow (indicatedwith anwhite arrowhead). B)

Eye disc from third instar larva expressingUAS-mamDN under control of prosGal4 stained

for Cut as a marker of CC speciication and Arm to label AJs. Timing and pattern of switch

on of Cut expression is no different to control eye discs showing that CC speciication is

not affected. C) 40%APFCS control retina stained for Cut to showCC speciication, Ecad to

showAJs andDAPI to showall nuclei. D) 40%APF retina expressingUAS-NotchRNAi under

control of prosGal4 stained for Cut as a marker of CC speciication and Ecad and Ncad to

label AJs. Cut expression resembles that of CS lies and remains switched on throughout

development showing that CC speciication is unaffected by UAS-NotchRNAi expression.

Scale bars: A-B) 5µm, C-D) 10µm.
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Figure B.4: Ommatidia cells undergo oscillations in perimeter during morphogen-

esis A) Apical perimeter over time for one of each ommatidial cell type. B) Rate of change

of apical perimeter over time for the same cells shown in A). C) Distribution of perime-

ter change rate for the three ommatidial cell types. D) Distribution of pulse amplitudes

in perimeter change rate for the three ommatidial cell types. E) Mean pulse amplitude of

perimeter change rate for the three ommatidial cell types. F) Distribution of cycle length

of pulse in perimeter change rate for the three ommatidial cell types. G)Mean cycle length

of perimeter change rate for the three ommatidial cell types. H)Mean apical perimeter for

PPC, CC and IOC at three stages of morphogenesis. Error bars = S.E.M.
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C. Characterisation of Baz deletion trans-

genes

In Chapter6, I made use of a Baz deletion transgene toweaken CC AJs (bazDeltaPDZ1). Baz

has been shown to bind to AJ components Arm and Echinoid (Ed) (Wei et al., 2005) and

is thought to be important for AJ establishment in the embryo (McGill et al., 2009), but

a role in AJ maintenance is not well deined. Previous studies have performed structure-

function analyses of baz in other Drosophila tissues to ind the domains responsible for

Baz membrane localisation (Krahn et al., 2010b; McKinley et al., 2012). R. Walther tested

transgenes of baz that lack different combinations of domains (Krahn et al., 2010b;McKin-

ley et al., 2012) for their effect on ommatidial morphogenesis (FigureC.1A). Expression of

a transgene of baz that lacks its PDZ1 domain (baz∆PDZ1) or its phosphoinositide bind-

ing domain (baz∆PIP) in all cells of the retina using the GMRgal4 driver mimicked the PR

phenotype seenwhen expressingα-catRNAi (FigureC.1A,B). Interestingly these baz trans-

genes do not give a morphology phenotype when expressed in other Drosophila tissues

(Krahn et al., 2010b; McKinley et al., 2012).

In order to test in which cells expression is required to cause loss of PR morphology, I ex-

pressed baz∆PDZ1 under control of the prosGal4 driver for CC expression (and R7 PR),

and the elavGal4 driver for PR expression. I found that PR morphology was lost when

baz∆PDZ1was expressed in CCs but not when expressed in PRs (FigureC.1C,D). As a con-

irmation that the additional expression inR7under control ofprosGal4wasnot contribut-

ing to the phenotype, I tested expression under control of the spaGal4 driver which ex-

presses in CCs and PPCs only (Figure2.2D-F). I found that loss of PRmorphology occurred

even when no PRs expressed baz∆PDZ1 (FigureC.1E). Taken together, this suggests that

loss of PR morphology caused by baz∆PDZ1 is cell non-autonomous due to expression in

the CCs.

The similarity to phenotypes obtained when expressing α-catRNAi suggests that baz

transgenes also weaken the CC-CC AJs but how is not immediately obvious. Baz has not

before been ascribed a role in regulation of AJ strength and furthermore, knock down

of Baz using RNAi speciically in the CCs does not affect PR morphogenesis. Instead, the

phenotype is a gain-of-function that occurs even when endogenous Baz is present. Baz is

known to homodimerise (Benton and St Johnston, 2003a) and so the localisation of Baz

transgenes to the AJs could require dimerisation to endogenous Baz. In order to test this,

I expressed baz∆PDZ1 in CCs under control of prosGal4 in retinae containing bazG0484

mutant clones (FigureC.1F). baz∆PDZ1 still localised to the membrane in the absence of

endogeneous Baz and still triggered loss of PR morphology.

Interestingly, R. Walther showed that the PR morphology can be rescued by deletion
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of both the PDZ1 and PDZ2 domains concurrently (FigureC.1A). This suggests that

baz∆PDZ1 is titrating a protein via binding to the PDZ2 domain rather than losing

protein binding to the PDZ1 domain. To test whether a similar mechanism might occur

when the PIP domain is lost, I cloned a transgene that lacked the PDZ2 and PIP domains

(baz∆PDZ2∆PIP). baz∆PDZ2∆PIP also rescued the PR morphology defects caused by

baz∆PIP (FigureC.1G).

The similarities with expression α-catRNAi suggest the possibility that baz∆PDZ1 could

be acting through binding to α-cat. One hypothesis is that Baz∆PDZ1 binds to α-cat

through its PDZ2 domain and titrates it away from binding to Arm, therefore acting as

an α-cat knock down to weaken AJs. α-cat would still be localised to the AJs through

Figure C.1: Removal of domains of Baz recapitulates PR loss of morphology pheno-

type legend on next page.
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Figure C.1: (continued) A) Diagrammatic representation of the deletion mutants of Baz.

All transgenes are expressable under control ofUASand taggedwithGFPat theC-terminus

for assessment of localisation. Whether expression of transgene under control of GMR-

gal4 triggers loss of PR morphology is indicated on the right. B) baz∆PDZ1 expressed in

all cells under control of GMRgal4. GFP tag is imaged to assess localisation. C) baz∆PDZ1

still causes loss of PR morphology when expressed in CCs under control of prosGal4. D)

baz∆PDZ1 does not not cause loss of PR morphology when expressed in PRs alone un-

der control of elavGal4. E) Expression of baz∆PDZ1 under control of spaGal4 conirms

expression is not required in R7 for PRs to lose morphology. F) baz∆PDZ1 under con-

trol of prosGal4 in retina containing clones of bazG0484 mutation. Clones marked by ab-

sence of GFP. GFP also marks localisation of baz∆PDZ1. Clone border marked with dot-

ted line. Loss of PR morphology occurs both inside and outside of clones. G) Expres-

sion of baz∆PDZ2∆PIP in all cells using GMRgal4 does not cause aberrant PR morphol-

ogy. H)Quantiication of percentage of ommatidia with aberrant PRmorphology compar-

ing baz∆PDZ1 co-expressedwithα-cat to baz∆PDZ1 co-expressedwithUAS-CD8mCherry,

under control of prosGal4 or GMRgal4 (n= 2, 3, 2, 3 retinae respectively).

binding to Baz and therefore may support initial AJ formation, however AJs would

be weakened under stress. In order to test this hypothesis, I attempted to rescue PR

morphology defects caused by baz∆PDZ1 by overexpression of α-cat. I tried this for both

expression under prosGal4 and GMRgal4 compared to respective controls concurrently

overexpressing CD8mCherry. In both cases, there was a trend towards decreasing

numbers of PRs with aberrant morphology when α-cat was overexpressed (FigureC.1L).

This suggests that Baz∆PDZ1 could be titrating α-cat, however higher N numbers and

further experimentation would be needed to conirm this.

It has previously been shown that when α-cat is fused to Baz, it cannot fully rescue AJ

function in an α-cat mutant embryo (Desai et al., 2013). Therefore if α-cat, or another AJ

protein, was binding to Baz∆PDZ1 instead of to Ecad, even though it would be localised

to the AJs, it would not facilitate proper AJ function. To test this, biochemistry could be

used to investigate whether Baz∆PDZ1 binds to any AJ components and compare this to

the binding of WT Baz. This hypothesis suggests that there may be a mechanism of au-

toregulation within Baz which has not been described before. My data suggests that in

WT Baz, presence of PDZ1 or the PIP domain prevents protein binding to PDZ2. Further

investigation of these transgenes using PR morphology as a readout for AJ strength will

reveal new information about the role and dynamics of the different domains of Baz at the

AJ.

C.0.1. Methods

The PIP binding domain was deleted from a vector containing the baz∆PDZ2 transgene

in the pENTR backbone (gift from T. Harris, McKinley et al. (2012)) by PCR-mediated site-

directed mutagenesis using the QuikChangeXL kit (Agilent Technologies) with a modiied
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protocol that allows for large deletions (Wang and Malcolm, 1999). Region deleted was

based on previously published deletions (McKinley et al., 2012; Krahn et al., 2010a). The

resulting baz∆PDZ2∆PIP transgene was then recombined into a pPWG Gateway vector

in which an attB site had been added (gift from T. Harris, McKinley et al. (2012)) using

Gateway LR recombination (Invitrogen). This was the same backbone used for the other

Baz deletion transgenes listed in FigureC.1A (McKinley et al., 2012). All constructs were

fully sequenced with Euroins. Plasmid was then sent for injection into the yw;;attP2 ly

strain (BL8622) for PhiC31 mediated recombination by Bestgene Inc. PhiC31 mediated

recombination allowed insertion of the transgene into the same region of the genome as

the other Baz deletion transgenes for comparable expression levels.
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